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PUBLIC SCHOOL GRAMMAR
PART I

STRUCTURE OF THE SENTENCE
Chapter I

THE SENTENCE
Examine the foUawing groups of words:

I. The boy hit the dog.
' The top of the box.
3- The stone broke the window
4. Slowly the weight heavy

the fourth grouDS no^f,t
^'

•
" *^^ ^^''°^^ ^°<I

person or thfa^g
"* " '""''" ^"""^ ^"^

'-« a6<^ .^ perZ Ttntg
'""^ '^^^ " ^'"^

I. The lion saw a mouse

3- unly a glass slipper.

4. Stood by the fire crying.

A group of words such as (i\ nr f,\ u- u
statement that Jc

^ ' ^*)' '''*"=h makes a

anythinTlstlld'arr^; -""^'^^^ ^^°^^^^ ^bout

EXERCISE I

I. I have finished the lesson , Tki, "^^
^«««»<^« .»

3- Thy necessity isBrelttl^ :

^''« ''°'«e at the corner.or necessity -greater than mme. 4. Noble, nameless,



» PUBLIC SCHOOL GRAMMAR

6^"%\o^T. '?'"' '"^ "^^^^ '*^ -"^^^ rang

7. HaZTfot'' °'J^"-^'^"=«
from this condit!^."

'

DBPINITION

thoihT'^'*
'' '^^ "* ^°""' •'P««^8 « complet.

Chaptbk 11

ASSERTIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES

are sZ^Js
''" ^""^"^ ^'^^^ "f -"-^^' -oUn, ^hich

I. The man was coming to the house.
a. ihe man is opening the door.
3- The man at the door.
4. Was the man coming to the house ?
5- Is the man opening the door ?

tnni™ c*„t._ X ^ ' ^ >' "* '"^t they do not

1. The boy has gone home.
2. Who broke the window ?

3- Is our new ball lost ?

4- This is a sweet apple.



ASSERTIVE AND INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES 3
A sentence such as (i) or (4), which makes a state-

ment about any person or thing, is called an assertive
or a declarative sentence.

A sentence such as (2) or (3), which asks a question
about any person or thing, is called an interrogative
sentence. *

EXERCISE a

Tell which of the following sentences are assertive and
whtch tnterrogative, and why :

I Who stole the eggs I laid f ,. Under the spreading
chestnut tree the village smithy stands. 3. What wouldyou have h.m do ? 4. Could you not give me some em-
ployment at the court ? 5. At the church door stood an
old crippled soldier. 6. Under this shelter the birds build
their nests. 7. Had we not better send more paper ?

Notice that an interrogative sentence begins with a
capital letter and ends with a question mark.

B
Change the following from assertive to interroeative

sentences

:

'

I. The boy is at his desk.
a. The horse has run down the street.
3. Mary was reading her book.
4- John had studied his lesson.

5- The inspector was here yesterday.

DEFINITIONS

I. An assertive sentsnce is one that is used in in.iri..p
a statement.

a. An intenogatiTe sentence is one that in used in
asking a question.



4 PUBLIC SCHOOL GRAMMAR

Chapter III

THE IMPERATIVE SENTENCE
Examine carefully the following sentences :

1. John is coming to the house.
2. Is John coming to the house ?
3- John, come to the house.

Nccice that the first is an assertive sentence

sentlr
''-''- '''' ''^ --'^ ^^ antUative

pressing a command.
^^ntence-^ne used m ex-

J^HeTprli^Z^:-''^ '""* -" --^' ^—
I. Tom, there is the blow of a whale
=. lurn the horses into the field, John
3. Spnng, where are you tarrying now ?
4. Give unto every man his due
S- Come back with him in five minutes.

A sentence used like (2) (a\ „,. /•,> +
-and is called aa hnperaSeientelice^ '''"" ' '=°"-

BXERCISB 3

A

J- ae kmd and courteous to



SUBJECT AND PREDICATE

S^.
.0. Do „„ Jn^rS^JT^' Tl^ '^ •"

Hosts, be with us yet 12 Ch^hL, ° °^

X3. Honour thy fa^h^r and t^TtkeT' :? rt''"^'humble prayer.
motner. 14. Accept my

B
Wnte out two examples of an assertive sentence twoof an.nterro,at.ve sentence; i.o of an imper^TsentZ

DEPINITIDN

Chapter IV

SUBJECT AND PREDICATE

fuJ^r"! 1 '**/'''^«« <^^ertive sentences, note care

N%t7oTT"" " '''"' " ^'°'^-»' has'bTZe.

1. Birds fly.

2. The man came quickly.
3. The little boy hit the ball
4. The chimney on the school was blown down.

"
Birds

•' '"* ^^"'^"^^^/^h-ve made a statement about

abouf " The 1 S '
H°"^ """f

" ^'^ "^" " '" ^he thirdaDout The little boy ", and in the fourth about "
Th,.chimney on the school ".
^°*

We have stated about the birds, that they "
fly

"
about the man. that he " came quickly "

; lUfthe
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little boy, that he " hit the ball " • o„j u

ment J«ar "'"'"'""^ *'^* ^^"* ^'''^ » ^tate-

' The part representing what is stated.

1' ThetnL°""?T" "^' ^"'"S ''y the window

EXERCISE 4

A
/« the following sentences separate the subject from thepredtcate by a vertical line ' ' ""

reeular . Ti, ,
became more and more ir-^ 5. T^e'^ot T:^ ^'°"^ '""^ '^^''^ ^''"^ -"the

S. ine ardour of the men burst all restraint.



SUBJECT AND PRBDICATB

6. The word of a follower of the Prophet was never broken
7. bome were looking up toward the heavens. 8 The
distant form separated itself from the trees. 9. This'iour-ney of hardship, privation and exposure occupied from two
°
It'" T"",

" ^""^ '^"' ^""^^S keep betokenedan age of violence. ,1. The furniture of a Norman keepwas not unUke that of an English home. i.. Most of theanimals were cropping the grass. ,3. D«dalus longed
for his old home. *

B

jects

Supply appropriate predicates for the foUowing sub-

I
.
The glass in the door.

.

2- A great many people.

3. John Maynard
4- The Union Jack
5. The city of Toronto.

.

6. My brother's bat
7- A bed of flowers

Supply appropriate subjects for the following predi-
cotes :

' are in the garden 3
darted through the air. 3 set a'trap for the
"^'^- 4 was a great hero. c. .

won the battle of Waterloo. 6 is a county
on Lake Ene. 7 pleased the boys.

DEFINITIONS

I. The subject is the part of the sentence which rep-
resents that about which an assertion is made.

a. The predicate is the part of the sentence which
represents what is asserted about the person or thing
denoted by the subject.
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Chaptbr V
POSITION OP THE SUBJECT

ofiUe subject I tke fTu^l, HZ^T^' "^ ^«"-
I. Louder and louder rang the bell
'

JJP
^™t *l^ pupils' hands.

3. Down the street came the boys

«... xrptsir-.r,^-rs
'•

l^ •^" ••^"S louder and louder.
The pupils' hands went up

3. The boys came down the street

sente^l^"
''' ^°^*'°" °^ *« -^i-t in the following

'•

f°7'y "^^ *t" hoys to school.
2- A pleasmg sight <Af children saw

EXERCISE 5
Write out each sentence in fU^ f„it-

*>- subject first, and Zr^^t^U^ZZZT ^'"''•*

vertical line:
"""^ *' J'^'"" "te predtcate by a

I. Then lightly rose that loyal son , Fo. .u-rose a grand lacrosse match wL o^^LJd iTel'^Z'.



8UBJBCT m IMPERATIVE SENTENCES
,

^4. Hast thou the flower there ? j. Through that

ovet^tTet'h^S' 'sV""'"i:
'""^''^'"^ ''-"'^'^^

9 On her h.;H
^°" '""^'^ the robins singing ?.?

Chapter VI

SUBJECT IN IMPERATIVE SENTENCES

teJs"^'"^""
"" '"*''* *'" "^f°"<^»i irnperative sen-

I. Love thou thy land.
3. Stand thou at my right hand.
3. Go you in.

4- Keep you your word.
5- Enter ye in by the narrow gate.

,„h^°!''^ ^u^*-
"""^ "^' y"- °' y' i« here used assubject of the imperative sentence

Notice also that an imperative sentence may bewntten with its subject omitted, for example ;

1. Love thy land.
2. Stand at my right hand.
3- Go in.

4. Keep your word.
S- Enter in by the narrow gate.

EXERCISE 6
State whether the subject is expressed or omitted in thefoUomng imperative sentences:

omtftea m the

I. Answer thgu me.
a.Retum no more' into my sight.



3-

4-

S-

6.

7-

8.

9-

PUBLIC SCHOOL ORAMMAR

Bring him hither to me.
Sit thou by my bed.
Show me the place.

Hate him not for ny lake.
Save me for thy mercies' sake.
Praise jre.the Lord.

Dare to be honest.
10. Tarry ye here.

11. Break the points off those spikes.
I a. Seek them out instantly.

13. You tell him at once.

Note:—In many sentences, in addition to the subject
and predicate, we find the name of the person spoken
to, or addressed.

»
Examples

:

I. John, your book is on the desk.
a. Have " m seen a whale, Uncle George t
3. Keep you your word, Silvius.

Such a word or group of words is added to the sen-
tence to gain the attention of the person spoken to.

EXERCISE 7

Point out the subjects and the predicates in thefoUowine
sentences

:

*

I. Are snow-flakes always of the same shape, father ?
3. Brother, take these dear little children. 3. Grand-
mother Lam ready now. 4. Come ye7n peace here, youngLord Lochmvar? 5. That, fathe?. will I gladly do
6. Boys, you must not be idle. 7. Father, your coat is
co^^red with snow. 8. WiU you come with us. Susan ?
9. Hear, p Earth, the words of my mouth. 10. These idle
words, my men. wiU not gain our freedom. 11. Pig,- bvme^mothcr and child. „. O Lady Clare, you shame yourworth. 13. What U thy name, yeoman ?



SUBDIVISIONS IN SUBJECTS AND PRBDICATH II

Chaptbr VII

SUBDIVISIONS IN SUBJBCTS AND PSBDICATIS

Thus far we have divided a sentence into only two
parts. We must now < onsider the smaller divisions or
groups into which a subject and a predicate may be
divided.

Note carefully how the subject and the predicate of
the following sentence are subdivided in answering the
questions given below.

Two boys on the steps ran quickly into the house.
I. How many boys ran ?

a. Who ran ?

3. What two boys ran ?

4- What did the boys do ?

5. How did the boys run ?

6. Where did the boys run ?

In answering these questions we have subdivided
our sentence into six parts, as follows :

t a J AC g
(Two) (boys) (on the steps) (ran) (quickly) (into the

house).

Subdivide the following sentence into parts according to
the questions given below :

Winds from the se

land for many days.

I. What blew ?

a. What winds blew ?

3. What did the winds do ?

4. How did the winds blow ?

5. Where did the winds blow ?

6. How long did the winds bbw ?

blew steadily toward the
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BXBBCI8B 8

A
Ask qutsHons to product th* subdivisions in On fol-

lowing senttnces :

1 (The Saxons) (hastened) (to tl e window).

'An important) (person) (advanced) (into the cham-

ber) (with a grave pace).

3. (The body) (of a giraffe) (measures) (seven feet).

4. (They) (stood) (on the hill) (at daybreak).

5. (The otter) (resembles) (land animals) (in shape).

6. (The ancient) (Egyptians) (erected) (many obelisks)

(in various parts).

7. (In the tropical forests) (the vanilla) (twines)

(its tender branches) (around the neighbouring

trees).

B

In the following sentences, divide the subject from the

predicate by a vertical line, and give the subdivisions in

each :

1. Our friends have gone to the city to visit.

2. All volcanoes have craters at their summits.

3. A forest ranger was going through the woods, two

days afterwards.

4. The principal conquests of t'.ie Romans were achieved

under the republic.

5. The robins wholly vanished from my garden a few

years ago.

6. The various waters, issuing from the gravel, had run

into a hollow.

7. A pretty young girl came along with a trij ping pace.

• 8. A phantom of wealth had thrown a golden hue upon

its waters.

n. The noble nature within him stirred to life at that

woman's word.
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Chapter VIII

KBIATIONB 0» SUBDIVISION!
Examin* tk* subdivisions in th* following stnttncu

noting cartfuUy what is told by tach :

'

(Several) (men) (from the factory) (cUmbed)
(hurriedly) (to the roof) (to extinguish the blaze).

Notice that each part answers some question
relation to some other part, as foUows

:

1. "Several" tells how many men.
2. "from the factory" tells what men.
3 "men" tells who climbed.

4- "climbed" tell, what the men did.
5. "hur-' ily" tells how they climbed.
6. "to the roof" tells where they climbed.
7- "to extinguish the blaze" teUs why they climbed.
In the foUawing sentences state the work or function of

each subdivision :

1. (The elders) (of the dty) (come) (to the field)
(on horseback) (to behold the exercise),

a. (The Dormouse) (had closed) (its eyes) (by this time).
3- (The old) (gentleman) (had shut) (the house door)

(with a great bang).

4. (After a long time) (the lord) (of those servants)
(cometh).

S- (A man) (standing at the gate) (caught) (the horse)
(by the bridle).

Note:—When one part of a sentence is an explanation
of another part, it is said to be related to that part.

BXBKCISE 9

Give the subdivisions of the subject and the predicate
cf each of the following sentences, and state to what earh
subdivision is related :

I. The toads are going to the pond to lay eggs.
». His friends were carrying him to shelter.
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4. One cold night, an Arab sat in his tent.
5. T^ old woman n«de a fire on the hearth.

^:^'^!^''' "'^ -Hth.w,lon, Shadows

Chapter IX
BARE SUBJECT AND BARE PREDICATE

Slated: ^^" "^^ '" "'"'"^'^ «^'*^«' *-'-<'y.-«g /A.

(in th^i^et^^ ^°" ''^ ^°°'^ ^---^^ (^'-'X)

ment is stm compL ^'" °'"'"^'^' *>>« ^*-*-

is m the predicate of the sentence.
'

the bare subject.
'^ *^* ^"''J^'='' '^ c^l'e'l

A subdivision, such as " r=r^^ <• „
forms the essenti;i part of thT .°" '^°«"' ^'^'^'^

b«re predicate
predicate, is called the
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or
i^°"=-^°."^''y^t«>ces the subject or predicate,or both, contain only the essential part, for example :

1. A small boy entered.

2. Boys were playing on the straets.
3. Birds fiy,

sXERCISE 10

aJ^T^, *^f°^''S sentences into subject and predicate

J^hT ' "^'"* ""^ '** '""' ^^*^«" «

1. The sullen clouds scud across the sky
2. Little Harry hit the^dog on the head with a stl.k
3. The cries of the lonely child grew clearer

t Th l€ °
u*?''

™ -'^'^ *''" "^"" ^' 'hat moment.
5- i he difficulties of the task increased
6. The task of building the fire fell to my lot
7. Exaggerated accomits of the fight came to the dtvon the following day.

^ - ''" '™ <='«/

DEFINITIONS

I. The b<u« subject is the essential part of the subject,

pre^cate'
'' " '' *' '**""" ^ «" «>•

EXERCISE II (review)

.JVT'' ''f!^^''^'^"e '^"^es separate the complete

2l^r fJ"""^^^ i-^'^^-'e iioe the bare siZand the bare predicate, and teU the kind of sentence :

MODEL
Then came the question of paying him.

The question of paying him
| came then

'I'^stion
I
came

An assertive sentence.
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I. A small party of the soldiers followed me 3 Withmuch labour our fathers filled the forests. 3. Call my
brother back to me. 4. Who paints with gold the roadside

rit ^-.Telegraph me upon your arrival. 6. Atlength spnng brought fair winds. 7. Is every boy here ?
8. A thousand hearts beat happily. 9. Watch ?he hardymountameer

! 10. The slightest motion -of the puntbreaks every shadow. „. There floats the greatest
ca.m.bal of the fishes. „. Tempt-me no Sr
13- On his arms were golden bracelets. 14. Out of thedark comer cgme a-shput of delight, ij. Loye ye yourenem,es. x6 Wherefore travel you this do^ful^^^d^

w uJL5 u
'P"" °°" *"i"?~to me. .8. In thisblackberry patch the bears hid themselves.

Chapter X
"^"^ PARTS OP SPEECH

THE NOUN

Point Ota the bare subjects in the following sentences
noting «n each case what the subject represents :

I. Mary is reading.

3. John is working hard.

3. Iron is very heavy.

4. Good boys study.

S- The pen is broken.

^_
Notice that the words " Mary '•, " John •', "

Iron "
boys

,
and " pen " all bring to your mind some personor thing spoken about.

__
Notice also that two of these words, " Maiy "

andJohn "are known as the names of the persons spoken
about. In like manner the words " Iron " " boys "
and pen " name persons or things.

'
'
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tn the folUwing sentences point out the words that Hame
anything :

I. The man has a dog.
a. The ball broke a window.
3. James mended the desk.

A word such as " mar. ", " dog ", " ball ", " window ".
etc., which names anything is caUed a noun (Latin
nomen, a name).

EXERCISE 12

Point out the nouns in the following sentences :

I. Henry cut his finger with a knife. 2. A storm
gathered in the sky. 3. The captain ordered the ships
to cast anchor. 4. The camp is to be cleared of snow.
5- The answer to this question is wrong. 6. Daulac was am^ of good family. 7. Daulac had crammrd a large
miaketoon with powder and plugged up the muzzle.
8. The elm m our woods is a stately tree. 9 Inlhe
forests orAmerica and Asia, the vanilla twines its slender
stem round the trees, fo. There will be no seeds unless
the dust or pollen from the stamens falls on the pistils.

DEFINITION

A noun is the name of an3rthing.

Chapter XI

THE PRONOUN

Compare carefully the italicized words in each of the
following groups :

1. John was sick but John is much better.
2. John was sick but he is much better.

1. The knife was 16st but the knife has been found.
2. The knife was lost but it has been found.
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sentence of each group anotht ^u " ""* ^'=°°'l

tuted for the repef^edLr '" '""^ ''"'**^-

arel°ttut^t^cftlV'r "^^ ^"^"^^ '^«" ^^ "^t"

of object. "2 ![
"°* ""™' '^ P^^'="'" J^^d

etc.
; and i, mLhtl '^'T ^ '^°^' ^ "°'>' ^ ^h^'^.

instead oltS\TT, ^
t"'' ^ '^^"^ ^ ^'^^- ^t-^-

fore, take the^tesot' '"• '"'"'^ ^°^'^^' ^^ere-

iects Without naX them.
"°"" '"' '''"'^' '"^^ °^-

3- That IS a good book.
4- The man who was hpro i,„.

A word such as " she " ' t " " *u ^ .. .,

EXERCISE 13

to look at him. 3 The^™ I !, ?u "f""' ^y?'' "^aed- 3- 1
he boy, had the ball but they have
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DBPINITION
A pronoun is a word which represents some personor thing without naming it.

Iw"on

B
P<nnt out the pronouns in the folhunng sentencesan, u,here possible name the objects fl S'tP^Tr^'.

'
«rf,

^" " "°' ^^'^-
>^i!? '^ taken it ?

3. Will yoy come with ig, Susan ?

4. The little orphans cried themselves to sleep

teiri'^"'
''°"^y ' '^'^ -* ^ ^°at and

6 Wh^ i^ ^ *?" '^'' ^"y*'^°S ""«•• than tliis
"

0. What have you m the box ' -

7. Elephants are employed to do a variety of workT^y help to load boats, laying everything do^gently and placing all in good order.

Chapter XII
" THE VERB

Divide, where possible, the complete predicates of the

junction of the bare predicate in each :

1. The men in front paused for a moment.
2. The rabbit AW the drum in the bushes
3. The little boy seems cold.
4. The girls at the duir listened.

Noti_ce conceming the words "hid", "paused"
"seems", and "listened" :

i^^sea
.



» If these words are nrl*. ^ °'a sentence.

'• The nver rolls steadiJ,, .
assertion :

' The captain rece've/^ '"^'"'^ '^^ '^'
3- Prom thence we ::',":: tt'^ ' ''-'^--•
4- The weather became Ury told

' °' ''°"'''"-

5.
The sun a,wa,s Shines „Xrttm.^ word such as "roii •> „

came" etr k,. " > received" "—

f;
The bark of the ,„

^'"" "^'^ '^^ence :

»• During the summer th.
'"PP"^^ '^em with fonHpoor httle girl p;," ^^ animals live in t, V '^^

oant s nf 7„^- .
'^attJe were in th^ fi.u

«=anuj <!,„

----rmlS.t:: " --oneTS

fi

a

tl

ai

th

wl



t> other

1 made

' word
rtion

:

"XERCISB IJ (RBVIEW)

II

tkerol""""' >. assertive sentences about objects in

^ihfS"' ^" ''"^'''- -'-- in connection

senl^eT "" "* '^'"'^— ''-^ -ri. ,•„ tUese

Chapter XIII

COMPLETE AND INCOMPLETE VERGES

about the subject without thT!/-'""^''*^ ^^^^«°«

^
Notice alsJ thalthe Je^ "S^ "^^^^er words.

the second sentences requirethp^^^ ^"^ ^^^^^" «
and "quite sick" in order to

"^^^^^^^^ ^°^<ls. "the dog-
In each of the foUoJ^^'^'^'=°"'P'-t« assertion,

the verb malces a cotpLTeL"'"^'^ "°"^« -'>«ther
when used alone inTetredicr/"""^'^*^ ^*^*^--t

I. The boys ran to school.
a. The child «,;;„versr quiet.
3. The httle girl tor, her dreaj
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6 ?he^."^' '"*•'« desk. ^•

verbs such as "ran" "
i

''Wch, without the addiiion n/ 'Vu^"*^
"departed",

complete statements abou th^ t" ^°"^'' «ake
complete verbs.

*''^'" ^"^jects, are called
Ve'-bs such as "seems" "f^ ..

do not in themselves make comn. .'
^""^ " "^^^ "' ^"ch

«>- Objects a„ calledtcomSteSr'"^"*^ ^''°"*

Clas y A,
EXERCISE i6

'• The child became sick.

3. Th.sbook.sveo'old.

'
The!r^.''*'^^*°t''eciLy

'
oS^rdn"^--i';-'^.-en.

lo T>>« J "'uiica at his words

x|. The child uttered a ciy.
3- The g.ris and women do the milking.

Chapter XIV
OBJECTS AND COMP«T,ONS

'?J^^°5'!''-°ke the stick.
2- Ihe boy IS honest
3. The boy is a student.

h

Si

C,

di

oi

d«

it
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Notice in the first sentence :

I. That the incomplete verb "broke" represents theDoy as acting or as doing something.

th.tv'^''**
*^^ completing words "the stick" representthe thing upon which the boy acts.

On the other hand, notice in the second and third
sentences

:

T_ That the incomplete verb "is" does not represent
the boy as acting.

^

.. c/,,^'!** .'^^ ''°"'P'"'°S """^^^ "honest" andstudent describe the boy.

Point out the completing words in each of the followine
sentences, and state whether they represent something njd
upon or whether they describe the person or thing iencted
by the subject :

I. The man stogped the horse.
3. The boy hit the little dog.
3- The river is very deep.

4. The post-house was a fine building.
5- Have you a better pen ?

6. The children seem quite happy.

A completing word or group of words, such as "thehorse or "the Uttle dog," which stands for the per!

:id°an^obfecr°^''^=''
'"^ ^^*^°° '= ^^^°™«^ ^^

A completing word, or group of words, such as "vervdeep or "a fine building", which modifies the meaningof the subject, is called a completion
; and, becauH

describes he person or thing denoted by the subJIt IS usuaUy called the subjective compledon
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Point out thM — • « •

foU^n, s.^.l'^i^'^^^rt^ any. in ,ack of M,

' '^''e teacher took the -,

3- John IS a hero

<>• The children wallr .v .u
?• Our friend W~ " "'* 8^™-

xo-'cwl^'ft''^^''^*'^-* the door.

'• This man is.
<=°»^pletv)ns :

' My father saw.
.'.'.'.

3- Did you tear.

4. The boys broke.
S- Is the weather
6. ^s pencil seems.;.'
7- ITUS pupil did

•ff-cted b, the .0Jnr^^^^'^^^^-e Person or^A subjective com„i!.« . ^ ** ^"b-

denoted by the robjMt!
**="''"'« ** Pwwa or thing
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Chapter XV

Modifiers

i. modifiers of the subject

Compare the subjects in each of the following groups
of sentences, noting carefully the function of the italicized
parts :

1. Men pay their debts.
2. Hottest men pay their debts.

I. Books are used by the class.
3. Sngill books are used by the class.

1. Flags waved in the breeze.
2

.

Urge flags on the roof waved in the breeze.

In the subject of the second sentence of each group
in addition to the bare subjects, "men", "books" and
flags", we find other words, "Honest", "SmaU"
" Large " and " on the roof " joined to the bare subjects.'

Notice concerning these parts added to the bare
subject :

1. They describe the persons or things denoted by
the bare subject.

2. They modify the meaning of the bare subject.

In the following sentences point out the words or groups
of words which modify the meaning of the bare subject

:

1. The glittering sword of tJie soldier descended.
2. Several herds of cattle were in the fields.

Parts of the complete subject such as "The glit-
tering", "of the soldier", etc., which are joined to the
bare subject to modify its .eaning, are caUed modifiers
of the subject



*6
'"•"«= .CHOOL 0«^„^,

- « the eternal snows

". MODIFIBRS OP TH- „„
^'

Subdivide the *,<v/,- . .
'""WCATE

'• The bell rang ^ '"^'"*^ A'^^ ••

'The^''^:=''^'^"^es.

'• ^ne child beram. •
,

NoticetJ
'"^'"^^'•^''''>-^-

"f each SoupM°tr
^'^ Predicates in the fir .

objects *^f
"'^'' "P''=ked'- s cor^''=°«P'«'«

•* '^h'ch modifies the su^J^;
''^ the compie.
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Notice, therefore, concerning each itaUciMwl part in
tne second sentence of each group :

I. It is not needed to complete the meaning of the
bare predicate or verb.

J. It modifies the meaning of the predicate.

Examine the italicized part in each of the following, and
stau whether u completes the meaning of the verb, or whether
tt merely modifies the predicate :

I. Our friends scu/r««'/.

3. Every one laughed heartily.

3- The leaves fell from the trees.

4- The elephant Vfas furious.
5- The man departed in anger.

Words or groups of words, such as "heartily" "from
the trees", and "in anger", which are not necessary to
complete the verb, but merely limit the meaning of the
predicate, are called modifiers of the predicate.

EXERCISE 19

A
Divide the predicates in the folhming sentences so as

to shew the objects, the subjective completions, and the
modtp.'s of the predicate :

The boy hit the cat with a stone.
Our friend is sick this morning.
The train departed berore our arrival.
The servant opened the door at our approach.
The air seems fresh to-day.
My brother returned to Toronto on the eveninir

train. ^
7. I received his letter on the same day,
8. The Dormouse slowly opened his eyej.
9- John wjs ready before her.

10. You build your nest on the lofty pine.

1.

a.

3-

4.

5-

6.
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I. The weather was
a. We saw
3- John broke
4- The flowers are
5. My friend sent ,\\\
6. The little boy threw. .......,"

DEFINITION

IIJ. MODIWBRS OP THB OBJBCT
Compare the objects in the folhudng groups of sent*nces. noting especiaUy the u,ork of the 'itSZl Jj^:

I- Boys read books,
a. Good boys read good books.

I. We saw flocks,

a- We saw flocks (/Wnis.

Prom these examples we learn that, like the con,

BXBKCISa 30

' leave two tan»oi»ngei

;:?sr;Shr^tr"'^'"°^'—
4- I heard a good ttoiy.
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5. She bought a new coat.
o. Monasteries serv»^ ™
r- Buy a littte f^*^ '^y "^'^ PV-K^..

9. The boy bought candy
"• I S"'' something

ANALVSXS OP SENTBNC8S

Bare Subject.

Modifiers of the Subject.
Bare Predicate or Verb
Sut,ectiveCo«o„

of the Predicate.

Modifiers of the Object
Modifiers of the Predicate.

When we divide a <»„t
and name them k. ordTiT '"*° '*" ^"°"« Parts
sentence. "**'' ''^ a^ said to analyze the

MoDBLS
'•
J'"^ boys in our class wem .K .

SBOTENCE I

Subject...

Malifle„of Subject" V^'^
Verb....

'^'•••^'^ Three (a) in our das.

»9
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SENTENCE 2

Subject settler
Modifier of Subject The

Y,^'^ grasped
Object child
Modifier of Object the little
Modifier of Predicate. . .in his arms

EXERCISE 21

.J^^alyze the following sentences according to the models

' The sick man knoweth the physician by his step.
These flowers are beautiful in the morning.

3. The children covered his hands with tears and kisses.
4- The sick child seems stronger to-day
5- Regulus was a prisoner for two years
6. The Soldan's weapon severed the veil .'nto two parts.
7. She spent a very pleasant hour with the children
8. Xhe struggle was short on the right wing
9. The weather became cold after sunset

lo. Remember thy Creator in the days of thy youth.

EXERCISE 12 (review)

inlitci^^^
"""'"' ^°^'" ""^ ^^*^ »» theioUm-

I. Old Wardle led the way to a large sheet of ice.H« caught a glimpse of a mossy bank.
3- What think you of that ?

4- In the ravine they found a hollow cave

fi' M fi^
?'^ '" '''*^" '='°*''''' «"'«™d the shop.

6. Nobodylistens to him-.
^

7- She gave the box to the child
«. They walked the horses to the stable

lo' He'l^^ '^'^T*'
"^"^^^ "-^"^ f™"" *he crowd.

H;!f°ke of the grass and flowers and trees.Of the singing birds and the humming bees



THE ADJECTIVE

Chapter XVI

THE ADJECTIVE

1. Good boj-s tell the truth.
2. Pretty flowers are much admired.
3- Uark shadows crossed the sky.

"Pretty, and Dark^ arr^r r'''"^'
"^°°''"'

nouns, and describe ,n »
"^^^fore, all joined to

by the' nouns iad\rr„r^*' ""^^'^^'^ --^^^
modify their s^StfCeJl'^'^'V^' '''''' ^°'''^

nouns.
^ "^y ^y that they modify

I. Small birds sing sweetly

3. These trees have curious leaves
4- They are rude boys.

A word such as "small" "larc»" "/, „ ,

etc. Which modifies a nouA, ^^J^^^^^'-
p~r ¥hist m:;

"-*^-= -^ " -dify
-active use^^asScr^,;^-,-^^^^

I. He is honest.

3- That seems oW.
3. They are jmaii.

B Jii
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EXERCISE 23

Point out tht adjectives in the following sentences, and
state whether they modify nouns or pronouns :

I. The river was deep. i. The little girl has a lovely
rose. 3. Dark shadows cross the sky. 4. It was a famous
victory. 5. The leaves of this tree are small. 6. These
monuments were made from single pieces of hard stone.
7. He was busy for some time among the young men of
Montreal. 8. Is agriculture a repulsive pursuit ? 9. He
will not sit down in a rude, slovenly, naked home.
10. The little figure in the pink calico and the red shawl
and big rubbers stood for a moment. 11. In the deepest
comer he found the dead bodies of two small cubs.

DEFINITION

An adjective is a word used to modify a noun or a
pronoun.

Chapter XVII

I. THE ADVERB

Examine the predicate modifiers in the following
sentences ;

1. The man came quickly.

2. I see him now.

3. The teacher answered firmly.

We saw in ChapterXV that such words as "quickly",
"now", and "firmly", which Umit the assertion to some
particular manner, time, place, etc., are called modifiers
of the predicate. Since, however, we classify such as-
sertive words as "came", "see", and "answered" as
verbs, we may, therefore, say that the words "quickly",
"now", and "firmly" modify verbs. 1

I
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In the folhwins sentences, point out the words that
mtdtfy verbt :

I. This boy runs slowly.
a. She sang her song heartily.

3- These men live h«re.

4- Our friends left recently.

such as "slowly", "heartily
which modifies the verb, is

A word
"recently",

adverb.

"here",

called

or

an

EXERCISE 24

W/ ^"^"i T' "^, '^''^*' '" '^ following sentences, and
tell m what way they modify the verb :

1. They collect the sap carefully.
2. This river never overflows its banks.
3- The king immediately besieged Calais.
4. Their shout rose triumphantly.
5. The boy did his work thoroughly.
6. The heights of Terro gradually faded.
7- The bright lights appeared again.
8. The bubbles burst around.
9. He constantly tested the sap.

10. Heavily'and thickly the locusts fell.
11. The hostile armament stUl moved on
". Maggie never forgot any of these moments.
13. Theseus struck him again, and his evil soul fled forth
14. Once I was a wealthy merchant, but now I am poor."

II. THE tLJiyzKB—continued
Compare the uses of the italicized word in each of the

following pans of sentences :
^

1. He talks much.
2. We have much sweeter apples.
I. He quite forgot them.
a. The orange is quiy bitter.

I. He regretted it ?r. ndingly.
a. This is an exceedingly slow horse.
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In the first sentences of these groups we find that the
italicized words, "much", "quite", and "exceedingly",
are used to modify verbs, and are, therefore, adverbs!
In the second sentences we find the same words used
to modify the meaning of the adjectives, "sweeter",
"bitter", and "slow".

In the following sentences point out the words that
modify the meaning of adjectives :

1. The teacher is very kind,
2. We like a more gentle horse.

3. These birds have perfectly white breasts.

Words such as "very", "more", "perfectly", etc.,
when used to modify the meaning of adjectives, are also'
called adverbs.

EXERCISE 35

Point out the adverbs in the following sentences, and tell

whether they modify verbs or adjectives :

I. They are extraordinarily numerous. 2. His father
punished him severely. 3. " You are very kind," said the
man humbly. 4. Clive was in a painfully anxious situation.
S. The fawn lay down contentedly. 6. Damon had a very
dear friend. 7. The Dormouse opened his eyes slowly.
8. Again I hear that blithely whistled chorus 9 He
looked up thoughtfully, and then played an infinitely
lovely movement. 10. The man then gave the child an
unusually large apple. 11. He easily flung aside the
weight. 12. This seemingly kind offer greatly siuprised him.

\ III. THE ADVERB

—

Continued

Compare the uses of the italicized words in each of
the following pairs of sentences :

I. He is a very sick man.
3. He ran very slowly.

I. A more pleasant day followed.
a. Speak more distinctly.
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She is quite happy.
He ran qiite well

.

15

veZ'^Ln""' "^IT^' °^ '''"» «^°"P^ 'ho wordsvery, more and qmte", modify respectively the

r.Jr.**'^,
'^'=°"l^nt«>'=es we find these same words

respectively modifying the adverbs, "slowly", "dis-tmctly
, and "well". / ,

^i »-

/» the following sentences point out *he words thatmodify the meaning of adverbs .-

1. The boy ran too slowly.
2. They came on njare quickly.
3- The pupils entered rather hurriedly.
4- Our friend is very seriously ill.

Words such as "too", "more", "rather", and "very"when used to modify adverbs, are also called adverbs.'

EXERCISE 26

t.uf.'^li °V^ '^""'^^ '" '** ^"'^"g sentences, andteU whether they modify verbs, adjectives, or adverbs :

I. The weather was unpleaa&ntly cold. 2. The oldman spoke rather gruffy. 3. The ploughman homewardplods his wean. way. 4. Instantly the falcon tumranddarts bask. S- Mary Elizabeth stood quite still. 6 Theboy wore perfectly clean clothes. 7.-Then the'nro

Tbot^f'ui'r?-
^^'^*' '°^"^ '^ ^^-"i^^ ^'™i-

?o \^^f''^ ^^tf P^^««^ his own address too highly.

briit .nl^H •"'','"'^"^''" ^'••^ '^'^^^^ e^ceedfnglybnght, and Midas involuntarily closed his eyes.

DEFINITION

or ^J^^^'l
'"
V""^"^ *" modify« Terb, an adjective,

or another adverb. j ">
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EXERCISE a; (review)

Classify the words in the following sentences into nouns,
pronouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs :

I. Squeers caught the boy finjily. j. Who put the book
there ? 3. The sensation was most painful. 4. This is

a very pretty flower. 5. The fiend strode briskly on.
6. " I am very sorry, sir," said Bobby. 7. The king said:
" Is the young man Absalom safe ?" 8. The bird uttered
some very uncertain chirps.

I

Chapter XVIII

the complex sentence

Thus far only sentences of simple structure have been
considered. We shall now proceed to a study of sentences
whose structure is of a more difficult character.

Compare carefully the italicized parts of the subject
and of the predicate in the following groups of sentences :

1. Cross dogs bite.

2. The man whom we met has gone.

I. The boys left earlier.

1. My imcle had gone when I arrived home.

1. I have money.
2. I have ivhat is necessary.

In the first sentence of each group we find a word
"Cross", "earlier", and "money"—forming a part of
the subject or the predicate of the sentence.

In the second sentence of each group we have a
statement forming a part of the subject or the predicate
of the sentence, as follows :

Modifier of subject Whom we met.
Modifier of predicate When I arrived home.
Object of verb What is necessary.
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Kach of these statements is, therefore, dependent
upon some part of the sentence, and is related to that
part, for example

: "Whom we met" is related to manWhen I amved home" is iclaced to had go,ie "What
IS necessary" is related to have.

Analyze the subjects and predicates of the folUmine
senunces, pointing out the dependent statements if any
"»* gtvtng the relation of each :

'

'•

!!J;^ '?f^y,
*''°"' i' "-as done could not be found

2. The hmd feet of the beaver have a thin skin
between the toes.

He looked round for Smike as he left the roomA wicked old fairy who had not been invited camem when ^le feast was ready.
S- The victory of Trafalgar was celebrated with the

usual forms of rejoicing.

A sentence such as (i). (3), or (4) above, whose sub-
ject or predicate contains a dependent statement is
called a complex sentence.
A sentence such as (2), or (5) above, which contains

but a single statement, is called a simple sentence

3-

4-

I '

EXERCISE 28

Classify the following sentences into simpU and com-

rehiion^""
°"' "^ ''*^^^' statements, and give their

I. All mj!n\ knew that his heart was humane. 2 Themerchants whom I had taken on board troke the egg' with
hatchets. 3. Another ship 'doming from Chini crossed himon the way. 4. I remained till one was built c He

e^tete" °^ TT^""" ''''' *^^" "^ °" '"^^ noble^-s

J^^'m 1 ^"^ *°''* '"^'*''^* ^^^ ^"^S^ ^^ con-
sisted of a thousand arches. 7. The guard-room ,near the
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I

gate presented the same hostile front. 8. These hidden
pitfalls were set very thick at the entrance to the bridge.

9. I sat down upon the grass to recover myself from my
fatigue. 10. When I was at Grand Cairo, I picked up
several manuscripts,' which I have still by me. 11. While
I am lying on the grass, thy twofold shout I hear.

B
Change the following simple sentences to complex by

adding dependent statements to the subject

:

I. The book ^s been lost.

i. A tree blew down.

3. The day was very cold.

4. The story was very interesting.

5. Every one >i\t sorry for him.

Change the following simple sentences to complex by
adding one or more dependent statements to the predicate :

t. Our friends knew
2. The train had gone

3. I gave the man the letter

4. We were very cold

5. The man will go
6. They heard laf: right

7. We had a good time

.DBPINITIONS

1. A simple sentence is one that contains a tingle

statement.

2. A complex sentence Is one that contains one or

more dependent statements.

ANALYSIS OP COMPLEX SENTENCES

A complex sentence is to be analyzed in th^ same
manner as a simple sentence, as follows

:
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MODEL
The men wito wert guarding tht port built iarae fir».

btcaust thty feared a surprise.

Subject men
Modifiers of the Subject

. . (i) The, (») who were guarding
the port.

Verb built.

Object fires.

Modifier of the Object . . .large.

Modifier of the Predicate
. .because they feared a surprise.

EXERCISE 39

Analyse the following compUx sentences according to
iht model given above :

I. Hardy^to whom this was addressed^seized the boat-
hook. J. Saythatjiwilldoit. j. Whilst I was thus mus-
ing least my eyes toward a rock that was not far distant
4. As Ihey went up, the glen grew narrower. 5. Show now
the secrets that lie hid under those dark clouds. 6 Little
girls, that cut their own hair should IjS wjupped. 7 When

f%u^^- tT^^ 'f^ ^"^ '''J^' ''^ e°'"g on below.
8. Ihe rich hejjess that Bassanio wished to marry lived
near Venice. 9. Portia had a relation who was a couiiseUor
in the law. ro. Tom's heart beat fast,as he came under
the tree. 11. The keeper, who was a good-hearted fellow
gave up, his claim.

Chapter XIX

THE COMPOUND SENTENCE

Examine the complete subject and the complete predi-
cate of each statement in the foUomng sentence :

John came to the city early, but his brother had eone
away.
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In this sentence we find two independent statements,
the entire subject and the entire predicate of each state-
ment being as follows :

Statement i
. John came to the city early.

Statement 2. His brother had gone away.

Notice that neither statement is dependent on, or
related to the other, since it does not form any part of
the subject, or the predicate of the other.

Examine the statements in the following sentences, and
decide in each case whether the statement is independent, or
dependent

:

1. His waistcoat was of gosling greert and his sisters
had tied his hair with ribbon.

2. My grandsire drew a good long-bow at Hastings, and
I trust not to dishonour his memory,

3. T directed my sight as I was ordered.
4. The old maps which the navigators of the sixteenth

century formed, played strange pranks with the
geography of the new world.

5. The heat melts the snow from the lower hills, tut the
higher parts remain covered.

6. The wreck was cut away, the ship was cleared, and
her head was turned to the sea.

Notice in sentences (i), (3), (5), and (6) that none of
the statements are dependent. When a sentence con-
tains two or more statements or clauses, all of which are
independent, the sentence is called a compound sentence.

The second statement in a compound sentence is

often abbreviated, for example :

The child thought of his father and (the child) was
preparing to quit the ravine.
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rl..™ ? * c°nipound sentence is usuaUy termed acwtlie. In a complex sentence it is caUed a lubordinatedause when jt is a dependent statement, and a priadp,!
clause when It is an independent statement.

BXBRCISB 30
Examine the fothwing sentences, ami tell whether theyare stmpU, complex, or compound

:

^

of A'ml*"
=°^*'-""« ''^^ tolerably accurate, but the centreo Amenca was represented\as a vast inland sea. ,. These

7wl'hJi ^ V.
°^ "''"" '"«' ^"PP"^" 'hem with food.

4. We hastened on board and set sail with all possible speed

fled 6'°;^t'H^'"
'°"'' ''™' ^"' "•'= ^P"'' °f 'if«^dfled. 6 He had just raised the cup to his lips when his

Zl iriLT, \t^' '''r^'
"-"^^"^ '-«^'>' ^' 'h«cool annlc.s

7. The space between these two points isdivided into equal parts. 8. When fish are notTntifu

Z? ;h ' °"'" "•" ^""^^ '*"'='-•
'• The num^r o

o Thei^r '. '

"'"^ '°°"'"' ** exceedingly great.

»ifK ' - • ' usually accompanied by a scowwuh a covered structure, x .. I am glad,that you havT^good a memory. „. The night was cldiing in, and wit^the mght came the cold. 13. Nicholas hidly da^ o

l^rd°aL " "'"'°"- ''• ''"™ "°- y°^ st^epsTml"ward, and pause a moment at the Bermudas.

\. DEFINITION "

A compourid sentence is one that conMns two ormore independent statements.

NoTE:-When one or more of the independent state-ments in a compound sentence are themselves complex
the sentence is called a compound-complex sentence'
for example :

b„t"-f?i,°" ""i^^'
'*'" ^PP'^' ^ ^"' P^°° yo" both ;but If thou refusest this trial, thy son ^U die.
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Chapter XX
SUBORDINATE CLAUSES AND PHRASES

Compare the italicized parts in each of the folUwing
groups of sentences :

I. Honourable men pay their debts.
i. Men who are honourable pay their debts.

3. Men of honot.r pay their debts.

1. He came then.

2. He came when he was called.

3. He came at that time.

1. Exercise benefits you.
2. What you are doing benefits you.

3. To take exercise benefits you.

In the first sentence in each group we find a single
word (" Honour, b!e", "then", "Exercise") forming
some part of the sentence.

In each of the second sentences we find a subordinate
clause taking the place of, and having the same value
as, the single word.

In each of the third sentences we find a group of
words ("of honour", "at that time", "To take exercise")
which does the same work in the sentence as the single
word, as follows :

"Of honour" takes the place of "Honourable" and
modifies " men."

" At that time " takes the place of " then " and
modifies " came."

" To take exercise " takes the place of " Exercise "

and is subject of " benefits."

Notice concerning these groups "of honour ", "at
that time ", " To take exercise "

:

I. They are not subordinate clauses, since they
have no subject and predicate and, therefore, do not
make a statement.
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Of /siS;r;jr^
"^^^

» *^^ -*-- -th the va.ue

A group of words, such as " of honour " " ,. .u .

EXERCISE 31

Examine the italicized groups of words in tlu> tnll^

-"'^'-^^•I'-'^-'^'^^'^^they'arepTlV^^^.l
clauses, gtvtng reasons in each case :

'"^oordtnate

1. Bands o[ Loyalists came byland
2. I directed my sight as I was ordered
3- From myjieart, I give thee joy

" /r»V^r°"^'"'°" "'^'- S-cen. W^„„.
5. Thank God. I have done my duty

, STttr""'' '/.-.^hrow my sword i^utat rvater

I T? p
'"^ ^°* ^^ 'Pear ,„ both his hmds

8, The Russian^ onjMr left di^w breattf/Tot^^^,
rl W-T .

"": ^' """^ '"-"^ CMna Sea.

i^r"'^'^"^^
'•'^ "°^'^ '•-"^ ''-'^ed 0. ,W.

II. He <A^ Aad r^c^jwd one talent dieeed .•„ (A. ,1.

and hid his lord's money.
^^ " '**-""''*•

la. They quite understood what henteant

DEFINITIONS

- J.\l '''T*'J". ' "^""P "* ''""^ "Weh does not make

With the value of a single woir '"" '"'"'•
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Chapter XXI

I. GRAMMATICAL VALUES OP SUBORDINATE CLAUSES

Compare the uses of the italicized parts in the following
pairs of sentences :

1. Bread is suiBcient.

2. What you sent is stifficient.

1. They have apples.

2. They have whatever they want.

. I. The man is a soldier.

2. The man is what he seems.

In the first sentences a noun has been used as subject,
object, and subjective completion respectively, while in
the second sentences a clause is in each case put in place
of the noun.

In the following sentences point out any clauses that

take the places of nouns :

1. I heard what he said.

2. Whatever they left was put in the desk.

,?. We know who did it.

Clauses such as "what he said", etc., which take the
places of nouns are called noun clatises.

EXERCISE 32

Point out the noun clauses in the following sentences,

and give the relation of each :

I. He thot^ght that Mr.- Toil's ways were not so verj'

disagreeable. 2. We hope that there may be a tew. 3. The
boy is often what might be called a pest. 4. He did
not know that the owner had departed. 5. What seemed
warm to her was cold to the child. 6. Who I am my
parents know. 7. This accident was what upset all our
plans. 8. I see that you are weary. 9, Who said that



VALUES OF SUBORMNATB CLAUSES
^j

Compare carefully the italicized tnodifUrs in each afthe folUmjing pairs of sentences :

°^

r. -WofWi* boys will succeed.
a. Boys a</io are Ao«?i< will succeed.

1. Old books are often valuable
2. Books rta/ ore old are often valuable,

t. We admire a 6raw boy.
a. We admire a boy who is brave.

thi second slTente wJfi^dTS^i:^^.;^"' ^'"^ ^
etc.. modifying the noun. '

^^"^ ^'^ ''°°^^*
•

rJ^fy^J^""'
^""""" ^'" '^ ^ ^^-« 'A"'

» Sud!r
^"'' "'^* '"' *"'"°^ '^^'^ ^•'°^d be whipped

f B^f''^ the crocodile a blow which killed it.

Z ^eat
"'"*^ '^'^ "^"^ '•'^ P°-- °f ab»rb-

5. There are some roots which are developed along, the

claut?'""
""' *° """"'^ ^ "°"» " <=^«d an .dj,ctiv,

be u'l^JtrnJlHV''
''^''=''"'' "" ^•^J^^*'^^ clause maybe used to modify a pronoun, for example :

They thai sow in tears shall reap in joy.
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y Compare the italicized modifiers in each of the folloiving

pairs of sentences :

I. He came yesterday.

3. He came when you were away.

1. The man is much better.

2. The man is better than he was.

1. This letter came much sooner.

2. The letter came sooner than she expected it.

Notice that in the first sentence of each group, an
adverb moc if es a verb, sn adjective, and an adverb,

respectivelv, 'hile in the second sentence a subordinate

clause takes the place of the adverb.

Point out the clauses in the following sentences, and
tell whether they modify verbs, or adjectives, or adverbs :

I. As she approached, she saw a boy with a rifle.

8. She ran to the fort as quickly as she could.

3. The weather is colder than it was yesterday.

4. Did you find the book where you were looking ?

5. The boys moved so slowly that we soon caught up to

them.

A clause used to modify a verb, an adjective, or an
adverb is called an adverb clause.

EXERCISE 33

In the following exercise classify the subordinate clauses

as adjectives or adverbs .

I. He thought of the fun that he had planned for that

day. 2 . Ronald tugged at his colt till he got him back with
the pony. 3. He is everything that a soldier should be.

4. He caught sight of a dark form as it darted through

the gleam. 5. Not far from Cairo, which is now the capital

of Egypt, stand the famous pyramids. 6. As he went



VALUES OP SUBORDINATB CLAUSES
^j

along by the canals, he pulled th* li n„ «
mother loved so well , Th„ •

''"« ^""^^ ^Wch his

into the ^llTwLeZ^tr^r''' '^"^ ^"*""I^
because it had soft mud und t o VT^"'' '*'""'

far when they passed by a field
"" ^"^ "°* '^""^

DEPINITIONS

EXERCISE 34

s^5isi"HS-?i,— "--

Chapter XXII
ANALYSIS BY CLAUSES
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MODEL

The little boy looked around in vain. The pain became
harder to bear, but the boy moved not. Tears rolled
down his cheeks as he thought of his little bed in which he
might now be sleeping so soundly.

SENTENCE I

The little boy looked around in vain.

A simple sentence, assertive.

SENTENCE 2

The pain became harder to bear, but the boy moved not.

A compound sentence.

Clause I. The pain became harder to bear,

—

An independent clause, assertive

Clause 2. The boy moved not.

An independent clause, assertive.

SENTENCE 3

Tears rolled down his cheeks as he thought of his little

bed in which he might now be sleeping so soundly.

A complex sentence.

Clause I. Tears rolled down his cheeks.

A principal clause, assertive.

Clause 2. As he thought of his little bed in which he
might now be sleeping so soundly.

An adverb clause modifying the verb
" rolled ".

Clause J. In which he might now be sleeping so soundly.

An adjective clause modif3ring the

noun " bed ".



ANALYSIS BY CLAUSBS .«

EXERCISE 35

claZ?^
°^' "^ '"^""'' °f '** /"''^'"^ ^«"«^« by

dowL^ken d by lust "xlf^l^f
= di„„y through win-

hau„t^o'r«^
'^^ °^*'"' ^"'"^ "'^* ^^^ ^^ ^i°^ nie was the

4. I Slept, and dreamed that life was beauty •

I woke, and found that life was dutyWas my dream then, a shadowy lie ?
loil on, brave heart, unceasingly
And thou Shalt find thy dream to beA noonday light and truth to thee.

Chapter XXIII
GRAMMATICAL VALUES OP PHRASES
ADJECTIVE AND ADVERB PHRASES

I. Kind children love animals
-. Children of a kind nature love animals.
I. They heard a childish cry.
a. They heard the cry of a child.

I. We own the dM<a«« house.
a. We own the house in the distance.

In each of the first sentences of these groups wefind an ad.ect.ve. "Kind", "childish", "dista^'^oli!
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fying a noun. In the second sentences of these groups
we have the phrases "of a kind nature", "of a child",

"in the distance", taking the places of the adjectives
and modifying the nouns, as follows :

"of a kind nature" modi'ies the noun " children ".

"of a child" modifies the noun "cry".
"in the distance" modifies the noun " house ".

Point out the phrases in the following sentences, and
tell what they modify :

I. The ice upon the trees was beautiful.

a. The road up the pass was steep.

3. Those on the desk are longer.

4. Exercises in archery closed the sports.

5. She descended the slope of the mountain.

A phrase such as "upon the trees", "up the pass",
etc., which modifies a noun or a pronom , is called an
adjectiTe phrase.

Compare the modifiers of the verb in each of thefollowing
pairs of sentences :

1. He came quickly.

2. He came in haste.

I. The man sat here.

a. The man sat on this bench.

1. He walked away.
2. He walked from the room.

In the first sentence of each group we have an adverb
modifying a verb, while in the second sentence, a phrase
is made to take the place of the adverb and modify the
verb, as follows :

"in haste" modifies the verb " came ".

"on the bench" modifies the verb " sat ".

"from the room" modifies the verb " walked ".
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j,

A phrase is also frequently used like an adverb tomodify an adjective, for example :

1. She carried a heart heavy with sorrow.
2. We found the boys ready/or the sport.

When a phrase is used like an adverb, to modify a

EXERCISE 36

A

th. ^ia
°"' '^ '^^'''^ ^''""'' "'^ '** «^'^* Pf'rases inIhefoUomng sentences, and tell what they modify:

I. The gentleman with a kind face took the child home.
2. The enormous black mass rolled to one side. , One

•T"!
°^„^^"P'<i/-Prise. succeeded the entrance of^eiron 4. Under a spreading chestnut tree the villagesmi^iy stands j- We made a scoi. equal to the la^^

1 ? ^ '^""^ ™'' '" minerals. 7. He put it into hismouth and swallowed it in a huny. 8. The t me for ttcaution was at hand. p. Why comes the flowe^^ptn ttplant ? 10 He was a boy favoured by all. ^^. Thiretvwith heat rushed into the lake. „. The-bark o tS^tr^s supplies them with food. ,3. They looked at the latwith amazement. ,4. By this time, the evening iZstream^ in full splendour over the black clouds, x f T^city of Thebes was the ancient capital of Egypt.

B
Add suitable phrases to the italicized words in theJolhwtng exerctses, and state in each case the grammatical

vahie of the added phrase

:

""naitcat

I. The woman took a loaf,

a. The boy took a large piece.

3- The passage was very difficult.
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4. The men suddenly lialted.

5. The light slionc brightly.
6. Some were ready.

DEFINITIONS

An adjective phrase is one that modifies a noun or a
pronoun.

An adverb phrase is one that modifies a verb, an
adjective, or an adverb.

BXERRISB 37
Point out the adjective phrases and clauses, and the

adverb phrases and clauses in the following sentences, and
tell what each modifies :

I. The elders of the city met within their hall, a The
club-moss which grows on heaths is one of these. 3 She
espied upon his finger the ring which she had given him
4. The bark of their trunks often appears in the clays
5. On a sudden an event happened which decided the vic-
ton^. 6. Three wives sat up in the lighthouse tower,
and they tnmmed their lamps as the sun went down
7. Crocodiles are tenacious of life. 8. He knows the value
of frugality and gathers the nuts before they are ripe
9. A look of intense delight broke over her countenance
10. No sword on earth can cut that which opposes no steady
resistance. 1 1. As he spoke, Saladin exchanged his turban
for a Tart;ar cap. 12. The house still remained wher«
It was. 13. When the tattoo sounded the little garrison
retired to rest.

Chapter XXIV
PREPOSITIONS

Classify the phrases in the folUming sentences and
examine carefully the italicized word in each phrase :

The book on the desk is torn.
The book beside the desk is torn.
The book under the desk is torn.

I
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I

Notice concerning these itaUcJzed words •

I. Each helps to form an adjective phrase

to L ^^\ '"u^T"
^^^ "°"" "'^'^^" within the phraseto the word 'book'' which the phrase modifies.

^

objects '.t I'"'
*^* f''*'°" *^^*^8 »^t''««° the twoObjects book" and "desk", that is whether the book ison. beside, or under the desk.

phriT*"""""
"^ ""^^^'^^ordin each of thefollowing

• • I went to him.
2. I went with him.
3- I went from him.

Notice concerning these words :

:. Each helps to form an adverb phrase

Phrase tolhrT" **"' P™"°"" "^^" ^thin the

, Fachl .?^'"' ^Wch the phrase modifies.

"him"t Jh T the relation of the person denoted byhim to the action "went", that is. whether my goingwas to. tvtth, or from him.
/g«««

ioinsVt!"^'^"^
''^"'" ^'" -^^ ^-^A ""^'^ "-Ai^A

word and cfe«o/« some relation :

I- A torrent roared beneath them.
'•

lu^
^™'^ ^•'°"°<1 the garden was broken.

•] ^^"=.^P'"tsof your fathers shall start Irom every wave
4- He is kind to them.

A word such as "beneath", "around", "of" "from"or to
,
which joins a noun or pronoun in a phrase toanother word, and shows the relation existing betwe^°them, is called a preposition.

^ Between

Note i:—The noun or pronoun used with the ore
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Note a:—Like the other parts of speech, the pre-
position may sometimes occur as a phrase, for example :

1. They spoke about the game preposition.
2. They spoke in regard to the game . .preposition phrase.

EXERCISE 38

A
Point out the prepositions in the following sentences,

and tell what words they show a relation between. Tell
also the kind of phrar- each helps to form :

I. He spoke belo-./ his breath. 3. Fond Memory brings
the light c.' othv days around me. 3. Medea by her spells
cast a deep si^ep upon the dragon. 4. The men passed
slowly out ot the room. 5. Ho roasted a leg of mutton
on the spit. 6. Hardy pressed the end of the boat-hook
against the gunwale. 7. The sound of the report rolled
up tha river. 8. The crowds on the bank rush along the
shore. 9. They shouted at the top of their voices to those
in the boat. 10. After the usual wait, ne reappears in
another part of the lake. 11. The horizon glowed at night
with the red light of moving prairie fires. 12. I took him
upon my back and carried him over the brook. 13. The
wagon is ready for us.

B
Fill the blanks in the following sentences with suitable

prepositions, and state between what parts of speech they
show a relation :

1. His heart melted him.
2. The man would not go his coat.

3. The ice the pond is very thin.

4. It fell the comer the other end the room.
5. He attacked them regard their numbers.
6. The arrow whistled the air and lighted the

inner ring.
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$$

7. Look yourself the glass.

q' ThevTiL'Ii '^""^"i
~ '""' ''— »he rapids.

9. They formed the narrow be^cl, the foot
the winding path

•o. We passed a path beautiful beds flowers.

DEPINITION

. Jj^^J^^u ^ "•«• '^th • "o-M or pronoun to fonn

to the word that the phrase modiflei.
P™™*""

Chaptbr XXV
I. THE CONJUNCTION.

se^sT '^ *"" "^ "^ ''"''"'"^ ""^'^ '» "^foiling

1. The men came for the horse.
2. The men came because they were sent.

Notice concerning these itaUcized words
1. The word "for" in the first sentence relates thenoun "horse" in a phrase to the word "came" a"d i^therefore a preposition.

a^The word "because" in the second sentence

introduce and relate subordinate clauses :

I. They had gone away before we arrived
' w ? ,rl^^

^"^ ^^ y°" '^«ght yestenlay.
3- We told them that the boys had gone

t'
^"^ f'^'l *t^

"'"'-' ^'""^"^^ "^"^ ^-^^^^^^ is cold.
5. They fimshed the work ax. -i^h it was very dart

m
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A word such as "before", "as", "that", "when
or "although", which joins and relates a subordinate
clause to some word or phrase in another clause, is caUed
a conjunction (Latin conjungo—l join together).

EXERCISE 39
Point out the conjunction in each of the folhwing

sentences, mentioning in each cast the kind of clause it
introduces.

I. He completed the work as he had been directed.
2. The weather is colder than it was yesterday. 3. Why
create regrets when there is no remedy ? 4. I wished for the
wings of an eagle that I might fly away to those happy seats
S- I directed my sight as I was ordered. 6. He knew that
Grey had been upset. 7. The nose of the St. Ambrose boat
ghdes quietly up till it touches their stroke oar. 8. Turn
to this great Northwest, whither my wandering steps are
about to lead me. 9. I asked him why he sat so still
10 I stooped that he might get off. n. Squeers inquired
Whether he had anything to say for himself.

EXERCISE 40 (review)

Point out the prepositions and conjunctions in the
folUmiug senU-ncer., and state why you consider them such :

I. Three corpses lay on the shining sands in the morning
gleam as the tide went down. 2. I did not go because my
foot was jammed in the well of the boat. 3. If it were
pressed till it was hard it would not be unlike coal. 4. When
ye pray, use not vain repetitions, as the heathen do
S. Before I could think, the mighty mass of gristle leaped
into the sunshine. 6. Although the whale was exceedingly
vigorous, we wallowed close to him. 7. In a minute they
showed us that our supposition was incorrect. 8. As the
dusk gathered he grew afraid. 9. That it may acquit itself
valiantly in real engagements, it will run these hazards in
sham ones. 10. Their looks 'allowed us in silence till we
were out of sight.
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Chaptbr XXVI
57

II. THE conjvtfCTioN—continued

i. !t^1!^ -^ '^'""^"' '"^ *^'"'»* '** italicized words
»« «/(« folUmnng sentences :

1. John left the house before you came.
2. John was present but I did not see him.

Notice that the word "before" relates a subordinate
c ause, wMe the word "but" merely joins the independent
clauses o{ a compound sentence. The word "but"
therefore, doe^ not show ^ny relation between the'
dauses, since neither clause of a compound sentence

Chapt:rSxf.
''°"* ^"^ ^^^ °' --^ "*'>- (See

Point oM any words in the following sentences which
connect, but do not indicate any relation .•

1. The world of waters is our home and merry men are
we.

2. Have the boys gone or are they in the yard ?
3- They came here after you left.

4. He called them but they made no reply
5. They have not come nor have they sent us word.

Words such as "and", "or", "but", and "nor", which
simply join together independent clauses, are also caUed
conjtmctions.

v»».ou

BXBRCISE 41 (rBVIEW)

anftT-
'^'

f*
'o»J'*'^ions in the following sentences,

andteU tn each case whether the conjunction simply joins,
or shows a relation, and why :

r jr i
,

him ? T^f "^u*^"
'^^- ^'^ '^ Dormouse foUowedhim. ,. Try to eat him if you like, but you will tire yourself

to no purpose. 3. The «ntiael told me that he heard
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voices from the river. 4. The boys ran qiiickly, yet they
could not catch him. 5. Before I cottld prevent him, his

hand was upon the door. 6. If this yeoman can cleave that
rod, I give him the bucklers. 7. 1 had them at a dead bargain,
or I should not have bought them. 8. Ere the man
could slip in another cartridge, the beast was upon him.

9. Scrooge sat with his door wide opert that he might see

him come in. 10. Wealth will not bring happiness, nor
will fame yield peace. 11. Talk-not of grief till thou hast
seen the tears of warlike men.

m. CONJUNCTION

—

continued

Examine the italicized connectives in the foUouiing

sentences :

I. John (came to school) and James came to school.

3. The waves of the sea rose and (the waves of the sea)

fell.

3. We met Mary or (we met) Jane.

Notice concerning these connectives :

They are conjunctions joining together independ-
ent clauses.

We would naturally leave out the parts in brackets,

when the connectives would join words, as follows :

John and James came to school.

The waves of the sea rose and fell.

We met Mary or Jane.

Notice further that the words joined by the conjunc-

tion are used in the same way in the sentence :

"John" and "James" are both subjects of "came".
"rose" and "fell" are both predicates of "waves".
"Mary" and "Jane" are both objects of "met".

Conjunctions may, therefore, join together words in

a sentence. They do not, however, like the preposition,

show any relation between these words, the words being

both related to another word.
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Note:—Two parts of a sentence joined by a con-
junction and used in the same relation, are said to
form a compound part.

Examples :

1

.

John and James came to school. Compound sub-
ject.

2. The waves of the sea rose and feU. Compound
predicate.

EXERCISE 42

Tea whetfier the italicized words in the following sen-
fences are prepositions or conjunctions and why :

I. Theirs was no hideous or unnatural rage 2 The
doe lifted her head with a quick motion. 3. It was the cry
of a hound to the west. 4. The master never gave him
apples or ^es. 5. He chanted a melody loud and sweet.
5. His hard heart melted a< the sight. 7. His voice seemed
hard and severe. 8. Guards nor warders challenge here
9. My breath came a«<i went. 10. Honour omf shame from
no condition rise. 11. The keeper came under the tree
12. A new and stronger current of life flowed through him
13- &ieehng slaves offered to the guests skewers or spits.
14. Play by me, bathe in me, mother and child.

IV. CONJUNCTION—<ront»«««d
Examine the conjunctions in the following sentences :

1. The sun crosses the equator in March and (the sun
crosses the equator) in September.

2. I told you that they were windmills, and (I told you)
that nobody could think otherwise.

Notice concerning these connectives :

1. They are conjunctions joining together independ-
ent statements.

2. We would naturaUy omit the parts in brackets,
When these conjunctions would respectively join to-
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gether phrases and subordinate clauses used in the same
way in the sentence.

The phrases "in March" and "in September" both
modify "crosses".

The subordinate clauses "that they were windmills"
and "that nobody could think otherwise" are both ob-
jects of "told".

We have now learned that conjunctions may relate
a subordinate clause to some word or phrase m another
clause

: or (a) may simply join together independent
clauses

;
or words, phrases, and subordinate clauses used

in the same way in a sentence.

Note i :—When two parts of a sentence a;-e joined
together, a conjunction is frequently placed before each
part. Such double connectives are called conelatiTe
conjunctions.

Examples :

1. Ww^Act- James «or John went to school.
2. The waves of the sea both rose and fell.

3. I met either Mary or Jane.

Note 2 :—Like the other parts of speech, a con-
junction may take the form of a phrase.

Examples :

1. All doubts were dispelled, as soon as morning
dawned.

2. I met Mary as well as Jane.

EXERCISE 43
Point out the conjunctions in the fottouiing sentences,

and teU whether they show relation or simply connect,
and why :

I. He passed by the town and out of the street. 3. My
head aches so much that I cannot join the party. 3. You
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^ow that you have deserved death and that you mustprepare for .t. 4. My peril was less than you may tSnk
S. They must stop here, since it is impossible to go further

tem~r"T TfT,"'"' *'!:' '^ ^"^^^ °-' '^'^ - '"«

.w ^4 ^'JJ '"'^ ^""^ '^'S"' these laws shall beimproved. 8. Walter waited patiently until the queenhad done.
,. My heart shall neither fail nor seduce me0. Th.s seventy appalled him as well as his followers.II As soon as the queen's passion gave an opportunity

to mv loM *;,%
''''^''"' '^ '^^"'"^ '°' y-' no' wiuZ g"^

to my lord till he sees you.

DEFINITION
I. A conjunction U« word used to join words, phrases,

or clauses used in the same way in a sentence
; or to

cL^M
' '"''°"^"*'' '='»"«' '0 «>"»« part of iiother

Chapter XXVII
THE interjection

NoU, carefully the entire subject and the entire predicatem each of the follmmng sentences :

yreuKoie

1. Hurrah
! our club has won the game.

2. Ha
! laughest thou at my words ?

••Hu^rlh,.^'
^^.9^'"' '^^^ ^^ '^•^'=°^«^ elements-

Hurrah! and Ha!"-which do not form any partof the subject or predicate, but are added to the L-
statements

;
such words are called interjections.

Point out the interjections in the following sentences :

EXERCISE 44
I. Pshaw

! I have forgotten my books.
J. Dear me I these children are very late
3. Alas ! work not so hard.
4. Ah me ! the poor child is very sick.
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Note :—The speaker may also indicate his feeling

in reference to the statement by the form of the sentence,

for example :

How they will talk about it !

What a good time we have had !

Such sentences are often described as interjectional

or exclamatory sentences.

Chapter XXVIII

OIFPERENT GRAMMATICAL USES FOR THE SAME WORD

Compare the uses of tht italicized words in each of the

foUoiving groups of sentences :

1

.

Iron is heavy.

2. The iron wedge is broken.

3. They iron the clothes on Tuesday.

1. He came before I left.

2. He came before dinner.

Notice that the word "iron" is used above with three
different grammatical values, being a noun in the first

sentence, an adjective in the second, and a verb in the
third.

In like manner, the word "before" is a conjunction
in the first sentence and a preposition in the second.

Thus we see that, by changing the use of any word in

the sentence, we may also change its grammatical value.

The grammatical value of any word depends, therefore,

upon the way in which it is used in the sentence.

EXERCISE 45

State the part of speech of the italicited words in the

following pairs of sentences :

1. Put this on the desk. This book is torn.

a. I have a better pen. This pen writes better.
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3. I gave themegual shares. My marbles equcU yours
4. The men walked o». Life is pleasant «, a farm. .
5. The 50,/ js good. Children often 50,7 their clothes

, w! rT^'^ \^^- °° "°* «°' ^"^ *he day-is cold.
7. We had a good play. They /./aj- in this field.
8. He looks much better. His looks deceived us.
9. This IS a 50««rf tree. I heard a loud sound

to. They whip up the horses. The whip is on the ground.

EXERCISE 46
1

.

Compose sentences using each of the folUnmng wordsas a noun, and as a verb :
•

bow, cost, paint, play, visit.

2. Compose sentences using each of the following words
as a pronoun, and as an adjective :

each, other, some, this, what.

3

.

Comfwse sentences using each of the following words
'

as an adverb, and as a preposition :

above, before, by, near, under, within.

Chapter XXIX
SUMMARY

We have now divided the various words composine
sentences into seven classes, as foUows : nouns pro
nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, prepositions, and con-
junctions. These seven classes of words are usuaUv
spoken of as the seven Parts of Speech, because they
are used in forming the various divisions of a sentence

foUo^s^-'*''™
^^^ °^ ^^^^ "^^ ^ classified as

1. The titree principal parts of speech,~the Noun
the Pronoun, and the Verb.
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These are called the principal parts of speech because
•they are used in forming the two essential parts of a
sentence—subject and predicate.

2. The two tKodifying parts of speech,—the Adjective,
and the Adverb.

These are called the modifying parts of speech be-
cause they are used to modify the meanings of other
words.

3

.

The two connecting parts ofspeech,—the Preposition,
and the Conjunction.

These are called the connecting parts of speech be-
cause they are used to join and relate words, phrases,
and clauses.

DEFINITION

The Parts of Speech are the classes into which words
are divided according to their uses in the sentence.

Note:—The interjection is not regarded as a part
of speech, since it does not form a subdivision of either
the subject or the predicate of a sentence.

EXERCISE 47 (review)

A.

Classify all the words in the following senu, ces :

1. On the south side of the strait is Labrador. 2. The
wind rose again, and the boat drifted in toward the bank.
3. The captain looked grim but said nothing. 4. Of a
tremendous depth are the waters of the straits. 5. The
voice of the pale warrior is still sick. 6. He hurriedly
dressed himself and obeyed. 7. Play by me, mother and
child. 8. The hil's and leafless forests slowly yield to the
thick-driving snow. 9. Waves leap up in all directions,
as the river hurls itself through some narrow gorge. 10. It

expands as it rises, because the pressure of the air becomeK
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When we entered the forest .„= ,
apes of several siees who flL

^'^ * «™^* »"'»'*'• of

When I found th;t he h'dkftT r".
""'^ '"'^^'^^'l -•

Vision which I had been con^! Tf-
^ "^''^ ^^ain to the

but the long hollowX o" BSat""'
'"' ' "" ""'"'"^

as he gave no sign of Sfp^^cl
'^ "^^ °' '"'^ ^°- -»•

-red%^::^ "^Trrit^at-drrT "-"''-^

-

.^:?c^i^r'- -"-- coirttLnTcot^

as it broke the Sabbath sta ^^LlunH ^' ""^ "'^ ^•
and reverberated by the ln»!^ t

' '""^ ""^ P™'""?"!
wish for a retreat from the^oT."'^ " «^«^ ' should
^ow Of none more surbL'^LrhVi^S^^^^^^^ ^

<rfw <Ae grammatical values of tU^ j,i.
note clauses in thefolU^^.^^ZZT'"" '"^^«*-'^-

no.'^divrd uTfr^m'SX/;.*'^« -p °^ '^'-^ ^''-
took the voices of the bueeTntt 'ran

'* '"^ ^*«P ^«
heard their footsteps as thlv. .^ "^^'^'- Soon we
branches as they.Z^'ZZ\ b^L^e^^ °^ *•«
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PART II

CLASSIFICATION OF THE PARTS OF SPEECH

Chaptbr XXX
THE NOUN

In our study of the parts of speech, in Chapter X
we learned that a noun is the name of some object,
for example :

John, book, Toronto, etc.

Notms also frequently name actions, or qualities,

eta, for example :

We heard a shout.

The talking of the children was tiresome.
Strength and beauty are admired.

BXBRCISB 48

PoitU out the nouns in the following setitences, and tell

what is named by each :

I. The misery of the man was great.

a. Famine is worse than the sword.

3. Our early walk gave us an appetite.

4. John did not like the taste of the apples.

5. The speed of the train was very great.

6. We heard the puff of the engine in the distance.

7. The sickness of the horse caused a delay.

CLASSES OF NOUNS
I. ACCORDING TO APPLICATION OP NAMB

Compare the extent to which each italicized noun in the

following groups is used in naming objects :

1. A city is represented by a small square.
2. Toronto is represented by a small square.

X. A river is shown by a dark line.

t. Niagnra is shown by a dark line.
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t. Aboy broke It.

». Roy broke it.

The nouns, "city", "river", and "boy" are app-ed
in naming any one of a large number, or a whole class
of objects, while the nouns "Toronto", "Niagara" and
Roy • are each used to name some particular objji:t.

Examine the nouns in thefollowing sentences, anddecidt
whether they are names common to a class of objects or
names of particular objects :

I. Erie is a shallow lake.
a. Mary is playing with the other girls.

3. Milton was a famous poet.
4. Kitchener is a great general.
5. London is the largest city.

Nouns such as "lake", "gids", "poet", "general",
and city

,
which are names common to a whole class of

similar objects, are caUed conunon nouns.
Nouns such as "Erie", "Mary", "Milton", "Kitch-

ener .and "London", which name particular objects
are called proper nouns.

BXBRCISB 49
Classify the nouns in the following sentences as

proper or common :

t. The horses are in the bam.
2. Ontario is a leading province in Canada.
3. Edward led his army into France.
4. Harry is the first pupil in the class,

5. Berlin is the capital of Germany.
6. Your brother is a carpenter.
7. A flock of birds flew over the house.
8. Our friend William met a stranger near the bridge
9. Ronald, kicking his foot free, caught the wolf under

the jaw.

II
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10. Britain shall triumph, her ships plough the sea.
11. Jason bore home with him Medea, the beautiful

witch maiden, who became his bride,
la. Orpheus, upon the mighty shoulders of Jason the

leader of the expedition, seized hold of the arm
of the goddess.

DEFINITIONS

I. A common notm is a name applied to any individual
of a whole clais of obir'-.t*.

3. A proper noun s a name applied to a particular
individual of a class to dUtinguiah it from the other
members of the same class.

Notb:—A proper noun begins with a capital letter.

II. ACCORDING TO SEX

Examine the italicized nouns in tlie following groups,
stating in each case the sex of th; objects named :

The woman carried the little girl.

The servant carried the child.

The lioness attacked a i«a«.

The animal attacked a spectator.

The nouns, "woman", "girt", "lioness", and "man"
denote that the objects named are male or female.

The nouns, "servant", "child", "animal", and
"spectator", on the other hand, do not indicate whether
the objects are male or female.

Examine the nouns in the following sentences, and
decide in each case whether the noun signifies that the object
named belongs to a particular sex :

I. Mother has a little bird.

a. James has a new book.

3. My friend saw your daughter
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Nouns such as "mother", "James", or "dauehter"
wh.cn denote the sex of the object named, are caUed
gendet -nouns.

Nouns such as "bird", "book", or "friend", which do
not denote or mark sex, are called neutw noun;.

State the sex denoted by each of the followmg gender-
nouns

:

j & s "^

1. Hy father saw the count.
2. My mother met the countess.

1. The duke went to the kin^.
a. The duchess came from the quee,!.

Nounssuch as "father", "count", "duke", and 'king",
which denote male beings, are called masculine eender-
nouns. *

_

Nouns such as "mother", "countess", "duchess", and
queen

,
which denote female beings, are called feminine

gender-nouns.

The distinction of gender-nouns as masculine nounsand femimne nouns, according to the sex of the object
named, is called gender.

Nouns are, therefore, classified as follows :

1 1. Gender-nouns. I'"
M^^':"""« bender-nouns.

Nouns

3. Neuter-nouns.

(a. Feminine Gender-nouns.

m

BXBRCISE 50

State the gender of each of the folUming nouns :

Husband, heroine, baron, son, princess, niece, emreior

"tJten >1
'"^""'*'^"'*' '™^*^'"' landlady, prophet, lau.
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MODES OP SHOWING GENDER

NoU the manner in which sex is indicated in the
following pairs of gender-nouns :

1. boy, girl

2. king, queen

3. monk, nun

1. count, countess

2. hero, heroine

3. baron, baroness

1. he-goat, 3he-goat

2. gentleman, gentlewoman

3. landlord, landlady

From these examples we notice that a distinction of
sex is indicated by gender-nouns in three different ways :

1. By the use of a different word for each gcnder-
noun,—boy, girl, etc.

2. By deriving a feminine gender-noun from the
masculine by means of an ending or suffix,—count,
countess, etc.

3. By compounding "he" and "she", or a pair of
gender-nouns with another word,—gentleman, gentle-
woman, etc.

Note:—Some gender-nouns derived from other lan-
guages retain their foreign forms, for example :

Masculine Feminine

testator testatrix

beau belle

'^^^T C7.arina

Jon donna
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DEFINITIONS

t. A mascuUne noun is one that stgnifles that the
object named is of the male sex.

3. A feminine noun is one that signifies that the object
named is of the female sex,

3- A gender noun is one that signifies the sex of the
object named.

4. Gender is a distinction between nouns to denote
sex.

5. A neuter noun is one that does not denote sex.

EXERCISE 51

Write out the gender-noun corresponding to each
noun in exercise 50.

Chapter XXXI
THE VERB

1. CLASSES ACCORDING TO MEANING

Contrast the meaning expressed by the bare predicates
or verbs in each of the following pairs of sentences, noting
what each tells or describes about the person denoted by the
subject :

I. The girl blushed.

a. The girl was shy.

1. The man slept.

2. The man seemed awuke.

1. I heard music.

2. I am n musician.

In the first sentence of each group, the verb "blushed",
etc., describes the person denoted by the subject, by
pointing out some action or state belonging thereto. The
verb attributes blushing to the giri, or describes her as
a blushing girl, etc.

n
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In the second sentence of each group the verb " was",
etc., does not describe or point out any attribute in the
one denoted by the subject. This is done by the comple-
tion " shy", etc. The verb, therefore, merely joins
the descriptive or attribute word " shy", etc., to the
subject.

Examine the verbs in the following sentences, and decide
in each case whether the verb indicates some attribute in
the one denoted by the subject, or whether it merely joins
a descriptive word to the subject

:

1. The colony thrived for a long time.
2. At last the daylight' came.

3. We are Frenchmen.

4. The sentries paced their weary rounds.

5. This man is a robber.

6. The next hioment they were safe.

A verb used like "are", "is", or "were", to join a
descriptive or modifying word to the subject, is called
a copula verb.

Compare also the nature of the actions asserted by
the following pairs of verbs :

1. The men departed on the next train.
2. The child tore her dress.

I. The boy came up slowly,
s. The boy hit the dog.

Here the first verb in each group, in attributing
action to the person denoted by the subject, makes a
complete assertion, while the second has an object.
" dress", etc., to complete the verb's meaning.

1 !

*
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Examine the verbs in the following sentences, and state

ZTIT ""^"^ "^ "^^ '"''''' "» '^"'<»» «'*»^* '"ustbe dtrected toward some object, or whether the verb assertsan actum that does not go out to or involve any object :

I. The boy struck the ball.

3. The sun arose in the east.

3. Smoke ascended irom the chimney.
4- I received your letter.

5- They make hats from the skins.
6. Flowers bloom in the spring.

A verb such as "struck", "received", or "make"
above, which asserts an action as being directed toward
sorne object or which implies that something is beingacted upon, is called a transitive verb.
A verb, such as "arose", "ascended", or "bloom"

t„t'^/''''*l-^
'*^*' °' ^•=*'°" '^' "^ "°' directedtoward any object or that does not involve any object

IS called an intransitive verb.

in.rr?^,'"^^
*"'^^°™ ^ "^^^^^^"^ according to mean-ing as follows :

(X. Copula Verbs.
Verbs..

.

j
a. Transitive Verbs.

'3. Intransitive Verbs.

EXERCISE 52

Classify the verbs in the following exercise into copula
verbs, transitive verbs, or intransitive verbs :

I. The monkey was so funny. 2. The sparrow pickedup a fine worm. 3. Hunser induced him to stretch h^ye low neck. 4. The tortoise plodded on. j. The ]ittLellow seemed sleepy. 6. The men hurried on. 7 "hefrant door opened with a bang. 8. Silvertop neither saw

.0. The bmls Degm to sing again. „. The room became

d7Jr. "t-
°°"" '^" "'^ '''^ '° ">« ground. 31did that when I was a boy.

" »j- 4
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DEFINITIONS

1. A copuU verb is one that does not attribute any
action or state to the person or thing spolien of, but relates
to the subject a modifying or attribute word called its
completion.

2. A transitive verb is a verb that asserts an action
which is directed toward an object.

3. An intransitive verb is a verb that denotes a state
or action which involves only the person or thing signified
by the subject.

II VERBAL NOUNS OR INFINITIVES
Note carefully the grammatical values of Oie italicized

words in the following sentences :

1. Children study lessons.

2. Studying is hard work.

3- Studying lessons is hard work.

In the first sentence " lessons " is a noun object
of the verb study. In the second sentence " studying "

is a noun naming the thing spoken about. In the third
sentence, however, this noun "studying," like the
verb " study " in the first sentence, takes as an object
" lessons."

Compare in like manner the subjects in the follow-
ing groups, noting especially the use of the italicized word
in the second sentence of each :

I. Playing delights boys.
a. Playing games delights boys.

Waiting is very tiresome.

Waiting here is very tiresome.

Reading is useful.

Reading books is useful.
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Notice also concerning the words " Playine " " Readmg ", and " Waiting "
:

^ ^' ®*°'

about.^'*'^
"' "°""' ''"'" '^'^ '^"'^ '^' things spoken

3 They resemble verbs, since they may be foUowedby objects and modifiers.
louowea

««w^r'"/T
""^ ""^''' '" ''^ /"'^"g seHie,ices, which

P<^rtake of the nature of both a noun and a verb:

I. Driving sheep is difficult.

3. He likes painting pictures.

.?. He lives by mending shoes.
4- Saying a thing is not doing it.

Words such as "Driving," "painting," "mendine"
etc wh,ch partake of the nature of both a noun and averb, are called verbal nouns or infinitives.

gro^f:
*^ ""'' '^ *^ ^'"'^''"^ ^^"^^ '» '*^ /"'^ng

I. Studying is hard work.
». To i/«(/j» is hard work.
3- To study fcjTOni is hard work.

He dislikes waiting.

He dislikes to wait.

He dislikes to wait here.

Notice from these examples :

I. The verbal nouns or infinitives, " studying " andjaiting', may be changed to "to study" and "to

J..
"To study" and "to wait" are also infinitives

partalang of the nature of a verb and of a noun
1"

they may be followed by objects and modifiers-and
are at the same time used as nouns in the sentence.
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BXERCISB 53

A
Change the verbal nouns or infinitives in the foUowint

ntences to in^nifMi^e »;^tL (u-t* .

^sentences to infinitives with "to"

I. Telling stones passes the time quickly. ,. I do not
like travelling alone. 3. We intend going there to-morrow
4. Seeing is believing. 5. Being praised pleases many.
6. He taught the children singing. 7. They like seeing the
are. 8. He purposes visiting us next week. 9. He beean
shouting at the top of his voice.

Point out the verbal nouns or infinitives in the folUmjing
sentences, and give the relation of each :

I. They have learned the proper method of interpreting
this language. .. We like to visit ther«. 3. Ploughing!
fencing sowing, and planting followed in quick succession
4. Teach your sons to love it too. 5. They want to finish
.t before going to bed. 6. Tom was in fear of making a
mistake. 7. I began to siag as I walked along. 8 Has
the great chief forgotten to tell him ? 9. Not one at-
tempted to quit his seat. 10. To throw away their hurdles
was the work of an instant. „. He did not choose to
leave them to so wretched a death. 12. Thomas Moore
began the play with knocking down the first man 13
I should like to have a chance of seeing the hall before the
crowd begins to come in.

DEFINITION

An infinitive is a wonl p«rt«king of the nature of both
a noun and a verb.
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ni. iifriitmvBS—continued

OTHER USES

foi£:;'z:zt"' "^ '"^ -^ *^ ^^^^ ••'• '*-

I. j'ohn came to cut the wood
J- We are ready to do this.

I. Here is a knife to cut it.

2- The time to do this had passed.
In the first group the infinitives " to cut "

and

aa^Lte"^^ -'^'y ^'^ -•> "-e" d th^

-i;.t=^..s.^;:^.:t;-«-^ectiv.,

vZe o?L^ t
P^^P°^''°"' "^y be used wTth thevalue of an adverb or an adjective.

FORMS OP INFINITIVES

I. He likes reading stories.

». He likes to read stories.

3. He likes to sit and (to) read stories.
4- He did nothing except (to) read.

Notice from these examples that there are threemfimtive forms which are distinguished as foU^ws
I. The gerund .ending in i„g, as-"reading."

.
The gerundml infinitive

. . . .with to. as-"tt read"
3- The root mfin.tive.

. . .without to. as-"read". '

NoTE:-The gerundial infinitive may be used as anoun, an adjective, or an adverb, for examSe"
He wanted to see them.
This is the time to see them.
He came to see them.
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BXBRCISB 54

Classify the infinitives in the following sentences and
state the grammatical value of each :

I. I need to go. but you need not go. j. He was sorry
to sell the colt. 3. He replied in French by declaring that
he had been sent to rei;, the guard. 4. They decidedtopve him an opport .„.ty of proving his statement.
5. He does nothmg hv.', vulk. 6. I have a book to read

'«„?
^^ *° '^""- ^" ^^^ morning. 8. She riiade no

effort to renew the conversation. 9. He dare not go
10. What mean you by coming here at this time ? 1 1 Hedid not have the courage to go up. la. God did send me
before you to preserve life. 13. I was glad to have the
chance of helping them. 14. He had just time to reach ahuge branch.

IV. VERBAL ADJECTIVES OR PARTICIPLES
Note carefully Ou, uses of Ou italicized words in the

foUowtng sentences:

1. The men chop wood.
2. The men chopping are his brothers.
3. The men chopping wood are his brothers.

In the first sentence " wood " is a noun object of the
verb chop." In the second sentence " chopping "

isan adjective modifying the noun " men." In the third
sentence, we find this adjective, like the verb in the first
sentence, taking an object " wood."

Compare in like manner the subject modifiers in the
foUowtng groups, noting the use of the italicized word in
9ach ;

1. The boy singing is very tall.

2. The boy singing the song is very tall.

I. The money paid was correct.
>. The money paid the men was corT«ct.
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!' tS!^^^ "" ''^ beautiful.
'. The book pven me ,ke« wa, very beautiful.

thelub'aro^jreachctr'^''^- ^^"^ '^^^ --"^

byoUSnTriLr^- ""- ^••^^ -^ •- ^o"°wed

wJt::te^::;utK:
••

^-r•;.
•• p^^^ -. etc.

EXERCISE
5S

tt,. fi

^ P*^ * boy wearing an old coat . Th-the fire blazing on the hearth , Tt, •
^"^ "'^

the girl are co^ct. 4 H^aueht I , T""''T ''°"« ^y
5. Tiles, w„,ught into a mSorI.H '"'*''°« ^PP'^"'
6. Kneeling Xves offe^HT' fu

!^ '"^"^ P*^^'"^"*-

>.'.ewers.
, In front wa, / u°

"""^'^ ^~'» '"-W

« He saw'the tJo gtaTLstsllid
"*°^ '°^ "'^-^

9. The female pantS feliTn 1 f ^^ ^^ '^ ^'^
and stri..ng wither paws "0 M^bZ^"^ '"^"T?^a white topcoat and tied un !n „ •

"/J"^"' a"ayed in

*n another-'chaise, ,1^ "^trh^rarthtTl^^rn^
^-^

DEFINITION
A participle is • word partaking of the natu« „* i^»uan adjective and a verb.

« " ™e nature of both

V. CLASSES OP PARTICIPLES

'•
3;!;'' |«^^«/a«,V from the trees hide it.The leaves /atf«, from the tn»s hide it.
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ill

a. A man reluming from there told us.

A man relumed from there told us.

3. I see the men ranging along the walk,

I see the men ranged along the walk.

Notice that the first participle in each group, " fall-

ing", " returning ", and " ranging ", represents the action

expressed by the participle as going on or incomplete,

while the second participle in each group, " fallen",

" returned ", and " ranged ", represents the action as

finished or complete.

A participle which represents an action or state as

going on or incomplete, is called an imperfect participle.

A participle which represents an action or state as

completed is called a perfect participle.

Participles are therefore classified as follows :

I. Imperfect participles :—falling, giving, loving, etc.

a. Perfect participles :—fallen, given, loved, etc.

From our previous work we have learned that both

infinitives and participles may end in " ing."

Examples :

I. Slanding is tiresome Verbal noun or gerund,

a. The boy standing is ill ... .Verbal adjective or

imperfect participle.

EXERCISE 56

Classify the infinitives and parti, iples in the following :

I. A heron, fishing for his breakfast, hears them and

spreading his wings, flies upward, a. He saw bones scat-

tered about. 3. The Hatter openeJ his eyes on hearing

this. 4. They have begun asking riddles. 5. Alice took

an interest in questions of eating and drinking. 6. The

hunted doe went down, clearing the fences, flying alonK

the stony path. 7. The course decided on was likely t"

succeed. 8. I could feel the rope slipping off. 9. Hf
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;;-^asHa,r. in:;u^:;n.^.- --:j--^
any we see a fox emei^c from his lair.

NoTB:-^ike ordinary verbs, infinitives and parti-cples may be classified as copula, transhive^r
intransitive, for example :

••ransitive, or

INFINITIVES

•• He wants to be good Copula
2. He wants to «* you Transitive.
3- He wants to depart Intransitive.

PARTICIPLES

.. They forgot about the night being cold . . . .Copula

3. Do you know the boy going out. . . .Intransitive.

Chapter XXXII

THE PRONOUN

I. CLASSES ACCOHDINO TO PERSON
Ex<">'i«^ carefully the forms and meanings of the sub-lect pronouns .n the following, noting especially i^Twca^ejhe relation of the speaker to th!Jael^X^^

1. /, the king, must govern justly.
2. Thou, the king, must govern justly.
3- He, the king, must govern justly.

In these sentences the three pronoun forms "I"Thou
. and "He", each refer to "kiaff".
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Notice further concerning these pronouns :

I. When the pronoun "I" stands for "king", the king

is represented as speaking.

a. When the pronoun "thou" stands for "king", the

king is represented as being spoken to.

3. When the pronoun "He" stands for "king", the

king is represented as being spoken about.

The pronouns, "I", "Thou", and "He", therefore,

denote respectively the person speaking, the person

spoken to, and the person spoken about.

Examine the pronouns in the following sentences, and
decide in each case whether the pronoun denotes the

speaker, the person spoken to, or the person or iking spoken

about

:

1. Mirzah, / have heard thee.

2. Tom, your horse is a beauty. Will you let me have

a ride on her ?

3. The boys were here, but we did not see them.

4. John saw Mary but she did not know him.

A pronoun such as "I", "me", or "we", which

represents the speaker, is called a pronoun of the

first person.

A pronoun such as "thou", "thee", "your", or "you",

which represents the person spoken to, is called a

pronoun of the second person.

A pronoun such as "he", "her", "them", or "him",

which represents the person or thing spoken of, is called

a pronoun of the third person.

Note :—In nouns there is no such distinction of

person as in pronouns, though a noun may be in any
one of the three persons, as " king " in the above

examples.

Ill
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EXERCISE S7

1. William gave me the knife.
2. Fair youth, you are going to torment, for he whomet you is a robber,
3. Thou oughtest therefore to have put my money

to tJie exchangers.
4. I. the Lord, have spoken it.

5. The logs make a dam, and this stops the water

i,
watch contmually as they attack the birds

7. Trust thou m the Lord and He will guide thee
8. Leave me, comrades, here I drop
9. If we reverse a germinating seed,' the root and stem

will twist round of themselves
10. When the wolves next reach us, I will jump down.

w?T ^^ ""^'^^ ^™ "-^^ •'"'^ '^^ we approached
12. Who has a knife that will cut this ?

DEFINITIONS

a. A pronoun of the second person is one that denotes
the person spoken to, or the person addressed

3. A pronoun of the third person is one that denotes
tne person or tiling spolien of.

4. ?ereon is a distinction in pronouns to show
whether they represent the speaker, the person spoken
to, or the person or thing spoken of.

Pronouns denoting the speaker, or the person spoken
to are called personal pronouns.

Pronouns of the third person are divided into further
classes on account of certain special peculiarities which
they possess.

fl

f

m
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Compare the pronouns of the third person in the following

groups of sentences, noting carefully how each refers to the

person or thing indicated :

1. This is a clever student.

2. Who is a clever student ?

3. Anybody may be a clever student.

1. That is to be taken.

2. Which is to be taken ?

3. Something is to be taken.

We notice that these pronouns all stand for some
person or thing being spoken about, but in qui'e differ-

ent ways.

1. The words "This" and "That" each point out or

call attention definitely to the person or thing indicated.

2. The words "Which" and "Who" introduce ques-

tions about some person or thing to which they refer.

3. The words "Anybody" and "Something" refer

indefinitely to some person or thing spoken about.

In the following sentences, name the pronouns athtch

(i) definitely point out objects, (2) introduce questions

about objects, (3) refer indefinitely to objects :

1. Who said another would be better ?

2. What did the boy do to it ?

3. Which gave John this ?

4. Any of those would be better than these.

5. Those belong to somebody.

I. Pronouns such as "it", '"this", "these", and

"those", which definitely point out or call attention to

the objects for which they stand, are called demon-

strative pronouns (Latin demonstro, I point out).

a. Pronouns such as "who", "what", and "which",

which introduce questions about the objects to which

they refer, are called interrogative pronouns.
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3- Pronouns such as "any", "another", and "some-
body", which refer indefinitely to the objects denoted
by them, are called indefinite pronouns.

NoTE:-Only pronouns of the first and second
persons will be spoken of as personal pronouns, those of
the third person being classified according to their
special peculiarities.

Pronouns may, therefore, be classified as follows ;

1. Personal pronouns—I, me, we, us, thou, thee, you.
2. Demonstrative pronouns—he, she, it, thev this

that, etc.
'

3. Interrogative pronouns—who, which, what.
4. Indefinite pronouns—some, any, something, any-

tmng, anybody, etc.

EXERCISE 58

Classify the pronmns in the following sentences .

1. Whom did you see
2. Did the man who pai.*d us have any ?

3. What shall I do with him .?

4- We have the books with us.

5- Thou saidst
; "Bring him down unto me". '

6. I hurt myself yesterday.

7. Those are very thick walls.
8. These and others havj learned this.

9. A comrade that was free relieved him.
10. That helps nobody.
11. The^ watched the flanks and would not permit any

to straggle.

12. This is not Mr. Toil, but a brother.
13- Something I would fain attempt.
14. Who are you ? We are Frenchmen come to brine

you help.

15. "Everybody said", quoth he, "it was a famous
vctory,"

I

k.
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I

^

In addition to the above classes of pure pronouns,
there are two classes of words which are partly pronom-
inal.

II. THE CONJUNCTIVE PRONOUN

In each of the following sentences, (i) state the relation

of the subordinate clause noting the value of the italicized

word, (i) analyze the clause noting the value of the

italicised word :

1. I called a ma.-^ who stood by the gate.

2. They shot the clog which bit the little girl.

Notice concerning these itaUcized words :

1. They are conjunctions, since they each connect a
subordinate clause with some part of another clause.

2. They are pronouns, since they stand for the same
objects as "man" and "dog" without naming them, and
are used as subjects of "stood" and "bit" respectively.

Point out in the following sentences the words which
do the work oj both c conj nction and a pronoun :

1. They were caught in a gale which swept them six

hundred miles.

2. She heard a noise that chilled her'heart.

3. This is the boy whom we met yesterday.

4. He has left a name which is our pride.

Words such as "who", "which", "that", and "whom",
when used with the value of both a conjunction and a
pronoun, are called conjunctiTe pronouns.

Note:—A conjunctive pronoun may be of any
person, for example :

1. I, who saw it, knew better First person.

2. You, who saw it, knew better.. .Second person.

3. He, who saw it, knew better Third person.
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EXERCISE 59

seJ^eZT. "'"J'^
'f»i^»ctive pro,u>uns in ike following

c::So:"f
'-"'"' ^"^ "^ - *-'* ^--- ««^

'.
The snow, which never thaws, forms a safe protection

man took what was siven him n m , ;
5- ine

had outraged him no^I^^atLI eY
° tV^who was ,n attendance, removed the riding cioak IhkhRichard wore. 8. Jessie, who had again sunk orth^ground, sprang to her feet. 9. Have thev soM thturkey that was hanging up'there ? ro^G^ f.f":man whom I send. „. Nickleby cried "Stnl^-T •

that made the rafters ring.
""^ '="'^ ^^°P ' '" a voice

DEFINITION

A conjunctive pronoun is 6 word partaking of th.nature of both a pronoun and a coajunctioT

III. THE PRONOMINAL ADJECTIVE

Notice carefully the grammatical values of the italici^dwords m the following sentences :
^ ^taltctzed

1. William said: "This is my book "
2. John gave me his book.
3- Mary sent her book.

and'^-'her-':"'™"'
*'' '*'""^^'' "°^'^^ ""^y". "Ws"

I- They are /.ro«o««y since they denote certainpersons without naming them.
"

»• They are adjectives since they modify nouns.

Ml

In

ii^l

I

II
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In the following sentences point out any words that are

used both as pronouns and as adjectives :

1. The men brought tlicir guns.

2. The girls said to the hoys : "Our books iire on your

desks".

3. The rat lost its tail in the trap.

Such words as "their", "Our", "your", "its' , etc.,

which have the value of both a pronoun and an adjective,

are usually called pronominal adjectives.

EXERCISE 60

Point out the pronominal adjectives in the following

sentences :

I. Mary told John that his dog had bitten her brother.

2. The man had his eyes bent on my father. 3. I wish

you would dispense with my reply to your question. 4. The
tribe was confined to its district. 5. The old servants

shook their heads at his proposal. 6. The sloop fired upon
the chase from her bows. 7. We love our brothers and we
deserve their love. 8. Thy power hath blest me. 9. He
met his tenants during their retreat from his property.

10. His steps are not upon thy paths.

DEFINITION

A pronominal adjective is a word partaking of tLe

nature of both an adjective and a pronoun.

Note :—Like ordinary pronouns, the pronominal

adjectives may be classified as personal, demonstrative,

interrogative, etc.

Examples:

1. Here is her book Demonstrative.

2. Here is my book Personal.

3. Whose book was taken ?. .Interrogative.

4. Here is the boy whose hat was lost.. .Con-

junctive.
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BXERCISE 61 (REVIEW)
Classify fully the nouns, verbs, and pronouns in the

JoUomng exerctse, giving reasons in each case:

I. I brought him home in his nest,
a. We met a man who desired to borrow t venty pounds

upon these.

3- I embarked in a vessel that happily arrived at Bus-
sorah.

4- Be smart when I give the word.
S. Joseph made himself known unto his brethren
* '^ ^^"^ ^'^^y run!" one of the officers exclaimed.
7. What have we here ?

8. This is the man whose house we occupy.
9. Columbus, standing on the forecastle, observed a

light m the distance and pointed it out to Pedro
10. As she spoke, Moses came slowly on foot, sweating

under the deal box.
>. "Who cried stop?" asked Squeers, turning savagely

i.-ound.
'

Chapter XXXIII.

CLASSES OP ADJECTIVES

I. ACCORDING TO MEANING

Compare the ideas denoted by the italicized adjectives
tn group (i) with those denoted by the adjectives in group
(V, (-

,
etc., in reference to the modified objects :

I The blue chalk is all gone.
A large bird fl^w by.
Some sweet apples were brought.

3. Three hoi's passed by.
Five dollars was paid for it.

Thefourth girl was late.
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3. This man is very old.

These books are yours.

Yonder house is large.

Such men are not to be trusted.

4. Which pen do you want ?

What man told you ?

S Some men think so.

Any boy could do that.

Ecu h warrior carried a shield.

Adjectives are divided into five classes according to
differences in the ideas they signify, as follows :

1. Adjectives which attribute soma quality to the
object denoted by the noun or pronoun which they
modify. Such adjectives are' called qualifying adjectives.

Examples : blue, sick, brave, good, careful, heavy, etc.

2. Adjectives which attribute a definite number or
order to the objects denoted by the noun. Th,->se are
called numvnU adjectives.

Examples : one, two, three, etc. ; first, second, third, etc.

3. Adjectives which limit the application of the noun
to certain objects to which they direct our attention.
These, like the corresponding pronouns, are called

demonstrative adjectives.

Examples : this, that, such, you, yonder.

4. Adjectives which introduce questions in relation

to the objects denoted by the nouns .hich they modify.
Like the corresponding pronouns, these ara called inter-

rogative adjectives.

Examples : which, what, whose.
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5- •'^ajectives which, like thprn««=„ j-
refer indefimtel to ti^e^i^c^'^Z^^^ty'ST'''''''^
These are called indefinite adjectiveTas-son,.

""'

wealrono^ ,
nunierai t.-om o»«, and "the" <,weakened demonstrative from that n„

'

;^.weakened meanin, howe'-ver'X ^re cTar^d a1

adjectival in nature, as follows '
^'' P^""'

I. Verbal adjectives (See Chapter XXXI)
" P^nom-nal adjectives. (See Chapter XXXII.)

EXERCISE 63

t^^'/mtf"
°^ -^^ '"-"--- known

3. A lo^d^s^hout attested the in^e.st taken by the spec
4. With two old men she took charge of the fort5. Then came foreign soldiers in bnVht armolTInHvestments, bearing halberds.

"' ^"'^ ^''^

7' Hkf^°^' ''f
'"' °' ^'^ °'^^' did not wait

8 Th/hr' 'i'^"'^
^°°'P""*' -^ -" about

"dt cTk-es.*'^""^""^ ---^ °^ ^i^ .oung

II. ACCORDING TO FORM

111 I

fjtjf
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Compare tht forms of the italidud adjeclivts in each

of the following groups of senterues, twting what each

adjective implies concerning the object named by the noitti :

I. I have a small book.

I have a smaller book than that.

I have the smallest book of the three.

a. This is a rich man.

This is a richer man than the other.

This is the richest man in the city.

3. My book is large but it is smaller than yourt.

His book is small but it is larger than hers.

Adjectives such as "small", "rich", and "large",

whose forms denote that an object actually possesses

a certain quality, are said to be of the positive form or

positive degree.

Adjectives such as "smaller", "richer", and "larger",

whose forms denote that an object possesses, in relation

to another object, more of the quality, are said to be

of the comparatiTe form or comparative degree.

Adjectives such as "smallest" and "richest", whose

forms denote that an object—in relation to two or more

other objects—possesses the highest degree of the qual-

ity, are said to be of the superlative form or super-

lative degree.

Note carefully that only adjectives of the positive

form denote the actual possession of any quality. A
poor man might be richer than another, or the richest

among several, yet he would not be spoken of as a

rich man. An adjective of the comparative or super-

lative form, therefore, implies only that the object has

the quality when compared with others.
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MODES OF DENOTING COMPARISON

ilMJoUowtng sentences

:

I. He has a light load.
I have a lighter loa' than that.
This is the lightest i^ad of all.

». John is a cautious boy.
John is more cautious than his brother.
John is J most cautious boy in the class.

3- John is a good boy.
Harry is a better boy than James
William is the best boy in the class.

Comparative and supe- tive adjectives may beformed in three different w.,,:
I. Derived from positive adjectives by addition of

.rand...<. This is called regular comparisrn.
». By adding adverbs (more and m „ --.ci and

least) to the positive. This is caUed ph« i ccnpari-
son. Adjectives of more than one syllable usuaUy
follow this mode of comparison.

3. By use of different words for different degrees
i his IS known as irregular comparison.

The foUowing is a list of common irregular forms

:

Posuive Comparative Superlative
B°°d better best
bad, evil or ill worse „orst
much, many more most
''"'" le^ least

Note :—Since many adjectives signify qualities and
conditions which do not admit, of variation, there areno adjectives corresponding to them in the other degrees

this.^^S'^ '^"'""- '"'^- """<^- ^"^^ ^'^'^^
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BXBRCISE 63

A
Give the other degrees of comparison of the folUmiing

adjectives :

Able, brave, best, careful, dearer, deep, dull, earlier,

gigantic, happier, holy, honest, less, liberate, lucky, mean,
safer, true, violent.

B

Compare, where possible, the adjectives in tlie following

sentences :

1. I said an elder brother, not a better.

a. So doth the greater glory dim the les%.

3. His utmost efforts were fruitless.

4. The younger girl is the better student.

5. She is the most industrious child in the class.

6. This is a perfect map.

7. The room is less noisy than it was.

8. The sun pours on the fair earth his quiet smile,—
the sweetest of the year.

9. I see a huge valley, and a prodigious tide of water.

10. Instead of the rolling tide, the arched bridge, and
the happy islands, I saw the long, hol<ow valley of

Bagdat.

Chapter XXXIV

THE ADVERB

An Adverb, as was seen in Chapter XVII, is a word
which modifies the meaning of a verb, adjective, or other
adverb, for example :

The boy ran quickly.

Where do you H-.c ?

This is very heavy.

How heavy is it ?
.

He came very slowly.
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Notice that some adverbs, in addition to modifyinK averb adjective, or adverb, may also introduce an inter-
rogative sentence, as "Where" and -How" in the above
examples. Such adverbs are usually called inter-
rogative adverbs.

I. CLASSES OP ADVERBS
Compare the meanings of the adverbs in group (t)wtth the meanings of those in group (2) etc.:

1. They are going now.
He was here yesterday.

When are you going ?

2. Our friend lives here.

The dog came near.

Where are you working ?

3. These children play quietly.

This pupil studies well.

How are you going ?

4. They are talking less.

Our friend is very sick.

He travels much.

S- Why are you going ?

Wherefore did they laugh ?

This, therefore, is false.

Notice from the above examples that adverbs may
be classified according to their meanings, as follows ;

Adverbs of

:

/"Time.

Place.

Man.ier.

Degree or Quantity.

Cause or Reason.

'.-
i

m,ii
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'

EXERCISE 64

Classify the adverbs in the following sentences :

1. I am now much better.

2. A thousand hearts beat happily.

3. The child has almost recovered.

4. His heart more truly knew that sound too well.

5. Shortly afterwards, Mrs. Squeers issued forth.

6. Stop here, or gently pass !

7. He went on therefore at his leisure.

8. He brought it immediately.

9. I was treated well there.

10. Where did you put the axe ?

1 1

.

Whence do these streams derive their water ?

12. How goes the day with us?

13. Henceforth we shall do differently.

14. Whence comes the rain ?

15. How inquisitive you are !

16. The weather is somewhat colder.

17. The rock was unpleasantly near.

18. Our langour was temporarily dispelled.

In addition to the above classes of pure adverbs, we

have yet to consider a class of words partly adverbial.

II. CONJUNCTIVE ADVERBS

In each of the following sentences, (i) state the relation

of the stibordinate clause noting the value of the italicized

word, (2) analyze the clause noting the value of the

italicized word :

1. The apple lies where it fell.

2, The boys ran when the man shouted.

We notice concerning these italicized words :

I. They are conjunctions, since they each relate a

subordinate clause to some part—"lies", "ran"—of

another clause.
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"feU" SZ-ZuSd"*'' ^"'^^. *'^^ """'^'y '^^ verbs

clause.
^^=P«=t'vely, i„ the subordinate

a' ^h^r"
"""" "^"^"^ "^"^"'^ we went homea^The boy seemed honest

; consequently wet™ him
Notice also concerning these itaUcized words •

indepeLtVsTatrmtr"" '"^^ '''' ^^ *°«-''-

"w^t^-^^-::,--.--^-- verbs

Words such as "where" "therefn«" "„,i, • „
when used with the value ^f both 1 ' '"° '

'*^-

adverb, are called coSc^e 1:,,^
""^^°'' ^"^ ^

"Where"-place, "when"--time, etc.

EXERCISE 65

sen!^ef' "^ '""''"^''^ ^"^"^ - '^ /<"/-.««

'. They cut down the gunners where they stood

i

jf

i-

11

,l
/||!

M i
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5. He had gone only a short distance when he overtook

a man.

6. This looked alluring ; so I headed the boat for it.

7. Romola had known sorrows when life was young.

8. I do not know how we kept afloat.

9. Death, whenever he comes to me, shall come on the

wide unbounded sea.

10. We did not know whence the noise came.

11. When I first knew him, he never thought of doing

wrong.

12. They build little nests wherein they lay their eggs.

13. They had not gone far when they passed by a field

where some haymakers were at work.

DEFINITION

A conjunctiTe adverb is a word having the value of

both a conjunction and an adverb.

EXERCISE 66 (review)

Classify the adjectives and the adverbs in the following

exercise :

I. I never was on the dull, tame shore, but I loved the

great sea more and more,

a. With a slow and noiseless footstep comes the messenger

divine.

3. The Soldan stood resting his weight upon his left foot,

which was slightly advanced.

4. Then came foreign soldiers in bright armour and gay

vestments bearing spurs and halberds, setting up

their tents, and presently taking them down again.

5. He lingered on in restless anxiety, picturing a thou-

sand possibilities, until the evening of the next

day, when Squeers returned alone and unsuc-

cessful.

6. Again it filled that immense cave with its thunderous

reverberations.
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Chapter XXXV
THE CONJUNCTION

1. CLASSES OP CONJUNCTIOKS

John a«<i James were there
Do you live in the country 'or in the city ?The house where he was bom and in whichhe died may still be seen.

Relating: I went before he came.
Men will reap as they sow.

corrective con;unctiStrra::;:r"'=''---"«''

I met both Mary and Jane
'V«/W James ,wr John was there.

'11

ill

I 'I
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i

1. Conjunctive Pronouns. (See Chapter XXXII.)
Example : I saw a field that was full of cowslips.

2. Conjut cive Adverbs. (See Chapter XXXIV.)
Examples : I will send it when he arrives. Ten

shook his head ; so they only followed.

EXERCISE 67

Classify the conjunctions, and conjunctive words and
phrases in the following sentences :

I. He is constantly giving food to men and animals.
2. You received my glove, and my champion must en-
counter your lance in the lists. 3. I will describe to you
as well as I can what passes without. 4. Her eye kindled,
although the blood fled from her cheeks. 5. Neither you
nor any one can save her. 6. When he is alone he is quiet

;

but when he and Harry get together they make work.
7. From the speeches of these men who are my warders, 1

learn that I am a prisoner. 8. They will snap the strongest
timbers as if they were pipe stems, g. He is more dan-
gerous than his father or mother. 10. The glow of the fire

was upon the landlord's bald head, and upon his twinkling
eye, and upon his watering mouth. 11. He was foot-sore
as "ell as hungry. 12. On it hung a bundle of such neces-
sities as he had purchased in town that morning. 13. As
soon as I saw the lieutenant I saluted him. 14. I was
composed enough to remember that help could not be far
away, and that my rescue was but a question of a few
minutes.

DEFINITION

A co-ordinate conjunction is one that connects inde-
pendent sentences, or words, phrases, and clauses used in

the same relation in the sentence.

A subordinate conjunction is one tliat relates a sub-
ordinate clause to some part of another clause.
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BXERCISE 68 (REVIEW)

Classify, as fully as you can, the italUized words inthe folUmtng exercise

:

1. Everything about her was neat

' r^sT '"^ ^•'*" """'' ^"""^ '^^ ~»
i' \ h^'n

•'""'* P^"*^"*^ '*""" '*«' ^ '=°"''' "°t neglect it.4. I h'^ d.vers, ^A. brought me „p .„^ ,hat ule Jylarge and pure. ^

5. If-Aen a wind i^.,. with moisture strikes against amountain it flows «/. its side
fi. IFAo i' this reclining here t
7- Mas, this is unto me a full heavy sight
8. He ««,.r thought of doing a„^/A.„g cruel or base9. Here e.. met another man, very ^ell dressed^^ho

desired to borrow twenty pounds upon these.

B

folhunng exercise, giving the value and relation of each^

hSl^^^ "T^ *° ^""^ y°" ^°"^" ^id the child clasDinther tiny hands, and bending down to laugh
^^

Pmding that my first seed did not ^ow I sou.,hf ,moister piece of ground to make another^I',. anTf>wed

-nng to sow aH tttTS, I hlZb^smT^uaSy"::

i^=^^tS----£^rdS^^^:
he turned uncomfortably cold when he begkn to wonderwhich of his curtains this new spectre would dmw backhe put them aside with his own hands

'

i 11 I

i
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Afuilyze. by clauses, the following sentences, and classify

the pronouns :

Before I draw nearer to that stone to which you point,

answer me one question. Are these the shadows of the

things that will be, or are they the shadows of the things

that may be ? The Ghost pointed downward to the grave

by which it stood.

When she saw her formidable rival, she began to think

of confessing that she was a woman ; but she was relieved

from her terror by a stranger that was passing by, who

made up to them as if he had long known her.



INPLBCTION -_.

PART III

INFLECTION

Chapter XXXVI
In the following pairs of sentences, compare carefully

the uses of the italicized words in each \roup ZuZ
especially why there is a difference ofform in th^words .

1. They sing very sweetly.
2. The singer was well trainr a.

1. The book fell to tho floor.
2. The books fell to tfie floor.

In group one. " sing " is a verb, while " singer "
isa noun. By the addition of er to the verb sing wehave in the second sentence a new word " sin~r "

with quite a different meaning.
'

In the second group, since both " book " and " books-name the same kind of object, the adding of , to bookdoes not give us a new word, but merely another formof the same word with a slightly changed meaning.

of the following groups :

1. We admire the king.
2. We admire the kingdom.

I- 7oA» came yesterday.
2. John's book was lost.

Here also in the first group, although both wordsare nouns, the adding of dom to king in the second sen!ence gives a new word, naming a different object fromthat named by tne lAoun "king."
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In the second group, on the other hand, we have
again merely two forms of the same word, iiince " John

"

and " John's " are both used to name the same person.

Examini tht italicized words in th* folloiving groups,

and decid* in each case whether the change of form gives

a new word or another form of the same word :

T. The paint is near the door.

2. The painter is near the doors.

I . The soldiers stand near the count,

a. The soldiers stood near the countess.

They live honestly.

He lives dishonestly.

When the form of a word is changed to give a new
word with a different meaning, the change is culled

derivation, and the new v.ord is ssiid to be derived

from the other, as kingdom from king ; piinter from

paint ; countess from count, etc.

When the form of a word is changed to give not a

new word, but only another form of the same word
with a slightly modified use, this change is called

inflection, and the word is said to be inflected or

changed in form, as door, doors: stand, stood; live, lives; etc.

EXERCISE 69

Point out any inflected words in the following sentences,

and give in each case the simple form of the word :

1. The men waited with the oxen.

2. The boy sees the birds.

3. This word is a noun, but these word? are verbs.

4. Knights and ladies reined in the horses and watched.

5. Beneath the foeman's 'rown, he stands in Elgin's

place.



NUMBER ,N NOUNS AND PRONOUNS .oj
«• There are rivers whose currents carrv th- _. .

their muddy progress
^^ *^' '~°"' °'

1. Round cakes, piously marked with a cro» piledtheub.es. on which past^ of various°S::ds':S

Chapter XXXVII
NUMBER IN NOUNS AND PRONOUNS

Compare the forms and meanines of tlu, i,„r j
'

nouns ana pronouns in tHe fotU^^.^'J, l^T^^"^
I. The boy had a ptn.
a. The boys had pens.

1. This pleased the girl.
2. These p\ea.sed the girls

»d..i..dfc,„j.taS ""•««•»'>•••

The form of a noun or orono > ^ a
than one is called theE / -,J t"?*!^"^^horses ". " foxes ". beastT. etc

'
'^

'

I
H B

^B

,,, ;i

IIM
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The change of ionn which nouns and pronouns
undergo to denote one or more than one, is called

numbw.

Note i :—In certain nouns the singular form denotes,

not one object, but a collection of objects.

Example : I saw one flock on Monday and several

flocks on Tuesday.

Here the singular form "flock" denotes one collection

of objects, and the plural form "flocks" more than one
collection of objects.

Such nouns are called collectiTe nouns.

Note 2 :—A few nouns and pronouns do not undergo
any change in form to indicate number, as :

I. He caught a. fish Singulai

a. He caught several fish Plural

I. I see the man who met us Singular

3. I see the men who met us Plural

Here the number of the italicized noun or pronoun
must be decided by the meaning of the sentence.

EXERCISE 70

Examine the form of each noun and pronoun in thf

following sentences, and tell whether it is singular or plural:

I. " Mirzah ", said he, " I have heard thee."

1, "Are they really crickets ?" said the child.

3. Thou art even as Pharaoh.

4. The Genius told me that I had dwelt enough upon it

.

5. She saw Tom and Lucy with an empty chair between

them.

6. " Give us a song," the soldiers cried.

7. The elders of the city come to the field to behold the

exercises.

8. The brute fell with a howl under the leet of the colt

9. The great tree said to the children: " 'Vou are getting

sleepy."



DEFINITIONS

'• '"*• «tagutar number is th« fa™. .
Pronou^which

,. u«d to d^ole on. ob™/ ' "•'"° ^
a. The plural number <« th» fnr™ ^«

wWd. i. „«, .„ denote m:;i'"ti!ron;""""
""""'""«

pronounrto'^'J:; :2?er".? ^* '^™ "' -"" -
tlwn one.

**" ""'y <'«°»«« one or more

THE FORMATION OP PtURA,..S IN NOUNS

3- ox. oxen
; child, children.

..
By adding "s" or "es" to the singular

PLURALS IN ' s " AND " ES "

I
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KOUNS IN " O "

Examine also the following plural formations ;

1. banjo, banjos ; piano, pianos ; dynamo, dynamos;
folio, folios.

2. Hero, heroes
; potato, potatoes ; calico, calicoes.

Most nouns ending in "o" form their plurals by adding
"s", but nouns ending in "o" preceded by a consonant
frequently form their plurals by adding "es."

NOUNS ENDING IN " Y
"

Examine also the following plurals, noting the final

letters of the singular :

lady, ladies ; city, cities ; boy, boys ; valley,

valleys.

A noun whose singular ends in "y" preceded by a

consonant changes "y" to "i" and adds "es" to form

the plural.

A noun whose singular ends in "y" preceded by a

vowel simply adds "s" to form the plural.

NOUNS ENDING IN " P " AND " PE "

Compare in like manner the following nouns :

I. thief, thieves ; loaf, loaves ; life, lives
;

wives.

a. belief, beliefs
;

grief, griefs ; cliff, cliffs.

wife,

Many nouns ending in "f" and "fe" change "f" or

"fe" to "v" and add "es", while others simply add "s".

Note :—^Wharf and staff have both p.ural forms,

for example : staff, regular plural staves, and staffs,

bodies of officers, etc.
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LETTERS, PIGURES, ETC
Notice the formation of the plurals in the follaudng :
I. There are two 6'j in rabbit
^. There are three 5's in this number.
3- You use too many so's and and's in your story.

wor^"^'' f ''""'• '^^""^^' ^"<1 ^o^ds spoken of as

^llZ'^"^'"
"''"''''' anapostrophLnd ..:•-

to^

TV, , „ '"''"'''*" Blf VOWEL CHANGE

Plurat'bv r"^- ^°T '" •=°'"'"°" "=^ ^'"' f°™ theirplurals by changing the vowel of the singular

B se, geese
, man, men ; woman, women.

PLURALS IN " EN •'

The following nouns add -en" to form their plurals :

ox, oxen.

brother, brethren (also brothers)
child, children,

cow, kine (also cows).

EXERCISE 71

pluraT^"'"
'""^" """' "^ ^""'^"S '"^"^ «» the

and half mouse solo
calf hero roof turkey
dish lasso sheaf woman

PLURALS OP COMPOUNDS

law'- t"f!
r"' "^^"e^^^-": father-in-law. fathers-in-'aw

, ox-cart, ox-carts.

«. spoonful, spoonfuls: forget-me-not, forget-me-nots.

m

^H

I n

i'l

f^i'
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Compounds usually pluralize the more important

word, as in examples one ; but if the compoond is

regarded as a whole, the last word is pluralized, as in

examples two above.

Note :—^A few compounds pluralize both parts, as :

woman-servant, women-servants,

man-servant, men-servants,

knight-templar, knights-templars,

lori -justice, lords-justices.

TWO PLURALS WITH DIFFERENT MEANINGS

Some nouns have two plural forms with different

meanings, for example :

brother, brothers (by birth), brethren (of the same

society) ; die, dies (for stamping), dice (for playing)

;

penny, pennies (coins), pence (a sum of money).

FOREIGN PLURALS

Some nouns of foreign origin retain their foreign

forms in the plural, for example :

bandit, banditti,

basis, bases,

beau, beaux,

cherub, cherubim,

genus, genera,

phenomenon, phenomena.

Note :—Many of these foreign words also form a

plural according to the modem mode, for example :

bandit, bandits ; cherub, cherubs.

As has been already noted, certain nouns have

only a singular form which may be used with either :i

singular or a plural meaning, for example :

Have you one sheep or two sheep ?

Did he shoot one deer or two detr ?



Ill

of forming the plural :
''^'""'"'« '" <^h case the mode

"6ef, bellows, cliff flv i,

a.e, penny, cherub, index, staff

i-s,t;.nr~"'^-'-.'>^-.dic.
Po-dditiona, number Ws,^^,^_

Chapter XXXVIII
CASE XN NOUNS AND PRONOUNS

'•"rwr"^''^''----^^'-^^...n Whence
' ^^J-. people pr^_oe <A^^, O God • f ,

nghteously. ^«w
.

for <Ao„ judgest
3- Here is a man who is Hr,^ *
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Notice further that each form can be used in only

one of these relations ;
" he " can be used only as a

subject, not as a possessive or as an object, etc.

These pronouns change their forms, therefore, in

order to show their relation to other words in the sen-

tence.

Examine also ike forms attd relations of the ttalicized

tioun in the following sentence :

When a boy does wrong, people blame the boy and also

the boy's parents.

Notice in the noun, that the simple form " boy " is

used in both the subjective and the objective relation,

but that the inflected form "boy's" must be used when

the noun is in the possessive relation.

Note:—Some pronouns, also, use only two forms

for the three relations.

Example : She closed her book when the teacher saw

her.

Give the relations of the italicized nouns and pronouns

in the folUmiing sentences, and note the changes in form :

1

.

They entered their house ju!=t after the boy met them.

2. I dropped my bcoks when the boy's dog chased mc.

3. Did she see John or John's brother ?

4. You must learn what your master tells you.

The form of a noun or pronoun that is used

in the subjective relation is called its subjective or

nominative case, as : "they", "boy", "I", "she", etc.

The form of .. noun or pronoun that is used in

the possessive relation is called the possessive case,
possessive

as; "their", "my", "boy's", "John's" etc.
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th/nV
*!"" °^ ^ """^ °' P™"""" that is used in

"tL™ •'""''..'".t:'°"
'= «"«<! the objective case, as-them, me", "her", "thee", "house", -John", etc.

their 'LT^"^*'r '1 "°""' ^""^ P^°"°""= t" i"di^atetheir relations to other words is called case.

Note t :—The objective case is also used after ore-
positions, as, for example :

^

We went to him.
The man came with me.
The man passed through the house.

Note 2 :—The possessive forms of the pronoun onaccount of certain peculiarities in their origin are
usually classed as pronominal adjectives. (See Chapter

EXERCISE 73

A
Give the case ofeach noun and pronoun in thefollowing

landei ^th ^"A'T ?l
'^ '^^^ ' '^'^^ "^"'^hants wholanded with me broke the egg. 3. Miller took the rope in

t ou 's^est
'• ^r ^T ''''^'''- ^"'^ '^" - '

''^t

hands 6 I win T"^^^
"°"'' ^'"^ =='""t^^^ '" their

, Th. b V, I
"°* .'P^""" y°" 'f y"" drive me on

his?;ponr.ttd.
"*=' °^ '-^^'^^"^ ^''^ ^'•-^-'^ -

in tilvL::;^''
'-^ ""- -^ --' »-" ^-^^~

I. There is a hunter's hand for thee. 2. As they listenedthey forgot friends and home and children. 3 Thi™ample room for us. as we had lowered the mast. rBee!thoven paused and I threw open the shutters, j. Do youknow the man who passed us . 6. The hams that had beensalted were washed off and hung in the smoke-house
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7. Their course lay between the two lines of the squaws.

8. The report sent Tom's heart into his mouth again.

9. The beacon blazed upon the roof of Edgecumbe's lofty

hall. 10. The miller's little boys and girls are glad to

see the snow.

DEFINITIONS

The nominative case is the form of a noun or pronoun

used in the subjective relation.

The possessive case is the form of a noun or pronoun

used in the possessive relation.

The objective case is the form of a noun or pronoun

used in the objective relation.

Case is an inflection of nouns and pronouns to denote

their relation to other words.

Note:—^A noun or pronoun, when used as a subjec-

tive completion, is put in the nominative form agreeing

in case with the subject. Such a noun or pronoun

may be called a predicate nominative, as

:

This is she.

He is a sailor.

EXERCISE 74

Point out the predicate nominatives in the following

I This is he of whom I spoke.

i. The sick man knoweth the physician by his step.

3. Is that the little gentleman from Blunderstone ?

4. He was a twinkling-eyed man.

5. I pulled myself right up.

6. It was the cry of a hound to the west of her.

7. The two boys were playmates.

8. Who is he that cometh like an honour'd guest ?

Mighty Seaman, this is he

Was great by land as thou by sea.

This is he

Worthy to be laid by thee ;

For this is England's greatest son.



NUMBER AND CASB

Chapter XXXIX
NUMBBR AND CASB

DECLENSION

certSn*cWes rri'"'/'''"'"' ^' ''-^ discussed

which denote a2 *^' °""' °^ "°""^ ^"^ P'-onouns

denotet^i^ntrcaL!" """'"' ^"' °*^^" -h'^"

pron^rdt^ttxtrcSr^i^^^^^
ease. The form " h." t

number and a certain

number aid ^min;ti;e':asrr', "^ ^°!\-^-
both plural number and^SvfL?™ ^"^^"^ " ^^

nuJi:;nrs:::;^ri.'^-^'^^°-- denote

Nominative Posses<!ivp nv,; »
S,«gWar; he 1 J''"-' the. Zr ^m

y « /orm 0/ tf;^ ,to;.a0^<i noun in the following
'

ci'
''''" ""^ ^"^ '°^-- ^'^e-fore the 6.,

"
""''cfm:'

''*''" """" *'^ ^"^^ •• »'^«-f°- the 6„,.
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When we give the six fonns of a noun or pronoun

for number and case, we are said to decline the noun

or pronoun, or give its declension.

DECLENSION OP THE PRONOUN " HE "

Singular Plural

Nominative : he they

Possessive : his their

Objective : him them

DECLENSION OP THE NOUN " BOY
'

Singular Plural

Nominative : boy boys

Possessive : boy's boys'

Objective : boy boys

Examine also the forms of the personal pronouns in

the following sentences :

First Person :

/ have my book with me.

We have our books with us.

Second Person :

O king ! thou seest how thy subjects love

thee.

O kings ! you see how your subjects love yoii

The personal pronouns are declined as follows :

FIRST PERSON

Singular Plural

Nom. : I we
Poss. : my our

Obj. : me us

SECOND PERSON

Singular Plural

thou you
thy your

thee you

EXERCISE 75

Write out the declension of the following :

brother girl she

cow Hon it



J. .
DEFINITION

Wh.n
^^7""° °' ''""'^ ""> PRONOUNS

Of ^^Vf^f^t:^ ^^. ^onn. ana .U.o„
/x^r.. the word. " ^ '^*"°^«> ^« are said to

-tlonTloi^^r :" '^°"" *''•' ^°"°-^"« -for.

' '"''e kind or class.

(a) According to meaning.

,;' rSglfr^^^— -tin-
2- Inflections.

(a) Number.
(*) Case.

3. Syntax or relation in the sentence.

MODEL
Ije Visited John yesterday
He-pronoun,

demonstrative of th» ».,• j

„ ,
EXERCISE 76

'i-:t,rmrdirT"^'V^^^'^----

f:iJn:-ir^-Wen to their cave.

^:tZr"''-
''°'^ '"« -Pon. and demanded

III
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rORMATION O? THE POSSESSIVB IN NOUNS

Examine the following possessives, noting thsir fortna-

tton:

POSSESSIVE SINGULAR

A boy's hat i^ near the lady's coat.

Charles's wheel hurt James's foot.

By Ganges' banks is heard the tiger's roar.

He laid hold on Theseus' hands.

Singular nouns form their possessive case by adding
an apostrophe and " s ", excepting in words of more
than one syllable ending in an " s " sound, which
usually add the apostrophe only.

POSSESSIVE PLURALS

1. These boys' books are on the girls' desks.

2. The men's dogs broke the children's toys.

Plural nouns ending in " s " form their possessive

case by adding the apostrophe only.

Plural nouns not ending in " s " form their pos-

sessive case by adding the apostrophe and the " s."

POSSESSIVE PORMS OP THE PRONOUN

Compare the forms of the italicized possessives in the

following groups of sentences :

I . He has my book.

3. He has mine.

1

.

She took your pen.

2. She took yours.

Notice that certain pronouns have two possessive

forms, the second being used when no noun follows.

The following possessives have the two forms :

my, mine

thy, thine

her, hers

our, ours

your, yovtfs

their, theirs
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KXERCiSE 77

4- Jessie s health was Hr„„i

rave wamors contended for tho i

daughters.
""^ "'^ 'ove of feingg.

7. Pill to the glass's brim.

. KLtrnd°edi^r:,d*'':r'^'^ -^-•

Thieves, ladies, mice, pony, goddess.

Pox n«„
Joltomng nouns :

.Both and
!!!---•

-— bought for
5.Shemus^,ke „,k^,,__«en— calls, give— the money.
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7. knew that friends would not leave .

8. wai ten o'clock when left .

q. Whenever mother is out aunt keeps

10. would go for if asked .

11. pen is better than ,

Chapter XL
TBNSB IN THE VERB

Compare the verb forms in the following pairs oj

sentences, noting especially the time of the action :

I. I see the old man now.

3. I saui the old man yesterday.

I. We live in that house.

a. We lived in tliat house.

Notice concerning these forms :

I. The two forms in each group are forms of the

same word, having only a slight change of meaning.

a. The first form in each group, _£e " and " live ",

represents the action as going on in present time—

I

see the man now (not yesterday).

3. The second form in each group, " saw " and
" lived", represents the action as having taken place

in past time—I saw the man ytsLerday (not now).

Examine each verb form in the following, and state

whether it denotes present time or past time :

1. I know the little boy.

2. The man came and told us.

3. We have the book which you gave him.

4. The children want their dinner.

The form of a verb which is used to denote present

time, such as " know", " have", or " want " above,

is called the present form or the present tense of the

verb



TKNSB IN THE VBRB
,,

-e. the past .oro/.;°^/-^r^:--<«

fo™.t:heToi:r '"''^''^' '^ ''' ^'"^°- -'^

J. I j«* the man now.
a. I Joa/ the man yesterday

' '
'^":ee1'

'"'" *°-'"°"°"' ""' "« -« - them

s sa.d to have thj: Z^ ^inls! /stuoJs
"^ ^ ^^^^

Present tense see
Past tense s^^
^"*"^«'*™«'

shall or will see.

,f i

EXERCISE 78

A

X. He chose him five smooth stones.

'
piiStr

'"'• "^^ "^'"* "^" ^'•* -^th the
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3. Am I a dog, that thou comest to me with staves ?

4.
" We shall have some £un now!" thought Alice.

5.
" Tell us a story", said the March hare.

6. You know what beaver is worth.

7. I tell thee, they are giants.

8. She then assembled her troops, who niunbered six,

and spoke to them encouraging words.

9.
" You are a miserable coward! " said she. " Go out

of this place."

10. This will show you that they know what you did.

1 1

.

Whereas I was blind, now I see.

B

In the following exercise, change the present tenses to

the past, and the past tenses to the future:

I. The boiling goes on slowly. 2. These four abode

within one house. 3. This comes from no peaceful land.

4. They look like cannon balls. 5. Dora lived unmarried

till her death. 6. I made them go in, and then I shut the

gate. 7. I placed my two brothers on two of the bastions,

while I took another. 8. He slowly seeks his castle halls.

9. She caused the gate to be opened, and went down to the

river. 10. What ye lift upon the bier is not worth a wistful

tear.

DEFINITIONS

1. The present tense is the foim of the verb that is

used to indicate present time.

2. The past tense' is the form of the verb tliat is

used to indicate past time.

3. The future tense is the form of the verb that is

used to indicate future time.

4. Tense is an inflection of the Vf:~b to indicate the

time of the action or state asserted by the verb.



PERSON m VERBS

Chapter XLI

IVasON IN VERBS

«»3

3- He, the king, now rules in peace

represent t£™.o?:;:en\o"p;r^» ''j ^^^^^

3. The form rules
'" ^./'""^ ^^^"''•

represents the person spoken aboTorthTJS ,:::S:"

depSdf:;rrSsor^t; ^''i^"™
°^ *^^ -^

-biect
. speakin,ur;o;t:;srr "^

I. I know what thou fe„<„j,^^<

r She°l/"'' T'^ ''"' ''^ *<" friends.
3. She W,^„ the boy, but I believe the g,ri.

^^:^txr tivs:: ^""^ •" "^^"^^ -• -'•-
person fonn of the verb

^ °' '' ^^^^ t^e flrrt

fll

iii
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A verb form such as "knowest" and "hast", because

used with a subject of the second person, is called the

second person form of the verb.

A verb form such as "has" and "believes", because

used with a subject of the third person, is called the

third person form of the verb. •

This variation in the form of the verb is called person,

and since the verb is always of the same person as the

subject, a verb is said to agree with its subject in

person.

Note:—The verb frequently does not change its

form to show a difference in person, for example ;

1. He came early, but I came late.

2. We waited one hour, you waited two hours,

but they waited three hours.

In such cases the person of the verb must be decided

trom the person of the subject.

EXERCISE 79

Give the person of each verb in the following :

1. I see what thou seest, but John sees it not.

a. If you wish to know where Andy is, I will tell you.

I work in the morning, but he works in the afternoon.

He does what you do.

" I will play to her," he said.

Thou shalt be punished, but he shall be forgiven.

Off he flies, and we sing as he goes.

Have they the same as I have ?

RVLB

A verb agrees with its subject in person.



NUMBER IN VERBS

Chapter XLII

NUMBER IN VERBS

"S
:l¥

1- The man sees us now.
2- The men see us now.

I- I was ready.
' We tvere ready.

1- She has the book.
2- They have the book.

"^"'^^^"^'^ .<„^^„,-„^ ,;i, ,^^^^^
' sees",

" man"
was", or "has" is
I", or " She "

is of

The first form
used when its subject
the singular number.

2. The second form "spp" „ ..

used when its subjec^'men" 'J'." ' °' "''^^^"
'«

the plural number ' ^' ' "'^ "^hey" is of

^epfndfuTonThr„:m'b;r:7lr ?^ ^°- °^ '''^ verb
*e subject is singular or p.urir'^"*'

"^^^ '^- -'^^'her

i"u»>
,

out they move slowly
Ml
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A verb form such as " has ", " does ", and " moves ",

because used with a singular subject, is called the

singular form or singular number of the verb.

A verb form such as "have", "do", and "move",

because used with a plural subject, is called the plural

form or plural number of the verb.

This variation in the form of the verb is called

number ; and, because the verb is always of the same

number as the subject, it is said to agree with its

subject in number.

Note;—In many cases the verb does not change

its form to show difference in number, for example

:

I. The boy came early, but the girls came late,

a. He had a pen, but they had pencils.

In such cases the number of the verb must be decided

from the number of its subject.

EXERCISE 80

Give the number of each verb in the following examples :

I. Providence helps only those who help themselves,

a. He gave a yell, and the boys ran.

3. We are on time, I am glad to say.

4. A child often acts as his parents act.

5. The teacher was on time, but the pupils were late.

6. Tears rolled down his cheeks as he thought of his

father.

7. Is Joe your brother ?

8. There lay the acorns on the floor.

,). As they pass he grasps the nearest.

10. Grandmother told me how they were used when she

was a girl.

RULE

A verb agrees with its subject in number.



PERSO.V AND NUMBER ,N VERBS „,
Chapter XLIII

PERSON AND NUMBER- (.<^<.„^

others as denoting a difference timber '"""' ^"'

.» 27Z:7.. "" '-'""' ""^ -"^^ "f '^e ver, forms

' Wc like the game.
2. He /:*« the game.

Notice that the addition of "
s
" rha„„ u .

person and the number of the verb T' ^'^ "^«

with the subject "He" wV T I '

'""'^'"^ " ^g^e
singular numTe This fo^ '% ^^^

*'"' P^^^°" ^"^
used to mark both . n I T ^'"^ ^"'"'^' ""kes". is

number. " """^"^"'"^ P^^^"" -"d a particular

Compare also the folUming .-

1- We ftfe the game.
2- Thou rttei< the game

we "bSnt;tJeVf?jtfr °' ^V *° ^"^ -^.
denotes both person^ n mb r^Iht ™t "'^'^

"/ the subject iithM Ua,re^: ^^""' ""^ ""'^^

I- I see a beautiful valley
2. Thou seest aJl things, Lord
3- He sees the way to do it

4. We see a dark cloud yonder.
J. you see the answer, girls
«• They see the boat coming

kl
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From these sentences we leam that the present

tense has the following persons and numbers :—first,

second, and third persons singular; and first, second,

and third persons plural. Notice, however, that only

two of these—the second singular and the third

singular—have special forms.

When we give the various persons and numbers

of any verb in the present tense, as above, we are

said to be giving its inflection for person and number m
that tense, as follows :

First person

Second person

Third person

PRESENT TENSE

Singular

I see

thou seest

he sees

Plural

we see

you see

they see

EXERCISE 8

1

Write out as ahme the present tense of the verbs

"give", "love", and "wait"

Notice also the tense, person, and number of each verb

form in the following sentences :

I saw the game yesterday.

Thou, O King, sawest a great image.

He saw the game yesterday.

We saw the game yesterday.

You saw the game yesterday.

They saw the game yesterday.

In these forms, which are all of the past tense, we

find only one person and number—the second per .on

singular, denoted by a special verb form, "sawest"

-

the other persons and numbers not being marked by

any special form. The various persons and numbers of

a verb in the past tense are, therefore, as follows :
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First

Second

Third

PAST TBNSB

"lingular

Isaw
thou sawest
he sa^

139

Plural

we saw
you saw
they saw

EXERCISE 83

I shall see them to-morrow
Thou wilt see them to-morrow.
He will see them to-morrow
We shall see them to-morrow
You will see them to-morrow
^''^y^'ll see them to-morrow

that '^;Sr.t--;,:j;f^^^enote future ti., notice

person singular anTpTr /tl"'J,f!f r «*- ^^^
persons singular and Jlural Notice f^..'" '^ °'''''

First

Second

Third

FUTURE TENSE

I shall see we shall see
thou wilt see you will se,
he will sc;= they will see

EXERCISE 83

'go'
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B
person, and number of each verb

Give the tense,

in the following sentences :

I They never.doubted that it was all true. a. " There

we are again," said Uncle Tim. 3. We have faith that our

work will stand. 4. I feel certain, boys, that you will

agree to this. 5. The children who live in this house will

play with us. 6. The king thought to himself: " No one

will take his place." 7. He left early this morning. 8. They

wondered at the goodness of God, who made the lovely

world. 9. Seekest thou the plashy brink of weedy lake ?

10. They cried :
" In Heaven we all shall meet."

In the earlier portion of the present chapter, we

learned that only two persons in the present tense—

the second and third singular, and one person in the

past tense—the second singular, are distinguished by

special forms.

Examine, however, the forms of the present and the

past of the verb "be" in the following sentences :

I am ready to go.

" Thou art no good knight," said Waldemar.

He is somewhat better to-day.

We are later than usual.

You are right in that.

They are anxious about you.

I was very sorry to hear it.

Thou wast the greater fool for that.

He was near us at the time.

We were not slow to accept.

You were a long time about it.

They were servants of the Duke.

Notice concerning these forms :

I. Each tense has a special form, "are", "were", to

indicate the three persons in the plural.
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,3,

••art'- T!;^.P~.'^"'«'''''^ three different words "am"
singu/ar '

'" '"""^"'^'' *'^^ t*"- persons 'inThe'

foli:'""""°" "' '"^^^ '-- -. therefore, as

First

Second

Third

PRESENT TENSE
Singular

I am
thou art

he is

Plural

we are

you are

they are

First

Second

Third

PAST TENSE
Singular

I was
thou wast
he was

Pltcral

we were
you were

„.
— they were

The future tense of this verb, however, is regular.
FUTURE TENSE

Wrrt r f*"S'*^'- Plural
^»«« I Shall be we shall beW thou wilt be you will SThird hewmbe they will be

I. This boy /o„„ play, but hates work

tw/Tl''
'"^t^'ction /<^.,A knowledge but hethat hateth reproof is brutis!

Notice that the third singular of fh

Boys, you are late.

John, you are late.

Mary, you were on time.

II
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The pronoun you may be used to refer to either a

singular or a plural noun. It takes, however, in all

cases a plural verb form
—

" are ", " were ".

The plural form you is generally used in place of

the regular second singular form thou, which is

confined mainly to poetry, and the solemn style.

Example : Thou art my strength, O Lord.

EXERCISE 84

Insert the proper form, "am", "art", "is", or "are"

,

in each blank in the following exercise :

\ ''he carriage leady and I waiting.

J Jo whom ——• you talking now ?

3. I know the men who at the gate.

4. The groves filled with birds.

5. Lord, thou our refuge.

6. You very late, James.

7. Some of the children very noisy.

8. The boy who near you may go.

9. I, who his friend, know better.

10. I certain that he and his brother there.

11. Here two of them.

Chapter XLIV

Peculiar Constructions

agreement with subject

In Chapter XLIII we learned that a verb undergoes

certain changes of form to denote person and number,

and that it must agree in person and number with its

subject. Some special applications of this rule will

now be considered.



PBCUIIAR CONSTRUCTIONS
»3J

AOREBMENT WITH SIMPLE SUBJECT

'^^mZ:,tzr" '^ "- -'" -•'* "- ^^i'^* in

The news is false.

Mathematics is difficult
A thousand years is as one day.
Three-fifths of this is bad
Gulliver's Travels is an interesting book

-nii^tS^i^^is- ^-havin, a Singular

The army is on the march.

r^"™'^^^ greatly excited.
The flock IS flying high,
ine dozen were bad
The jury were divided as to his guilt

-ht;ron:aThVtia^-«°" °^ ''^^•--

other hand, when rte Vn ! T'" ^"''- O" 'h«

-e .oup a're tho"uS: ^T^l^^^-^^^
AGREEMENT WITH COMPOUND SUBJECTExamine the agreement in tlu, f „

He and I are go!!J
^ ^"''^"^ ^^«"^« '

James and John are both late
Th,s boy and his sister wer^pi^sent.

J^otu:e however, the foUounng sentences

k.>".°' ^^
^'°'^^' '' ™ the wrong

sx^rg-itt^r'^^-'^''"-
Bver,„^„anlt;l^if'----
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When the singular members of a compound subject

are taken separately, being connected by or' or nor, or

preceded by a distributive word such as each or every.

the compound subject takes a singular verb.

If in such cases the parts differ in person and number,

the verb agrees with the nearer subject, for example :

He or his brothers were at fault.

Examine also the following sentences :

The secretary and treasurer has made his report.

Bread and water is prison fare.

The horse and carriage is at the door.

Why is dust and ashes proud ?

When a compound subject represents a single idea

it takes a singular verb.

Note also the jolUmnng sentences :

The boy and not his sister was to blame.

The man as well as his friends is in favour of it.

His friends as well as he himself were in favour of it

The girls and not their brother were to blame.

If one subject is more emphatic, the verb will agrt^

with the emphatic subject.

AGREEMENT IN PERSON

Examine the person of tite following verbs :

Either my brother or I am to go.

Neither you nor he has a chance.

When two or more subjects diflfering in person are

joined by "or" or "nor", the verb agrees in person with

the neatest. Such sentences, however, are often written

as separate clauses, as :

Either my brother is to go, or I am.



»SBS OP TENSES m
BXERCISE 85

4. Molasses verv sweet
^ '"'''^"*'

S- Neither of the bovs - in n,
fi Ti,« >,„

^ '" '"« yard.
6. The boys very angry.

8 Th^ i""^
^ischarscd by the judge

8. The hunter with his dog.s -- J th ,

9. H,s knowledge of Latin'.nd Gre "^^n
". Five mi,es^ -.,„„, :^:r*''''"""^'"^-

•l- vrthalf-!!!1^7tTr '"'^'-»*»'^ '-"•
ic Mar„K. ""^'appreciated.
S- Mary but not her brothers invited

•6. Two-thirds of that invading army . .
death. ^ ^ ~~ crushed to

'' the porridge too hot ?

Chapter XLV
uses op tenses

*o^in°ctptTr xT.
°' '"^ '^""^ *>-« ^'-^y been

C-.«./,a.. the uses of the foll^in, present forms :

^- ^ go there to-morrow
' °"'' f"™ds come next week
,3.

As the Russians co«,^ within six hundred varrl. ^goes the line of st^l
"""cired yards, down

4- Edward

Wana^f"^
to England and ,narckes against
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From these examples we leam that the present

tense may also be used :

1. To express a future event that is near at hand.

2. To express a past action vividly. This latter use

is known as the histoiic present.

SEQUENCE OP TENSES

Compare carefully the tense forms in the following

groups of sentences :

I. what you have there.

I know ... 2. what you had there.

3. what you will have there.

I. what you had there.

I knew. ... 2. what you had there.

3. what you would have there.

1

.

what you have there.

2. what you had there.

3. what you will have there.

Notice that a present or a future tense in a principal

clause may be followed by either a present, a past, or

future tense in a subordinate clause, while a past tense

in the principal clause is followed by only the past tense,

or a past form of the future in the subordinate clause.

This is called the sequence of tenses.

Note, however, the following excefitions :

I taught them that the earth is round.

I showed them that honesty is the best policy.

Here the subordinate clause states a general truth.

Notice that the infinitive expresses time relative to

that of the main verb, for example .

I am ready to go at once.

I shall be ready to go there to-morrow.

Note:—^We must say, therefore, I am (not I shall be)

glad to accept your kind invitation for next Thursday.

I shall

know.



mood in yerbs

Chapter XLVI

mood in verbs

«» which the speaker regard, tul
"*.""'^ '*^ '«°»«*^

^^ J* «CT- r^ga^rf^ ^^^ assertion made by the

1. This boy saves his money.
2. God iaw the Icing.

I. O Lord, thou do«« wondrous things.
2- Take care lest thou do wrong.
I. n^goes there, so let him take it
' " he go there let him take it.

I. The Lord is with His people,
a- The Lord be with you.

We notice concerning these sentences •

-rely thoughrSiaVaZtS ti'd^r^^''^^case, etc. '
'"^"sl wr. or supposed

-•-. /A. -;^^«-Tr/^ nr'^^'^'^^^^'^-

I. She was here.

2. It were possible if she were here.
I. He 5^M you.
a- Hide lest he see you.

I. I cannot fall, for He g«ia« me.
a. I cannot fall, provided He g^ide me.
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I

III

When the fonn of the verb indicates that the

speaker views the assertion as an actual fact, as " She

was here", "He sees you", "He guides me", etc., the

verb is said to be in the indicative mood.

When the form of the verb indicates that the

spealcer views the assertion as something merely thought

of, as "If it were possible," "lest he see you," "pro-

vided He guide me", etc., the verb is said to be in the

subjunctive mood.

In each of the following groups compare also the

italicized verb forms, and the manner in which the speaker

views his assertion :

1

.

Thou sendest forth thy spirit.

2. Send forth thy spirit.

I. Thou renewest the earth,

a. Renew thou the earth.

I. Thou standest on holy ground.

3. Stand thou without.

Here, also, in the first sentence of each group the

speaker views the action or state expressed by the verb

as an actual fact ; but, in the second sentence, as a

command or entreaty.

When the form of the verb indicates that the speaker

views the action or state expressed by the verb as a

command or entreaty, for example :

—

"Send forth thy

spirit", "Renew thou the earth", etc., the verb is said

to be in the imperative mood.

This variation in verbs to show the manner in which

the speaker views the action or state expressed by the

verb is called mood.



MOOD IN VERBS
'39

EXERCISE 86

tJe7:
"" "^"^ "^ '^' -* - '^ folK^:^ sen.

I. The boy ate the apple 2 rf j,.
3. Who broke the desk? !' V "

^f =°'"«' S>ve him this.

S. Love your enemTes
'

6 W ,"'"T '''''" ^--o-ow.
him lest he cheatZ g nrf !

"'^ '''"^- '• ''^^"^h

-- "P in a moment, /^nrkin^n'^"'''^"''' ^^'^ I

thy right eye offer,d thee pluck t'T ™'"'- "• "
on Sunday to the church' and,"

"' "" «°^^

". Heaven protect them ^r Gov
' '"Tu '" ''°^^-

lest sin surprise thee.
"'^" *''>' "Ppetite

DEFINITIONS
I- The indicative mood is th. f«™. <

shows that the speaker Wew hJ±^ °' ' '"" ''"ch
s Th- ...k- r.

""^ assertion as a fact2. The subjunctive mood is the form „/ t
shows that the speaker views his-.^ " '"'^"' '''»'"=''

merely thought 0^
"'^^°'' « something

3- The imperative mood is the fn™, „«
'S used when the speaker .™^ " ''"'' '^^''^

entreaty.
^^*' expresses a command or

sp.ake?rm'ate?of^,JSth1 *« "'- *° ^^^^^ *«
by the verb.

^^ ""* "*'°" °' «««'« ^pressed

Chapter XLVII
TENSES OF THE SUBIUNCTIVR »«,, .JUWLTIVE AND IMPERATIVE

number in the various ten,« nT °' P^""^" ^"d

I see a beautiful valley
Thou seest all things, Lord
He sees the way to do it, etc
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Take heed

The inflections as given in Chapter XLIII, therefore,

belong to the indicative mood.

Examine now the mood, tense, and form of the italicized

verb in Us various persons and numbers :

lest I see too much of that,

lest thou see too much of that,

lest he see too much of that,

lest we see too much of that,

lest you see too much of that,

lest they see too much of that.

From these examples we discover that the present

subjunctive has but one verb form for all persons and

numbers.

Notice also the forms in the past subjunctive of "see"

lest I saw too much,

lest thou saw too much,

lest he saw too much,

lest we saw too much,

lest you saw too much,

lest they saw too much.

The person and number forms in the present and

past subjunctive are, therefore, as follows :

PRESENT SUBJUNCTIVE

Singular Plural

First (If, lest, etc.) I see we see

Second
" thou see you see

Third
" he see they see

PAST SUBJUNCTIVE
Singular Plural

First (If, lest, etc.) I saw we saw

Second " thou saw you saw

Third " he saw they saw

Note:—^The Subjunctive mood has no future tenst'.

John was anxious



INFLECTION OP THE VERB "SEE" i^,

Examiy,e the mood, tense, person, and number of the
tuatctitd vert in the following sentences :

See thou to that at once, Sir.

You see him at once, boys.

Notice that commands are given only to the person
or persons addressed, and in present time. Thus the
imperative mood uses only the second singular and plural
of the present tense, both being the simple form of the
verb, as foUows :

Second person see

PRESENT IMPERATIVE

Singular

(thou)
Plural

see (ye or you)

,nd

The complete inflection of the verb " see" for mood
tense, person, and number is therefore, as foUows :

'

INDICATIVE MOOD

PRESENT TENSE '

Singular
First

Second

Third

First

Second

Third

First

Second

Third

I see

thou seest

he sees

PAST TENSE

Singular

I saw
thou sawest

he saw

FUTURE TENSE

Singular

I shall see

thou wilt see

he will see

Plural

we see

you see

they see

Plural

we saw
you saw
they saw

Plural

we shall see

you will see

they will see
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SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD

PRESBNT TENSE

Singular Plural

First (If, lest, etc.) I see we see

Second " thou see you see

Third " he see

PAST TENSE

they see

Singular Plural

First (If, lest, etc.) I saw we saw

Second " thou saw you saw

Third he saw

IMPERATIVE MOOD

PRESBNT TENSE

they saw

Singular Plural

Second see (thou) see (ye or you)

When we inflect a verb, as above, for mood, tense,

person, and number, we are said to conjugate it, or to

give its conjugation.

EXERCISE 87

Write out in full the conjugation of the verbs "give",

"wait", "go", and "have."

DEFINITION

Conjugation is the inflection that verbs undergo to

denote mood, tense, person and number.

Chapter XLVIII

classes op verbs according to conjuoati .

Compare the ways in which the following verbs are

inflected to denote past time :

Give. The men gave the money.

Wait. The men ivaited for us.

Sing. She sang to us.

Bum. The fire burnt fiercely.



OlD AND NEW CONJUGATIONS

Verbs such as "wait" nr "K.._ii t. .

EXERCISE 88

Hst».r.%ep^-rr;t:r "^- •^'^''- '^"^ «-•'• "-•

S. The thmgs burnt m the fire belonged to^ur brother

bei<:?t:t: :^^:oiu;s '^rt:*'--:;'
-"'''

^o™srp:itt:inrZei°:hi,ttrr^"**
participle by the addition o7«. oi^^

'
"^^ "" P^^^'
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I'M

I

I

A verb of the new conjugation is one that forms both

its past tense and perfect participle by the addition

of d, gd, or (.

Some verbs of the old conjugation, however, do not

add en to form their perfect participle.

Examples :

Strike—The boy struck by the ball was hurt.

Sting—The child stung by the bee cried out.

Many verbs also of the new conjugation ending in

d or t do not add d or < to form the past tense and

perfect participle.

Example :

My shoes hurt me to-day.

Yovu-s hurt you yesterday.

The boy hurt in the game is better.

When we give in order the stem, the past tense, and

the perfect participle of a verb, we are said to be giving

its principal parts, for example :

STEM

give

sing

wait

bum

PAST TENSE

gave

sang

waited

PERFECT PARTICIPLE

given

sung

waited

burnt (or burned) burnt (or burned)

Note:—^The principal parts of the more important

irregular verbs are given in the appendix.

EXERCISE 89

Write out the principal parts of the following verbs :

Allow, break, bury, choose, fall, freeze, hang, hear, keep.

love, receive, see, spoil, take, throw.



CONJUOATIOM OF THB V«RB " Bl "

Chapter XLIX
MS

CONJUGATION OF THE VERB 'BB'

junctivt' mt'd t°"°
'" ^•'"P'^^ ^LVII that the sub-

.

see
.

saw
, etc., for aU persons and numbers

If I&e iU-tempered, forgive me.
I thou te the Christ, tell us plainly.
If It fe so. God is able to deliver us
Heaven grant that we be not too lateMy wish is that yoa be more careful.

'

Though they be giants. I will oppose them

l^St Scativ: '''^""« ^™"- ^^^ ^°-= °^ the

iVo/fc^ also the forms of the verb " be "
in th. ,wpersons and nunAers of the past subjun^J"!

'** """^

If I were there, it would be different.
If thou wert Goliath, down thou goest.

U that we were there

If t'i^e^Wn'
'"' ""'' '"^ ^°'"' --"1 '-e you.these things were not so, I would have told you
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N(Hici Uktwist tht mood and tkt form of this verb in

thgfollaiving stnttticts :

B» diligent, my ion.

Bt more careful, children.

Prom these examples we see, that the imperative

of this verb also differs in form from the present

indicative.

This verb is irregular, therefore, in the inflection of

aU of its moods and tenses. Its full conjugation is as

follows :

Conjugation o» thb Verb

indicative mood

present tense

Singular

First I am
Second thou art

Third he is

First

Second

Third

First

Second

Third

First

Second

Third

'Be

Plural

we are

you are

they are

Plural

we were

you were

they were

PAST TENsr

Singular

I was
thou wast

he was

FUTURE TENSE

Singular Plural

I shall be we shall be

thou wilt be you will be

he will be they will be

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD

PRESENT TENSE

Singular Plural

(If, lest, etc.) I be we be

thou be you be

he be they be
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First

Stcond

Third

Plural

we were

J'ou were
they were

Plural

Be (you or ye)

PAST TBN8B
Singular

(If, lest, etc.) I were

thou wert
he were

IMPBRATIVB MOOD
Singular

Second person Be (thou)

EXERCISE 90

r r/lr" °^ ^^ '"^''^' ^^'^ '""''* """Id love you.
». The blessing of Jacob upon thee
O that they here.

Judge not that ye not judged.
When he saw us he greatly troubled.
If this not so, I would have told you
Would that I young again.
Haste, lest he angiy with thee.
He sorry when he hears this.
It is I who to go.
If my kingdom of this world, then would my

servants fight. ^

"• ^* the boys who were to blame.
13- I knew that I in for it.

14. We there early to-morrow.
IS- Thou wrong this time.
'*• truthful at all times, my son.
t?. Thou also with them yesterfay.

Chapter L
USES OP SUBJUNCTIVE AND IMPERATIVE

Contrast carefully the thoughts expressed by the ital.tctzed subjunctive in each of the folhmng groups :
I. Green be the turf above them.
3. If the turf be green, pitch the tent there.

3-

4-

S-

6.

7-

8.

9-

10.

II.
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1. O that he w*re here.

2. If he uien here, you might go.

In the first sentence of each group we observe that

the subjunctive is used :o express a wish, while in the

second sentence of each, the subjunctive is used to

express a si'ipposed state or a supposition.

Compare also the two wishes and the two suppositions

with each other, as follows :

I. Green be the turf above them.

3. O that he were here.

1. If the turf be green, pitch the tent there,

a. If he were here, you might go.

In the first sentences we observe that the wish and

the supposition are both viewed as being possible—as

possible facts—although the speaker himself is uncertain.

In the second sentences the wish and the supposition

are both vievred as being contrary to fact.

Thus the common uses of the subjunctiTe may be

given as follows :

1. To express a wish viewed as being possible :

God save the king.

Thy will be done on earth.

Long live the king.

The present subjunctive is here used.

2. To express a wish viewed as impossible or contrary

to fact :

that thou saw what was best.

1 wish that he were present.

The past subjunctive is here used, but denotes present

time.
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3- In suppositions viewed as possible •

n thou be the Son of God. come down from the c™„.No mar.
,
an do this except God 6, with him.

I tremble lest it b* true.

The present subjunctive is here used.

4. To denote f- ^positions viewed as contrary to fact-
If I wen you I would go
Nobility u^, but an empty name without her.
If the pnnce himself were here, he could do nothing

time
^^'' '"'''J"«<=«^« i^ here used, but implies present

INDICATIVE FOR SUBJUNCTIVE
Compare the forms of the italicized verbs in the follow

1. If he were here, I would tell him
2. If he was here, why did you not tell him >

.
We see from these examples that the indicative

ample ,. Notice however, that this indicative suggestsa degree of certainty on the part of the speaker "

USES OP THE IMPERATIVE
Compare the uses of the imperative in each of thefolhmng patrs of sentences :

^

1. John, help that boy with his load.
2. Help us, boys.

1. Be more careful with that, boys.
2. Be merciful unto us, O King.

1. Give me that book at once.
a. Give us this day our daily bread.
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We see that the first semence in each group expresses

a direct command given to the person addressed.

In each of the second sentences, we are not command-
ing, but rather exhorting, or entreating the person

addressed.

The imperatiTe mood may, therefore, be said to

have tv'o important uses :

I. To express a direct command to the person ad-

dressed : Take your seat at once.

3. To express an exhortation or entreaty to the person

addressed : "Lord God of Hosts, be with us yet."

EXERCISE 91

Describe the use of each imperative and subjunctive

in the foUcmng sentences :

1. If he come before dinner, send him to me.
2. Watch lest thou fall.

3. No one has a chance, if this be true.

4. I wish that John were here to-day.

5. I will lose my life ere a hair of his head be injured.

6. Lock him up in the chapel, till the trial be over.

7. It were a sin to douot it, maiden.

8. If it be within my power, I will grant thy boon.

9. I were most ungrateful to dispute thy commands.
10. Sweet little violets, put on your mantles of purple

and gold.

11. Though the road be long and dreary, trust in God
and do the right.

la. If it was wrong, the wrong is mine.

.1

ili

SUMMARY OF INFLECTION

We may notice from our previous lessons on in-

flection that there are but three inflected parts of speech,

the noun, pronoun, and verb. The other parts of speech

are usually spoken of as uninflected parts of speech.



SUMMARY OF INPLECtlON
,,,

««m6«- in nouns and pronouns, and mood, and <«^« i„verbs, denote changes in meaning
; while oCs Zc^e

denote changes m relation. Our inflections, thereforemay be classified as follows :

-"creiore,

I. Inflections denoting changes in meaning
s. Inflections denoting changes in relation.

DEFINITION

a cS^ri' ' "^^' ^ *• '"^ "^ * ^'>^ to denotea c! ang« in its meaning or relation.

PARSING OF VERBS
/« parsing a verb give :

I.. Its kind and conjugation

2 Inflections-mood, tense.' person, and number.
3- Relation to Its subject.

MODEL
The smoke descended through the trees.

' Descended "-A verb, intransitive, of the new con-
jugation, indicative mood, past
tense, third singular, agreeing with
the subject " smoke."

EXERCISE 92
Parse the verbs in the following sentences
.. She delighted in new words, and quickly found thatthere was a hst at the end of the book,
a. We shall all be sorry, if we do this.
3. God bless the noble boy.
4 Say what you will do.

S. Each ate a small portion of the meat and dmnk a
glass of the brose.
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6. There came a Giant to my door,

A Giant fierce and strong ;

His step was heavy on the floor,

His arms were ten yards long.

He scowled and frowned ; he shook the ground ;

I trembled through and through ;

At length I looked him in the face

And cried :
" Who cares for you ?"

Note :—In parsing an uninflected part of speech it

is necessary to give merely its kind and relation.

EXERCISE 93 (review) .

A

Classify the following sentences, analyze by clauses,

and parse the italicized words :

Turn now your steps homeward, and pause at the Ber-

mudas. They furnish arrow-root for the sick, and ample
supplies of vegetables earlier than sterner climates will

yield them. Is this all that can be said ? Reflect more

deeply. These islands possess a great military and naval

depot ; andasplendidhashoMT, landlocked, strongly toTtided,

and difficult of access to strangers.

Everything that the little maiden mentioned, as she sat

on the stick behind him, flew past them, and the little boy
saw all, though they only rode round and round the grass-

plot. Then they played on the side-walk, and scratched up
the earth to make a little garden , and she took elder-flowers

out of her hair and planted them.

Put the crown upon my head,

Put my good sword in my hand,

And 50 lead me to the strand,

Where my ship at anchor rides steadily.



REVIEW EXERCISES

B

»S3

Analyze the folhmng sentences, parse the italicized
words, and point out the adjective and adverb phrases :

From this piazza the wandering Ichabod entered the
hall which formed the centre of the mansion and the place
of usual residence. Here rows of resplendent pewter
ranged on a long dresser, dazzled his eyes. In one comer
stood a huge bag of wool. Ears of Indian com and strings
of dried apples hung in gay festoons along the wall.

The mountains that infold,

In their wide sweep, the coloured landscape round.
Seem groups of giant kings, in purple and gold,

That guard the enchanted groimd.
/ roam the woods that crown

The upland, where the mingled splendours glow.
Where the gay company of trees look down

On the green fields below.

(a) Parse the nouns and verbs in each of the follow-
ing sentences :

(b) Classify the infinitives and the participles and
give the relation of each :

He went on therefore at his leisure toward the coast
of Mexico, intending to follow the shore till he found it.

Another ship coming from China crossed him on his way
loaded with silks and porcelain. He took the best of the
freight with a golden falcon and a superb emtrald. Then
needing fresh water he touched at the Spanish settlement
of Guatulco,
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PART IV

Chapter LI

VERB PHRASES

We have learned that the bare predicate of a sentence
may be composed of a single verb or of a verb phrase.

A study of the varioup kinds of verb phrases to be found
in our language forms one of the most important and
interesting divisions of English Grammar.

PRINCIPAL AND AUXILIARY VERBS

Compare the part played by each italicized verb in the

following groups in ma.'ting the assertion :

1. Most men will their property to their children.

2. These men fight bravely.

3. These men will fight bravely.

I. The men did well.

3. The men hit the mark.

3. Perhaps the men did hit the mark

In the first and second sentences of these groups,

the verbs "will", "fight", "did", and "hit", each signify

an attribute expressed about the men, the men being

described as willing, fighting, doing, or hitting.

In the last sentence of each group the verbs "will",

and "did" do not themselves signify an attribute, but
merely help the verbs "fight", and "hit" to express the

attributes fighting, and hitting.

Examine the italicised words in the following sentences,

and decide in each case (i) whether ik.' verb expresses an
attribute about the person or thing denoted by the subject, or

(a) whether it merely helps another verb to express an
attribute :

I. My brother received your letter.

a. The htaaes were running voy fast.
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3- The men hastened on board
4. The leaves had fallen from the tree..
S- I shall go to-morrow

^'^'"ine also the copula verbti^n,^f„ii
a^ I, .

thefollowing sentences :God 6« good to the noble boy
The child will be good.
We shall 6^ late.

A copula verb, when used fas "hn- ,»,

EXESCISB 94
Classify the verb forms in the following sentence,prtnctpal or auxiliarv anA o^^i . "^ sentences, <.

consiL them 1Zh7' ^^'" '" ''^^ ''"' «'*>' ^^^

I. The little boy is hunting for flowers,
a. Our fnend went to fish

4' Th^^h-lT"
"''"'^"*'- '^^^^ ^^ lo"g tusks4 Ihe child is very sick.

5. I shall be a carpenter when I am a man
6. They did think that she did it
7. They love to hide near a rock.

plafS"hS"°'™"*°''»''^«''--t^to
9. He had plenty of dates, after he had finished•o. If you are kind, God will repay you.

II. iUe men agreed to do thi».
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13. When an ostrich is chased it begins to run slowly.
13. Everybody rushed out to see the horrible death

they had escaped.

14. They will be here before you leave.

DEFINITIONS

A principal verb is one that alone, or with an auxiliary,

either asserts some attribute about the subject, or forms
the copula of a predicate.

An auxiliary verb is one that helps a principal verb to

make an assertion, and together with it forms a verb

'

phrase.

Chaptbr LII

future phrases

In the study of tense in Chapter XL we learned
that only the present and the past were shown by in-

flection, the future tense of the verb being distingui^ed,

not by change of form, but by the use of shall or iw7/

with the verb, for example :

I shaU go to-morrow.

Thou wilt go to-morrow.

He will go to-morrow.

Examining- these tense forms, we observe that both
"shall" and "will" are here used as auxiliary verbs to

help the principal verb "go" assert its attribute going,

as belonging to the one denoted by the subject at some
future time.

These phrases may, therefore, be called tense phrases,

because they denote time ;* or future phrases, because
they denote future time.

COMPOSITION OF FUTURE PHRASES

Notice the value of the italicised part in each of the

following sentences :

I. He intends to go to-morrow.

1. He will go to-marrow.



PUTWRB PHRASES
»S7

In the first sentence we find an infinitive used as
objectof _the verb "intends". In the second sentenc.

^ 8° '^ an infinitive, without "to" before it
The future phrase is composed of a future auxiliary

shall OT mil, agreeing with the subject, and followed
by the root infinitive.

FUTURE PHRASES IN NARRATION
' Examine the f-tiun auxiliary in the forms of tiarration

given below :

t. Direct Narration :

I say: " John will go there to-morrow".
I said: " ]ohnwillgo there to-morrow",

a. Indirect Narration :

I say that John will go there to-morrow.
I said that John would go there to-morrow.

Notice that in indirect narration after a past tense
wouki, the past form of mill is used as a future auxiUary

So also the past form should is used in place of shaU
for example :

'

I said that I should likely go next week.
While, therefore, shall and will are the regular future

auxihaiies, should and would are so used in indirect
narration after a past tense.

EXERCISE 95
Point out the future phrases in the following sentences

and separate the auxiliary from the principal verb in
each case :

I. Is death to be feared, that will convey thee to so
happy an existence .'

a. I replied that he would oblige me by drinking it.

3. I don't think it will hurt me.
4. When he seeth that the lad is not with us he will die
5. Judah said, " What shall we say unto my loni ?"
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6. Thou wUt injure thyself by the attempt.

7. Wolfe's last words were: "God be praised, I shall
die in peace".

8. I thought I should never land that fish.

9. Columbus perceived that it would be of no avail.

10. I feared I should perish before help came.

Chapter LIII

futures o? proiiisb or dbtbruination

An important distinction in the expressing of future
action and state may be observed from a comparison of
the following italicized forms :

1. I shall go there if all is well.

2. I wiU go at once.

3. I will go there in spite of them.

Comparing the second and third sentences with the
first we notice :

1. "Will" is used with the first person in place of
" shaU ".

a. "Will" is not here an ordinary future auxiliary,

but rather resembles a principal verb expressing promise
or determination on the part of the speaker, thus :

I vrin (promibv 10]' go at once.

I will (am determined toj go in spite of them.

Compare also the following forms in the second and
third persons:

I . The boy will likely go there.

a. The boy iAoK go there.

3. You iAoi/ go there.

Notice here also :

"ShaU" is used in place of "wiU" in the second and
third persons, and expresses the speaker's promise or
determination in reference to those spoken about, thus

:

You shall (are compelled by me to) go.
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FUTUM OP PROlflSB Ok DETBRIHUATIOM

In such sentences, therefore, as,

I. I will go there,

a. You shall go there.

3- He shall go there.

{^".°lV^''^u
^"^ "°* °^*"°^'y auxiliaries helping toform a future phrase, but rather express the soea^i'^promise or determination. '^^ '

th.^T'
^°^^''"' '"'* P'*'"'^ ^egts* a future actthese forms are treated as future phries.

Thus we have two forms for the future, as foUows •

SIMPLE OR FUTURE OF PROUmRTRUE FUTURE „. „„,
"-KOMISE

I Shall give
0«°ETER„rNAT,OK

Thouwiltgive
Thoufh^'tgive

Hew.llg.ve He shall gi^
We shall give

You will ^Ve
They w; ^ive

We will give

You shall give
They shall give

RULBS POR THE USES OP SHALL AND WILL ,N PUTUR.
PHRASES

Rule I—To express simple futurity, use shall in thefirst person and v^ill i„ the second and third

minf^^
'"~'^°

v^'?""^
*'"' 'P^^''^'-'^ P^""^^ or deter-

s'^rr:^' •= *^^ '^^ ^-» »<> ^*<^ ^ ^^

Note:-A future of promise or determination like asimple future, uses shouU and rvouU in place of 2tfa„dmU m adirect narration after a past tens..

Examples :

He determined that John should have it
I decided that I wo«W aee him.
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IXIKCISB 96

A
Classify th* futurt phrasts in tht following stnttnctt,

and explain th* use of tht auxiliary in each case :

1. I am happy that I shall not see the surrender of
Quebec, I will give no more orders.

2. Say, I will give you the core of my apple.

3. I thought I should die from laughing.

4. Thou Shalt dwell in the land of Goshen, and there
will I nourish thee.

5. My lord, your commandment shall be done.
6. I said I would do it as soon as possible.

7. He thought of the supper which his wife would have
ready for him.

8. You will likely find him there.

9. He shall have it to-morrow if he is better.

10. I resolved that they should return it before noon.
11. Do not tell him or he will be angry.
I a . One s-vord, at least thy rights shall guard

,

One faithful harp shall praise thee.

B

Insert the proper auxiliary,

of the following blanks :

•shaU" or "wiU", in each

-bury my body ere I

1. What he think ?

2. The ruins of this castle -

consent.

3. Let us run away, or he catch us.

4. I wish I had not left the deck, for I soon be gone.

5. He says that he be unable to wait.

6. I think that these suit you.

7. Make haste or you be late.

8. I hope we see you thsre.

9. They are determined that Ae go.
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Instrt ihi proptr auxiliary, "shall", "will" "rhtuU"
*r "would", in tach of tin following blanks :

I. I dare say I make a .hift to jovera it.
i. You have whichever you wish
3- I thought that I never get away
4. The boy saw that general ruin be the conse-

quence.

5. If you wait any longer she think you are
playing, and you get a scolding.

6. Think not that I shrink from thee
7. Hold me at first. Sam, you ? I «„„ _«

into the way of it.

8. I hope that I not be late.

9. I supposed that we be there on time
10. One threw his arras around his neck and said-^°^ be burnt, Captain."
11. He had no sooner struck the first chord than Iknew what happen.
". I trust I see you there to-morrow.

Chapter LIV

SPECIAL USES OP SHALL AND WILL

sef^^'
""'"^'*^^ '** ""' °^ "^*""" *** '*^ !on<Aving

tirJ'^'^A ? ^'^^i f*^"
•'""^ *''^'" '"'° ^'^ pi' °f d<»truc-t.on

.
and deceitful men shall not live out half their days.

Here "shaU" is used in both the second and third
persons, not to denote the speaker's determination, but
in the language of prophecy.

^"^^ <^o th* us, of "wiW in tht following
sentences :

You wiU see to this at once.
The pupils will put away their books.
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Here "will" is used in the second and third person*
in giving a command.

Compart also the futurt forms in tach of tht foUowint
pairs of inttrrogativ* sentences :

1. Will you allow them to do that ?

2. Shall you likely have time to see them ?

1. Shall he bring the parcel to you ?

J. Will he likely be there to-day ?

In the first sentence in each pair, we are asking the
person addressed about his determination, the ex-
pected answers being :

I. I will (or will not) allow them.
a. He shall (or shall not) bring the parcel.

In the second sentences we are asking about the future
act merely, the expected answers being :

1. I shall (or shall not) have time.
a. He will (or will not) likely be there to-day.

Notice that in asking questions in the second or third
person about the future, we use the same auxiliary,
shall or will, as we expect to be used in the answer.

Rule 3—In asking questions in the second or third
person about the future, use the same auxiliary as you
expect will be used in the answer.

Note :—In asking questions in the first person
about the future only the auxiliary shall is to be
used, for example :

Shall I close the door i

Shall we wait for him t
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XBRCISS 97

A
Explain tht us, ,/ 'Vwitf", ••wiU". "should", or

would tn each of the fc\.vjin^ JoiLmcrs :

• • I will arise and tjo ti> my i.ithtr

'id enough for a
He thoupht this would . nld

lifetime.

3. What wilt thou nxchanie tor it ?

4. He resolved that :„io :;hoald have no food that night
S- It you kill me, you st.a'I ,li,. with me.
6. I will try not to ofieni him.
7- Be of good courage, and he shall strengthen your

heart.

8. If I can stop one heart from breaking, I shall nr'
hve in vain.

9- O God. wilt thou be angry with us forever ?
10. Why will you torture an innocent little creatir- •

11. You shall have Silvia, for you have well desfr ,..•

her.

la. She thought that they would disguise their rank
13- And now we will return to your father's home.

B

Insert the proper auxiliary, shall or will, in each of
the followtng sentences :

' ^ have this cap or none.
we meet you there this evening ?

It be supper time before we get there
He determines that she assent to everything

he says.
^^

I do not think I live to see this.
I make her come. I warrant.

7. They not listen when I speak to them.
8. If thou speakest false thou hang alive.
9- 1 put this away for you ?
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50. I am afraid they be late.

n. Do y(;u think he pass the examination f

I a. he do this first, please ?

13. They go there notwithstanding your advice to
the contrary.

14. We always remember your visit.

15. What be done to such a man ?

16. Well for me, for I have the more guests.

17. If he takes me up I be flogged.

i8. Only in sleep 1 behold that dark eye glancing
bright.

C
Insert the proper auxiliary, "should" or "would",

in each of the following sentences :

I. He determined that she assent to everything
he said.

3. I did not think I live to see this.

3. They thought he likely do better there.

4. I was afraid they be late.

S- He declared that he not return them.
6. We feared that we be too late.

7. I realized at length that I be unable.
8. Medea gave him a magic ointment which give

him the strength of seven men.
9. Mother told me to say that she come.

10. I knew what he do with it.

Chapter LV
subjunctive phrases

In Part III we learned that a verb, by inflection or
change of form, could indicate a certain change in the
speaker's manner of viewing his assertion, for example :

Thou art honest Indicative mood.
If thou wert honest Subjunctive mood.
Be honest Imperative mood.
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Statt the mood of the italicized verb forms itt the fol-
Iwnng, groups of sentences, noting especially the value of
the verbs "may", "might", "should" and "would" in the
several assertions :

1. God preserve thee.
2. May God preserve thee.

I. O that he knew this.

3. O that he might know this.

1. Take heed lest yoa fait.

2. Take heed lest you should fail.

I
.
That were impossible in such a case,

a. That u/o«W6? impossible in such a case.

Notice concerning these forms :

1. Each form is subjunctive, expressing some action
or state as merely thought of, the two forms in each group
having the same value.

2. The verbs "may" "might" "should" and "would"
are, therefore, auxiliary verbs, merely helping the
pnncipal verbs to express, Uke simple subjunctives, some
attnbute, not as real, but as wished for or supposed
The verb forms "may preserve", "might know", "should
fail and "would be", as used above, are, therefore
verb phrases used with the values of simple subjunctives.

In the following sentences point out any phrases used
vnth the value of simple subjunctives, stating where possible
what simple subjunctive might take the place of the phrase :

1. It would be well to see to it.

2. Take care lest he should get away.
3- If they should succeed, it would be well to write them
4. We will undertake it whatever he may order
5. I was afraid lest he might hear too much.
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Verb phrases such as "would be", "should get",
"may order", "might hear", etc., when used with the
value of a simple subjunctive, are called subjunctive
phrases.

The verbs may, might, should and would, when used
to introduce a subjunctive phrase, are called subjunctive
auxiliaries.

Caution :

—

Be especially careful to distinguish be-
tween "should" and "would" as subjunctive auxiliaries
and as future auxiliaries.

Examples :

I feared lest he should fail Subjunctive auxiliary
I determined that he should go Future auxiliary
(My determination was :

" He shall go ").

EXERCISE 98

Point out the subjunctive phrases in the following
sentences :

I. It would be better to tell them,
a. Should he be there, send him to me.
3. A good man would do differently.

4. May they never know this.

5. It would be better if they should find it out.
6. They decided to go, whatever he might think.
7. Take care lest you should miss them.
8. My desire was that he might help you.
9. We will stop him, whoever he may be.

10. Be careful lest you should fall.

11. You should do your exercise at once.
n. Were it good for thee, the master would grant it.

DEFINITION

A subjunctive verb phrase is one used with the
value of a simple verb in the subjunctive mood.
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Chapter LVI

PBRPBCT and progressive PHRASES

167

the forms of the verb and the state of the asserted action!
1. The men tjiorA to-day.
2. The men /law a/or/feed to-day.
3- The men or? aor/fe«'«g to-day.

I. The snow m?te now.
a. The snow Aoswff/ted now.
3- "^esno-m is melting new.

In comparing the fonns and the meanings of theseitehcized verbs we notice :

I. The words "have", and "are", "has", and "is"are auxiliaries helping to make up verb phrases

J The simple verb "work", "melts" refers itsattribute to the subject in a general way, not inEtilanything definite as to the state of the act
"''"^^'''^

3- The verb phrases " have worked ", "has melted"represent the act as completed at the time indicated
'

4. The verb phrases " are working " "
is melting"

."^r.',.r.i"
'" '• -«-"' p"^ ..

1. Thou hast spoken well, damsel.
2. Take care where you are going.
3- I have learned what he is doing
'
"^wJlT'f ^^ "'"""*^ assembled, and otherswere fast coming in.

-A verb phrase such as "hast spoken" "havelearned", or "had assembled", which definitely repre
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m

sents an action or state as completed at th« tim*
indicated, ii called a perfect verb phrasa or a perfect

phnue.

A verb phrase such as "are going", "it doing ", or

"were coming", which represents an action or state

as going on or in progress, is called a progressive verb
phrase or a progressive phrase.

EXERCISE 99

Point out the perfect and the progressive verb phrases
in the following sentences :

1. The man had gone when I got there.

2

.

The boys were playing ball at the time.

3. John has just gone into the house.

4. She has sent the letter to her friend.

5. The slave was happier than he had been in his

master's house.

6. As I was going to school a squirrel ran into its hole.

7. When they had gone he came back.

8. ' Where are you going ?" said he.

9. The train had left before I arrived.

10. Hark ! the little bee is humming.
11. Brian had left his place and was now standing near

the extreme comer.

Chapter LVII

perfect verb phrases

conjugation op perfect phrases

State the time indicated by each of the following perfect

phrases :

I. He has just now closed the office.

1. You had closed the office an houi- before.

3. We shall have cl-jred before they arrive.
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Perfect phrases, therefore, like the simple verb,
h»ve the three tenses, present, past, and future, to
indicate the time at which the action or state is
described as completed.

Compare also the moods of the foUaiving phrases :

I. He had gonx before we arrived.
3. Had he gone, it had been better.

From these examples we learn that perfect phrases
are used m both the indicative and the subjunctive
moods.

The following is, therefore, the conjugation of the
perfect phrases of the verb "see" :

Indicative

1. I have seen

2. thou hast seen

3. he has seen

1. we have seen

2. you have seen

3. they have seen

PRBSBNT PBRPBCT

Subjunctive

(If, lest, etc.) I have seen

thou have seen

he have seen

we have seen

you have seen

they have seen

PAST PBRPBCT
Indicative Subjunctive

I
.

I had seen (If, lest, etc.) I had seen
a. thou hadst seen "

thou had seen*
3- he had seen "

he had seen

J. wehadseen wehadseen
». youhadseen "

youhadseen
3. theyh^lsBMi "

theyhadseen
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PUTURB PBRPICT
Indicative

I shall have teen

thou wilt have seen

he will have seen

we shall have seen

you will have seen

they will have seen

COMPOSITION OP PBRPBCT PHRASM
Prom an examination of the above forms we learn

that a perfect verb phrase is composed of:
I. A tense form of the yerb have as auxiliary, ./hich

agrees in person and number with the subject.
a. The perfect participle of the principal verb.

EXBRCISB 100

A
WriU out the three perfect tenses of the verbs "go" and

" wait " in the indicative.

I
i

i i

ll

B
Classify the verb phrases in the following sentences :

1. He had frisked into the sitting-room.
2. You have heard more than this.

3. My wish is that you may succeed.
4. We had not sailed above a league before a dreadful

storm arose.

5. You shall have it for you have deserved it.

6. God forbid that I should do so.

7. Each had taken his own proportion of the booty.
8. I shall tell him that I have warned you.
9. I wish tliat he had told them.

10. How wilt thou answer for the share thou hast taken
in this day's work ?
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II. He had gone only a short distance when he overtook
a man who was trudging along the road

". I will lend ear to thy counsel and this youth .hall
journey with us.

.r »

»

DEFINITION

A perfect verb phrase is one that represents an action
or sUte as completed at the time referred to.

Chapter LVIII

progressive phrases

CONJUGATION OP PROGRESSIVE PHRASES
Examine the tenses and moods of the following phrases .

He is working in the garden.
I was working there yesterday.
We shall be leaving to-morrow.
If I were going, I would tell you.
Be doing while it is light.

From these examples we may learn that the proeres-
sive phrase of a verb. Uke the simple verb, is used in
the various moods, tenses, persons, and numbers for
example :

PRESENT PROGRESSIVE
Indicative

Subjunctive
I am seeing (if, lest, etc.) I be seeing
thou art seeing

he is seeing

we are seeing

you are seeing

they are seeing

thou be seeing

he be seeing

we be seeing

you be seeing

they be seeing

COMPOSITION OP PROGRESSIVE PHRASES
From an examination of the above forms we learn

that a progressive phrase is composed of:

i
il
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I. Some tense form of the verb "be" used as Buxilury,
•freeing in person and number with the subject.

a. The imperfect participle of the principal verb.
The full conjugation of the progressive phrase of

the verb " see " is given in the appendix.

BXERCISB lOI

A
Write out the three tenses of the progressive phrases of

the verbs " send " and " give " in the indicative.

B
Classify the verb phrases in the following sentences,

giving the mood, tense, person, and number of each:
I. They were standing by the good captain, who had

been so kind to them,
a. Be doing while it is day.

3. He said he had found a man who would undertake it.

4. Had my steel cap been on I had dealt him a blow
that had spoilt his retreat.

5. I shall be going there to-morrow.
6. The poor child had been in company with Toil, even

while he was doing his best to run away from him.
7. This shall not go on, I will prevent it.

DEFINITION
A progressive verb phnue is one that represents an

action or state as being in progress at the time referred
to.

Chapter LIX
emphatic phrases

Compare the verb forms in the foUowing groups oi
sentences :

I. She J/>»a*» the truth,

a. She does speak the truth.

I. I saw you there.

a, I did srr yoa there.
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«r3

Notice that the first forms in these groups, "
speaks -

and saw simply assert the attributes speakine andse^ng. while the second verb forms "does speak"' Sdid see
.
assert the same attributes emphatically

L^Aion ^^ ^"""P^ ^^''^ *° '"'''^'' ^« --Phat^

Verb phrases such as "does speak", and "did see"

emntr "1. 1°
'""''' ^" '"'P''^"'= ^"^^'O"- ^-^ caUedemphatic verb phrases.

sentences, /or example ;

Docs he /»w here ?

Oia we not i?^ you there ?

with^th?.*''f
^^^°''°' generally ask these questionswith the single verb, for example :

Lives he here ?

Saw I not you there ?

In asking such questions, therefore, the phrase with

eti^haT""^"'"''
^''""^^ '' ''°'' "°* thenle^S

phra™'
""^^ ^^ ^^<^be<i as the inteirogative use of the

CONJUGATION OF EMPHATIC PHRASKS

Notice the moods and tenses of the following phrases :

He does not know the reason.
They did send for it.

Though he do send, refuse him.
Do go at once.

;^!^'*

m
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Emphatic phrases are found in the three moods,
but in only two tenses, fvesent and past. The full

conjugation is therefore, as follows :

Emphatic Conjugation or Vbrb " Seb "

prbsbnt emphatic

Indicativ* Subjunctive

Idosee (If, lest, etc.) Idosee

thou dost see thou do see

he does see he do see

we do see we do see

you do see > " you do see

they do see they do see

past emphatic
Itidicaiive Subjunctive

Ididsee (If, lest, etc.) I did see

thou didst see " thou did see

he did see he did see

we did see " we did see

you did see " you did see

they did see they did see

Imperative

Second person—Do thou (or you) see

composition of emphatic phrases

The eniphatic phrase is composed as follows :

I. SoTue tense form of the auxiliary do, agreeing in

person and number with the subject.

s. The root infinitive of the principal verb.

BXERCISB I03

A
Writ* out the two tenses of the emphatic phrctstsofthe

verbs " gbie " and " work " in the indicative.
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B
'75

'3

•• 1 do not consider that probable
'

°^r'
'""'' "^" *° '"°' *"« ^ ^ done hi.

They did not attempt to fight
Uo tell us about your visit
How did you learn to do them ?™p- *"^ther. do not stumble.
Earthly power doth then show likest God's whenmercy seasons justice

I' ^.T ^T- ^ ''"^•' "«^" heard you sing '

shall swing ^
''*'''' "'"«'" y""' "nd you

Whence do you come so early and whifhyou going ?
'• "° whither are

in each case the kind of phrase:'
'^

•
""^ »<»««

r Tn^"^^. ^^l '^™"S *° draw.
a- To his delight he found that he
3. ^;^f«>egent.emanwhoi!:i*tat;:;rsrpr

—

. H^r^"^'"*''*™'^<*'«°f'heroom. "^ '

oer eyes shimng hke two stars.wnat you crying for f

I wonder what he found.
The Gemus told me that I dwelt Inn» ^ u

upon it.
"* '°"8 enough

they send the carriage ?

S-

6.

7-
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9. They no sooner sat down than they repented.

10. Several who standing there caught the state

of affairs.

11. you going there now ?

12. I felt pretty sure that we converted him.

13. The good man making merry to-night, and

forgotten to bring in his oxen ; lucky it will

be if they not fall a prey to the Black

Douglas.

Chapter LX
passive phrases

Examine carefully the forms and uses of the verbs in

the following sentences .-

The man sees the boy.

The boy is seen by the man.

In the first sentence, the form " sees " represents

the person denoted by the subject as acting.

In the second sentence, the form " is seen " represents

the person denoted by the subject as acted upon.

The verb form " is seen " asserts' the act seeing, and

is therefore a verb phrase ; "seen" being a principal

verb, and "is" an auxiliary.

Examine theforms of the verbs in thefollowing sentences,

and decide in each case whether their subjects represent the

one acting, or the one being acted upon :

I. The window was broken by the girl.

3. Ht returned the money immediately.

3. I am disturbed by the cars.

4. We saw the games yesterday.

5. The chairs were taken away.

6. The men had left the city.

Phrases such as "was bioken", " am disturbed ",

and " were taken ", whose subjects denote a person or

thing being acted upon, are called passive verb phrase*.
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j

Verb forms such as "returned", " saw", and "had
left whose subjects denote a person or thing doing
something, are often called active verb forms

This distinction of verbs as active forms and passivetorms IS sometimes spoken of as voice.

Note i :—As an intransitive verb does not assertan action that affects an object, a passive verb phra^
•s regularly made only from a transitive verb.

it if°r,^Ih ''~^'T " '°P"'^ ''^'^ ^°^' "°* ^^^«rt a'^tion

1 '\"f'*''«'-^^=tive nor passive, the person or thingdenoted by the subject neither acting nor being act"!
upon, for example :

*

The man seems old.

The stone was heavy.

CONJUGATION OP PASSIVE PHRASES

These boys are known by you.
Nothing more was said by them.
O that he were known by us.
He will be punished by the teacher to-morrow
Be seen, but not heard.

From these examples we learn that the passive phrase

VJlT^^'^^V^'^'^^ ''^ ^'"^'^ ^°™' " conjugatedm all the moods and tenses, for example :

Indicative

I am seen

thou art seen

he is seen

we are seen

you are seen

they are seen

PRESENT TENSE

i>iibjunctive

(If. lest, etc.) I be seen

thou be seen

he be seen

we be seen

you be seen

they be seen
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i

and number with the subject.
. . , ,v,

, Z perfect participle of the pnnapal verb.

The fuU conjugation of the passive phrase of the

verb " see" is given in the appendix.

EXERCISE 103

Pent out any passive phrases in the follcmng sen-

*^"r I often think ol those Shandon bells.

,' The man was hired to do the work.
'

H» ic called Procrustes the stretiher.

1 AVLdlatrosse match was organized at each post,

t The men were rescued by a party from the fort.

6. The city was inclosed by a stone wall.

7 The crew poised their oars.

8 The jackets were thrown on shore.

9 An ingenious stratagem was devised.

,0 Come with me into the study.

„; The glasses were filled each by its owner.

... Does he shoe horses well?

13. I was forced to

14.

15-

leave the room
running

All the people were

These will be sent to-morrow.

B

into the street.

In the foUamng exercise change the active sentences to

passive, and the passive to active:

X. We were helped by the man.

, The boy brought the parcels from the store.

; r^^M of se^ years old might hit yonder target.

4. By whom was this seat broken?
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5. You shall be obeyed by me at least.

6. They continued a kind of hobbling: march on the

broken arches.

7. Fear compelled me to do tliis.

8. This noise will be heard by the teacher.

9. They will bear him to the ship.

10. He was persuaded by the host to remain over night.

DEFINITIONS

I. An BctiTe verb form U one that represents the

person or thing denoted by its subject as acting.

3. A passive verb phrase is one that represents the

person or thing denoted by its subject as being acted upon.

Chapter LXI
verb phrases

compound forms

We have now learned that the verb has, in addition

to its simple forms, six kinds of phrases, namely :

I. Future phrases. 4. Progressive phrases

a. Subjunctive phrases. 5. Emphatic r' ses

3. Perfect phrases. 6. Passive phi. ,.s.

In addition to these six classes of verb phrases, we
find many phrases belonging to two or more of these

classes.

Examine, for instance, the future tense of the perfect

phrase :

He will haue gone by that time.

" Will have gone " is a compound phrase containing

both a future and a perfect auxiliary, and is composed

as follows :

1. " will
"—a future auxiliary, agreeing in person and

number with the subject.

2. "have"—root infinitive after "will", used as a perfect

auxiliary.

1
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3. "gone"—perfect participleaftertheauxiliary"have".

the principal verb of the phrase.

Other examples of compound phrases are as foUows .

I shall be seeing Future and progressive

1 shall be seen Future and passive

I have been seeing Perfect and progressive

O that he tnay have seen Subjunctive and perfect

O that he may be seen Subjunctive and passive

Othat he may have been seen- .Subjunctive, perfect, and

passive

EXERCIbE 104

A
Classify the verb phrasts in the following sentences :

1. The camel is fed upon dates and barley,

a. If you had sent, they would have given it.

3 Strange footsteps were heard without.

4'. We had been standing there only a few minutes,

c He has been waiting too long now.

6 People said she had been trying to warm herself.

7! He was floating on the mast to which he had bound

himself. ... 4.

8 They would have dropped the rope, had they not

been afraid, as I was addressing them rather

forcibly from the boat,

g. He decided that she should be sent away.

10. The work was being done very poorly.

II This has been done much better.

12. May the God of Abraham be praised.

13. It will be found where you left it.

B

Write out exampUs of each of the following verbs :

1. Perfect progressive of g»w.

•

2 . Progressive passive of send.

3. Perfect passive of j!»oa'-

4. Subjunctive passive of/i»id.

5. Subjunctive perfect passive of ftrrafe.
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Cbaptbr LXII

disting'ushing auxiliary verbs

In concluding our work on verb phrases let us again

distinguish between an auxiliary and a principal verb,

remembering especially that a verb is principal when
it asserts an attribute about the subject.

Examine, for example :

You can go.

You must go.

You ought to go.

In these examples, each verb—" can ", " must ",

" ought "—expresses a distinct idea—ability, obligation,

duty.

" Can ", " must ", and " ought " are, therefore, prin-

cipal verbs, followed by objectiTe infinitiTes.

The following is a review of the various auxiliary

verbs, with a comparison of their auxiliary and their

principal uses :

™.., . He will go soon Futiire auxiliary.

He will go in spite of us . . . Principal verb.

I thought I should be late. . . Future auxiliary.

Should : If he should come, tell him. . Subjunctive auxiliary

You should come Principal verb.

I thought he would go Future auxiliary.

Would : That would be impossible. .Subjunctive auxiliary.

They would have their way..Principal verb.

•J .
May you be happy Subjunctive auxiliary.

You may have it Principal verb, assert-

ing permission.

D . He is.working Progressive auxiliary.

The man is honest Principal verb (copula).
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They have gone home Perfect auxiliary.

"*^*
They have the money Principal verb.

He does know them Emphatic auxiliary.

^ • He does his duty Principal verb.

There wiU be found in the appendix the complete

conjugation of a transitive verb in aU its forms and

phrases. Only transitive verbs have passive forms.

PARSING OP VERB PHRASES

In parsing a verb phrase, mention first its kind or

kinds, and classify the principal verb ; next give the

inflections of the phrase in regular order.

MODEL

I. Do take it for him, John,

s. The men had been waiting some time.

"Do take"—A verb phrase of the verb "take", transitive,

of the old conjugation, active, imperative mood,

present emphatic, second singular, agreeing with

the subject "thou" understood.

Note :—Omit voice in parang other than transitive

verbs.

" had been waiting "—A verb phra.e of the verb "wait" ,

intransitive, of the new conjugation, mdicative

mood, past perfect progressive, third plural,

agreeing with the subject "men."

EXERCISE lOS

Parse the verb phrases in the following sentences :

I. The fire was spreading through all parts, wher UWca.

who had first kindled it, appeared,

a We shall all be punished, if we do this.

3. He was followed by his Saracens, who had mounted

their horses.
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4. We demand that they be delivered to us at once.

5. Do say what you will do.

6. I have been thinking over your offer.

7. Tell me if thou yet seest anything thou dost not com-

prehend.

8. Take care lest you should be seen.

Chapter LXIII

some phrasal forms of infinitives

and participles

The infinitives and participles, like the verbs, may
take perfect, progressive, or passive phrasal forms.

He regrets having sent there Perfect gerund.

To be sent there was a mistake. . . Passive gerundial infinitive.

The man having done the work would not wait longer

Perfect phrasal participle.

The infinitives and participles may also take com-

pound phrasal forms, for example :

He regrets having been sent there Perfect passive gerund.

Who heard of this AowBgft^encioM*?..Perfect passive parti-

ciple.

We believed him to have been going. . Perfect progressive

genmdial infinitive.

EXERCtSB 106

Describe the forms of the infinitives and participles in

the following sentences :

I. The yeoman having accomplished his mission, re-

turned to headquarters.

J. I was sorry to have given you trouble.

3. He was afraid of being sent away.

4. They did not wish to be separated.

5. They could stand there without being seen.

6. There is nothing prettier to be seen in the woods.

:l
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7. The material, having been heated, bends quite eaiily.

8. I did not like his having gone there.

9. They are preserved by being wrapped in paper.

10. You deserve to be punished.

FORMS IN " ING " DISTINOUISHBD

In the folUmiing groups of sentences compare carefully

the verbal force of the forms ending in "ing" :

1. The bird singing in the garden is a canary.

2. A singing bird was feeding in 'he cage.

I. The girl hanging out the clothes will see them.

3. A hanging basket fell beside her.

1. I found the man amusing the company.

a. This is an amusing book.

I Crossing a muddy street at night is unpleasant.

3. The crossing over the street was muddy.

1. Standing here all day is hard work.

2. The standing of the pupil is very low.

In thj first sentence of each group the form in " ing
"

in addition to being a noun or adjective, also asserts in

an indefinite way the ve/bal attribute, and is thus able

to take verbal adjuncts after it.

In the second sentences the forms in " ing " do not

imply any assertion or take verbal adjuncts, being merely

adjectives describing objects, or nouns naming actions.

These forms, when sc used, are not to be called gerunds

or participles, but merely nouns or adjectives.

Caution :

—

Care must be taken not to confound with the

participle, a gerund with a preposition omitted before it,

for example :

I am tired (of) speaking about it.

He is busy (at) exercising.

He has gone (on) fishing.

He made some money (by) seUing papers.
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EXERCISE 107

Classify tlu following forms i.. " ing " as gtrunds,
participles, noum, and adjectives.

. The invading army was now forced to retrea.'.,

2. Standing here is very tiresome.

lie is known to have commanded trading vessels.
We find men for the love of Master Davis leaving

their fireside.

The man has gone hunting.

He felt the planks bending beneath his feet.

The man belongs to an adjoining parish.

A clearing in the forest came in view.
After cleaning it, I filled it with water.

10. The lowing of the cattle was then heard.
11. Lean not upon thine own understanding.
13. We can have happiness only by having right feel<

ings toward others.

13- The beginning of the story was the best part.
14. An opening in the wall let us out.

15. A small filing entered his eye.

16. Squeers, striking his head against it, lay at full

length on the ground.

17. He broke the pole attempting to push out a log.

3-

4-

S-

6.

7-

8.

9-

DEFECTIVE AND IRREGULAR FORMS

A few English verbs are d lective, or lack certain
cf their parts.

The verb may, for example, has no infinitives or
participles, and does not therefore have any phrase
forms. We cannot say : "I shall may", etc. Thus
these verbs have only the present and the past tenses.
A few verbs are used only in the present tense.
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LIST OP DBPBCTIVK VERBS

PnstrU Past

can could

may might

must
shall should

will would

ought

beware

methinks methought

Note:—The principal verb will, however, is not

defective.

Examples :

I. He has willed otherwise.

3. I have willed the property to you.

IRRBOULAR INPLECTED FORMS

Compare the ending of the third singular in thefollowing

verbs :

He needs the money.

HeM«ednotgo.

He dares me to go.

He dare not go.

She waits for us. He sees the men.

She can go. He may leave.

Some verbs always, and others occasionally, do not

add "s" to the third singular present indicative.

U'

COKTRACTED FORMS

I have

Thou ha(ve)st . . hast

He ha(ve)s has

Weha(ve)d . . . .had

Such contractions are usually spoken of as irregu-

larities in inflection.
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BXBRCiSE I08 (review)

A
Analyst by clauses, classify the verb phrases, and

pars* the italicized words :

When the /enison they had taken was ;
' eaten, and

they were going out for more, Fidele could not accompany
them because she was unwell.

I see «Aa/ you are angry with me ; but, sirs, if you kill
me for my fault, know that I shot- have died if I had not
taken it.

Before the king died, the good earl of Kent, who had
attended his masters steps from the first, tried to make
him understand that he had followed him under the name
of Caius

;
but Uar could not comprehend how 'hat could

•be, or how Kent and Caius could be the same rson.

B
Analyse the follmvin^ sentences, and classify the ad-

jectives, adverbs, and verb phrases :

The apartment in which the Saxon chiefs were con-
fined, had formerly been the great hall of the castle. It
was now abandoned to meaner purposes, because the present
lord had erected a new hall whose vaulted roof was sup-
ported by lighter and more elegant pillars, and fitted up
with that higher degree of ornament which the Normans
had already introduced.

Parse the nouns, pronouns, verbs, and verb phrases in
the following sentences :

When the ship was still. Hands turned partly round and
writhed himself back to the position in which I had seen
him first. The moan, which told of pain and deadly
weakness, went to my heart. But when I remembered
the talk I had overheard, all pity left me.
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Classify, with reasons, the infinitives, participles, and

conjunctions in the following sentences :

The barrel shook as he leaned his shoulders against it,

and I was about to jump up when the man began to speak.

It was Silver's voice, and, before I had heard a dozen

words, I would not have shown myself for all the world.

E

Parse the italicized words in the following sentences :

When Spring with dewy fingers cold.

Returns to deck their hallowed mould.

She there jhall dress a sweeter sod

Than Fancy's feet have ever trod.

Do thou satforward to find out this Wilfred of Ivanhoe,

I will hie me to the city of York where many warriors have

assembled, and I will find among them some one who will

do battle for thy daughter.

Remembering the caution of the spirit who had coun-

selled him, he would have turned, but Macduff, who had

baen seeking him, opposed his turning.
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PART V
special constructions

Chapter LXIV
case constructions

We learned in Chap. XXXVIII that nouns and pro-
nouns are sometimes inflected to indicate the three
relations (subjective, possessive, and objective) in
which they may be used in the sentence.

We shall now consider in greater detaU the various
constructions of each of these cases.

USES OP THE NOMINATIVE CASE

1

.

SUBJECT NOMINATIVE
It has already been seen tl.at the nominative form

IS always used when a .ioun or pronoun is subject of
the sentence, for example :

He came yesterday.

The boy came yesterday.

2. PREDICATE NOMINATIVE
It was also seen in Chap. XXXVIII that a noun

or pronoun used as a subjective completion is in the
nominative case, agreeing with the subject, for example :

This is Pie.

This is the boy.

It was she.

It was the girl.

3. NOMINATIVE OP ADDRESS
Notice the case form of the italicized nouns and pro.

nouns in the following sentences :

Thou sweet Nymph, how shall we greet thee ?
Ye rogues, what brought you here ?
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From these examples we learn that the nominative

form of the noun or pronoun is used in an address. For

this reason a noun or pronoun used to name a person

or thing addressed is said to be in the nominative of

address.

EXERCISE 109

Point out each noun or pronoun in the nominative case

tA the following sentences, and state haw it is used :

1. Miller's face and attitude are a study.

2. Zyps of Zirl, thou hunted and hunting outlaw, art

thou out upon the heights ?

3.
" You must be more careful, sir," said Jerry.

4. Am I a dog, that thou comest to me with staves ?

5. O my children.

Life is sunshine, life is shadow ;

Life is chequered shade and sunshine.

Rule by love, O Hiawatha !

4. NOMIKATIVE ABSOLUTE

Examine the italicized parts of the following sentences,

noting :

1. The grammatical value of the italicized phrase.

2. The parts composing the phrase.

3. The case of the noun forming the first part of the

phrase.

(i) The horses being sick, 1-wa.lkedhome.

(a) The teacher being absent, we had no school.

In each of these sentences notice concerning the

italicized phrase :

I. It is an adverbial phrase, modifying the predicate

of the sentence.
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,„,

as the sentence;4t S„"f-—t.ve case.

They being sick. I walked home.
He being absent, we had no school.

case^^Trr" ' """"^ °' P^"°"'^ '^ « the nominativecase, and has no grammatical relation in the sentencYt .s said to be in the nominative absolute
*

EXERCISE no
In thefollaming sentences state the use ofeach noun andpronoun m the nominative case :

''•««"» "»«/

'•

""^^th^'tlT '
'"'° '^^ *"•™ ^'-'e -°-

'-

""'^.o^S
"°" ""'"^ °^^'' **•= -^" '^^^ ">» ^»"

3. Thou, to whom every faun and satyr flie.
Hear us, O satyr King I

4- Be a man, John

that the Romans are but sheep
7. The day being fair, we drove to town.
8. Nor you, ye proud, impute to these the fault
9- Hickory nuts are his favourite food

"
"""the'war

""' °" "''"^' °'"''""'* "~«'«

II
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Chapter LXV
the possessive case

i. joined to a noun

We have already learned that the possesave form

of a noun or pronoun, in addition to denoting a poss-

essor, is used in the sentence with the value of an

adjective, to modify a noun, for example :

Bring me the boy's book.

The children's toys are broken.

His pen is lost.

3. NOT JOWiD TO A NOUN

Examine the posmsivfis in the following groups, noting

especially the relation of those italicised :

1. John's book is here but Mary's has disappeared.

2. Your eyes are blue but his are gray.

Through the omission of the nouns "book" and

-eves" the itaUcired possessives seem to be used not

as adjectives, but as the subject of "has disappeared ,

and "are", respectively.

NoU the construction of the following possessives :

1. He has John's book, but I have Mory'i.

2

.

He has gone to the baker's (shop)

.

3. If you have no pen, you may borrow hers.

Here also, through the omission of the nouns "book",

"shop" and "pen", each italicized possessive is used as

an object after a verb or preposition.

Examine aUo the construction of the folUmnng possess-

1. This is Philip's knife, but that is John s.

2. This is the boy's and that is yours.

Here the italicized words are used with the value of

S noun in the predicate nominative,
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Note 1 :—All these possessives may, however, be
treated as ordinary possessives by supplying the omitted
nouns.

Note 2 :—We have seen that certain pronouns take
a different form in the possessive, when not joined to
a noun.

Examples :

My book is on the desk.

Mine is on the desk.

This is her book.

This is hers. ^

For other possessives having two forms, see page 118.

3. substitute for possessive

Compare the meanings of the follomng italicized

forms :

I . The baker's wife gave the crickets.

3 . The wife of the baker gave the crickets.

1

.

He married the king's daughter.

2

.

He married the daughter of the king.

An adjective phrase beginning with " of " may
often be used in place of the possessive.

H

4. DOUBLE POSSESSIVES

Compare the modes of denoting possession in the fol-
lomng sentences :

1. The i»»g'i son brought the message.
2. A son o/the king brought the message.

3. A son of the king's brought the message.

In the last example, the phrase " of the king's " has
both the preposition ' of " and the apostrophe and " s

"

denoting possession. Such a construction is called a
double possessiTe.
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5. COMPOUND POSSBSSIVBS

Compari carefully th* forms and mtanings of Iht foU

lowing compound possessives :

John's and William's sli *tes are here.

John and William's skates are here.

When a compound possessive denotes separate

ownership, the apostrophe and "s" are added to both

nouns. If the compound possessive denotes joint

ownership, the apostrophe and "s" are added to the

last noun only.

EXERCISE iti

Point out the possessivfs in the following sentences, and

give the relation of each :

I. There is a hunter's hand for thee.

3. The cables of the ships were cut.

3. Evan's, Donald's fame rings in each clansman's ear.

4. The air is as balmy as Eden's was.

5. A sail of a few days brought us there.

6. How far is it to your friend's ?

7. The small dog is our neighbour's.

8. I met a friend of John's yesterday.

9. Father has gone to the doctor's.

10. Mary and Jane's mother was here to-day.

11. Do you wish \v'ebsteT's or Worcester's dictionary ?

Chapter LXVI

the objective case

i. object op a verb or a preposition

We have already noticed that the objective form

is used when a noun or pronoun has the following rela-

tions

(o) Object of avert, as : We saw the fco)/. WesawWw.

(b) Object of a preposition, as : They came with the

boy. They came with him.
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a. SUBJECT OF AN INFINITIVI

Compare tht itaUciztd nouns and pronouns in tit*

following sentences :

1. I believe that A« is guilty.

2

.

I believe him to be guilty.

1. I believe that the man is guilty

.

2

.

I believe the man to be guilty.

In the second sentence of each group, the words
"him" and "man", which are objects of the verb "be-

lieve", are also subjects of the infinitive "to be".

A noun or pronoun used as above, as the subject of an
infinitiTe, is in the objective case.

3. AS COMPLETION OP AN INFINITIVE

Notice the forms of the subjects and completions of
the copula infinitive in the following sentences :

I believe them to be the men.

I believe this to be him.

Here the completions of the infinitive, " men " and
" him ", are in the objective form, agreeing in case with

the subjects " them " and " this ".

4. COGNATE OBJECT

Compare the meaning of the verb and of the object in

the following sentences :

He ran a race.

She sang a song.

When a noun used as an object is kindred in meaning

to the verb that governs it, the object is called a cognate

object.

Cognate means "kindred to", the object being allied

in meaning to the verb.
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EXERCISE 113

In the following sentences select the nouns and pronouns

in the c^jective case, and explain how each is used :

I . They clasped his neck, they kissed his cheeks,

They held him by the hand,

a. I believe him to be the boy.

3. Tom heard the keeper beating the clump.

4. I wished him to take a walk.

5. I caused the gate to be opened, placed a sentinel

there, and went down to the river to meet them.

6. I want you to bear this in mind.

7. He bore the banner of the free.

And fought the fight whereof our children know.

8. He knew him to be the archer.

Chapter LXVII

s. direct and indirect objects

In each of the following sentences compare how the

person and thing denoted by the objects are affected by the

action :

The man made the boy a kite.

The man gave the girl a book.

Notice that " kite " and " book ' are both objects,

each being necessary to complete the meaning of the

verb of its sentence, and denoting something that is

directly acted upon by the person denoted by the subject.

Notice further that though " boy " and " girl " do

not seem necessary to complete the meaning of the

verbs, they represent objects indirectly acted upon,

—

the ones to or for whom the act is performed.

Point out the objects in the following sentences, and tell

whether they represent that on which the act is directly

performed, or that to or for which the act is performed :

We paid the man the money.

John lent me his reader.
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Objects such as "money" and ' .-eader", which
represent that upon which the action of the verb directly
falls, are called direct object*.

Objects such as "man" and "me", which represent
the one to or for whom the action is performed, are
called indirect objects.

Note:—Observe that when the indirect object is
placed after the direct, it then becomes an object after
the preposition "to", or "for", for example :

We paid the money to the man.

EXERCISE 113

Poin. out the objects in the following sentences, and
classify them as direct or indirea objects :

1. His father promised him a book.
2. The pupils told the teacher the truth.
3. The man showed us the squirrel.

4. Our uncle bought us presents.

5. Jane offered Mary her doll.

6. I brou^'ht the teacher an apple.

7. He paid the workmen.
8. He will get you some plants.

9- He sent the parcel.

10. John sold James his new top.

DEFINITIONS
I. A direct object represents the person or tiling im-

mediately affected by the action of the verb.
3. An indirect object represents the person or thing

indirectly affected by the action of the verb.

6. DIRECT AND INDIRECT OBJECTS IN SENTENCES IN THE
PASSIVE

Examine the following sentences :

I. The teacher gave the boy a lx)ok.
a. A book was given the boy by the teacher.
3. The boy was given a book by the teacher.
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In changing to the passive a sentence with di«ct

and indirect objects, notice :

I. We may, as in the second example, use the direct

object as subject in the passive, and leave the indinct

object in the predicate.

3. We may use the indirect object as subject in the

passive, and leave the direct object in the predicate.

In the following sentences, tell whether the direct or

indirect object has been usecl as subject

:

I. The children were promised presents,

a. The mouey was paid the man.

3. I was told a good story last night.

4. My friend was left some money.

5. The answer was shown the teacher.

6. The members were refused copies.

BXERCISB tI4

A
Write otit two passive forms for each of the following

sentences in the active :

I I gave him the parcel after four o'clock. 2. My

uncle has bought me a new top. 3- We wiU send our

friends the news. 4. The teacher offered me a pencil.

5. An Indian sold them the fur. 6. They pay the men

wages. 7. Our aunt was teaching us knitting.

B

Point out the objects in the following sentences, and

stale whether they are indirect or direct

:

I. The Uttle boy cut his finger. 2. They were sent a

letter 3. Mary has given the man her ticket. 4. The Uttle

boy was given a present. 5- Some cakes were offered the

child 6 Have you paid the money ? 7- Some food was

given the poor old man. 8. She was shown her mistake.

9. The money was refused him. 10. Jatnes has been

awarded second prize.
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Chaptsr LXVIII

199

7. AOVBRBIAL OBJECTIVI

NoU carefuUy thi grammatical values of tht italicutd
words tn the following sentences :

I That (/ajir was very cold,
.

.
The man came then.

3. The man came that (fay.

In the first sentence " day " is a noun, naming the
thing spoken about. In the second sentence " then "
IS an adverb, telling when the man came. In the third
sentence the noun " day " takes the place of the adverb
but still names something.

'

Compare also the italicized words in the foUowine
groups

:

' *

I. The boy waited fo«i'.

a. The boy waited an Ao«r.

I. The river is j^fry wide,
a. The river is a mt'/e wide.

I
.
They returned considerably sooner,

a. They returned a year sooner.

_

Notice concerning the words "hour", "mile", and
year " in the second sentences :

I. They take the places of adverbs to modify a verb,
an adjective, and an adverb respectively.

a. They name objects and are, therefore, nouns.

From the fact that a preposition might be supplied
before these nouns, as : "The boy waited for an hour"
etc., we may infer that they are in the c"- ,

'

case. A noun used with the value of an ad -^h ^g
called an adverbial objective.
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BXBRCISI 115

Poita out tht advtrbial objectivts in tht following stn-

Itncts, and l*U what each modifits :

I. The book cost a dollar, a. The farm is five fields

long. 3. The boy returned two hours earlier. 4. They

t: ' eight miles an hour. S- We iiave lived here eight

n ths. 6. This parcel weighs ten potmds. 7. The

meeting was two hours long. 8. We called on him next

day. 9. This box is a pound lighter. 10. The ship

waited there a day. 11. Your father was here last night.

I a. Come back next week.

DEFINITION

An adverbial objectiTe ia a notm uied in the lentence

with the ralue of an adverb.

Chapter LXIX
appositive modifieks

Not* carefully the uses of the italiciud words in the

following sentences :

1. Jerry, the manager, was a tall man,

a. Her child, a charming/otfn, was her sole companion.

3. We, John and /, will take it.

Notice concerning each of these words :

1. It is a noun or pronoun denoting the same person

or thing as another noun or pronoun to which it is

related.

2. It modifies this noun or pronoun with the value

of an adjective.

In the following sentences, point out each noun or pro-

noun which modifies another noun or pronoun, and denotes

the same person or thing :

I. Milton, the poet, was blind.

3. I met the farmer, him whom you visited.

3. Regulus, a famovs soldier, had been captured.

4. I draw water for him, the torment of all men.
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A noun or pronotin such as "poet", "him", " sol-

dier ", and "torment", which is added to another notm'

or pronoun to modify it, and denotes the same person

or thing, is called an appositiTe.

CASE OP APPOSITIVBS

Compart the case form of each of the follomng ap-

positives with that of the word it modifies:

I . An honest man, he with upright intentions, will gain

respect.

». Their, my friends', visit was short.

3. We, JohH and /, will take it.

4. Tell i;he porter, him standing yonder.

An appoiitiTe noun or pronoun agrees in ease with

the noim or pronoun which it modifies.

NoTB:—When a noun in the possessive case has

joined to it an appositive noun, the possessive sign is

usually added to the latter, for example :

Isaac brought her to his mother Sarah's tent,

EXERCISE 116

Point out the appositives in the following sentences, and
give the case of each :

I. Cicero, the orator, was a Roman.
1. We bought it at Smith the baker's.

3. He met our frieiid, the grocer.

4. Toronto, the capital of Ontario, is in York county.

5. Black ants came forward to welcome them—children

of their race.

6. My unfortunate friend, the waiter, did not appear

to be disturbed.

7. Jason bore home with him Medea, the beautiful

witch maiden.

8. Miles Standish, the captain, strode with a martial air.

9. He unsheathed his scimitar, a ctuTred and narrow

blade.

i 11
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EXERCISE 117 (review)

Give the case of the nouns and pronouns in the follow-

ing sentences, and explain how each is used :

1. He bounds from tree to tree, inspired by the subtle

spirit of winter.

2. We supposed him to be the owner.

3. We heard the hawk's cry.

4. They believed the stranger to be a rogue.

5. I am a poor quiet man, a native of the place, and a
loyal subject of the king, God bless him !

6. The postboy rang a large porter's bell, which re-

sounded through the frosty air.

7. The most interesting couple was the young officer,

and a ward of the squire's.

8. From Poets' Comer I continued my stroll to another

part of the Abbey.

9. When you meet your brothers, the English, tell them
my name.

10. The sole companion of the doe was her only child,

a charming little fawn.

11. He walked ten miles, a long distance.

la. I have fought a good fight, I have kept the faith.

13. That book cost me two dollars.

Chapter LXX

OTHER FORMS OP NOUNS

We observed in Part I that certain words or groups

of words, although not ordinary name words, were
nevertheless used in the sentence with the value of

nouns, as follows :

I. Pronouns. It was shown in discussing the various

case relations, that pronouns may be used in the tame
constructions as nouns.
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3. Adjectives. Words ordinarily adjectives may be
used as nouns, for example :

We admire the honest. Do the right.

3. Adverbs. Words ordinarily adverbs are some-
times used as subjects or objects, as :

Do you know the ins and ouls of it ?

He is nome by now.

Here is better than there.

4. A word. Any word, spoken of as a word, may
be used in the sentence with a noun value, as :

If is a word of two letters.

Him is an objective form.

5. Infinitives. Infinitives with or without other
words joined to them usually have, as we have already
seen, a noun value in the sentence, for ejcample :

Seeing is believing. I wish to be there. This comes from
having gone with them. Some people like to be admired.

6. Clauses. We learned in Part I that one of the
three classes into which subordinate clauses are divided
is the noun clause.

The following examples will illustrate the ordinary
constructions of the noun clause in the complex sentence,

(o) As subject:

What you say is true.

It is certain that they had it.

(b) As object of a verb or preposition :

They know what ts best.

They spoke of what they wou'd do.

(c) As predicate noun :

My belief is that you were there.

My hope is that you may succeed. i
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(d) As noun in apposition

:

The statement that he was there is denied.

The fact that he was there is against him.

(«) As subject or completion of an infinitive :

I believe what you say to be true.

I understand this to be what he said.

(f) As a, nominative absolute :

What you say being true, we will come.

What they sent beinj' bad, we took it back.

fl

hi

Chapter LXXI

pronoun constructions (personal)

We have already seen in Part III that the plural

forms of the second person are generally used in speaking

to one person, the singular forms being mainly confined to

poetry and the solemn style, for example :

Delight thyself in the Lord ; and he shall give thee the

desire of thine heart.

Examine also the uses of the plural forms of the first

person in the following sentences :

" We know ", said the king, " that our people will

uphold us in these measures."

We gave an account of this in our first volume.

The plural forms of the first person are often used in

place of the singular by rulers and writers.

COMPOUND PERSONAL PRONOUNS

Compare also the forms of the following personal pro-

nouns :

The boy hurt me.

I hurt myself.

You saw the boy there.

Yourselves saw the boy there.
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Such personal pronoun forms as myself and your-
selves, which are formed by joining together two simple
words, are caUed compound personal pronouns.

Personal pronouns may, therefore, be further classi-
fied into :

I. Simple personal pronouns,
a. Compound personal pronouns.

Note:—Some demonstrative pronouns also have
compound for"-is7 for example :

He hurt himself.

USES OP THE COMPOUND PORMS
Compare the uses of Hie simple and the compoundforms

in the foUowing sentences :

They hurt me.

I hurt myself.

He bought it for me.
I hought it tor myself.

He disgraces you.

You disgrace yourself.

Notice concerning these compound forms :

I. They are all used as obj. ! of a verb or
preposition.

a. They refer back to and denote the same person
as the subject. This is known as the reflexive use of
the compound forms.

Examine also the uses of the compound forms in the
foUovuing sentences :

I saw it there.

I myselfsaw it there.

You heard what was said.

You yourselves heard what was said.
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I looked for you.

I looked for you yourself.

Here the compound forms are used as emphatic

appositives, adding emphasis to the word to which they

are related. This is known as the emphatic use of the

compound forms.

Compare, however, the following sentences ;

I made this with my knife.

I myself made this with my own knife.

You have it in your hand.

You yourself have it in your own hand.

Notice that in emphasizing the possessive forms, the

emphatic adjective "own" is used, and not the compound

pronoun.

The compound forms of the demonstrative pronouns

have the same uses, for example :

The boy hurt himself. Reflexive.

The boy himself did it Emphatic.

EXERCISE Il8

A
Point out the compound pronouns, personal and

demonstrative, in the following sentences, and tell how they

are used :

1. You may think yourself fortunate.

2. Ye yoiu-selves know how ye ought to act.

3. I know nothing by myself.

4. He himself is judge of no man.

5. I placed myself at their head.

6. " God pieierve us I" said Ronald to himself.
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7. She heraelf took chaise of the fourth bastion
8. Squeers having refreshed himself with his dimmmade his appearance.
9- We were ourselves in fear for their safety

10. You have brought it upon yourself.

B
FiU in each blank in the following sentences with theproper pronouns—I, me, myself.

^^vntnuu

1. He and must be there.
2. Did he ask for John or ?

It was who told you
I think that ought to go.Do you think it better for to go ?He said either you or might go
Between you and he was there.
He wish, s John or to call.
Either William or will call

3-

4.

S-

6.

7-

8.

9-

10.

We, us, ourselves.

I. They were talking and not
a. We would disgrace by such conduct.
3- He supposed to be going
4. Did you think had forgotten '

5. Everybody but had left.
6. It was whom you saw.

7 ~~ Canadians are loyal to the crown
8. We would be angry in such a case.
9. Did you see boys standing there ?

10. Uid you imagine it to be ?
ir. They can go better than

.

12. Was it for to complain ?
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Chapter LXXII

dbmonstrativb pronouns

As we have already seen, a demonstrative pronoun

is one that points out or indicates definitely the object

to which it refers. The demonstrative pronouns are

this, that, he, she, and it, with their various forms.

Compare the uses of the demonstrative pronouns in the

following sentences :

This is mine but these are yoiu^.

The girl bought the pens. She put them on the desk.

In the first sentence the demonstrative pronouns,

"This" and "these" refer to objects in view, to which the

speaker direc ; our attention.

In the second sentence the demonstrative pronouns

" She" and "thtm" refer to objects whose names have

been already mentioned ("girl" and "pens"), the pro-

nouns taking the place of these nouns.

Although all our demonstrative pronouns may at

times be used in either of these ways, they are divided

into two classes on the above basis.

I. Those demonr.i-ative pronouns which especially

point to or direct our attention to the objects them-

selves, as : thi:, that, these, those.

These may be called simple demonstratives,

a. Those pronouns which especially take the place

of some noun already expressed or easily understood,

as the various forms of he, she, and it.

Because these pronouns are especially used in refer-

ring to some person or thing being spoken of, they are

called demonstratives of the third person.
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USBS OP THE SIMPLB DEMONSTRATIVES

fol£Z!*Tt *"" "^ '** demonstrative p,ono»ns in the^\ u'
""""^ "^'^"y '** ^°^^^». •'• refer.

7"Atj is mine
; that is yours.

I shall take these ; you bring those.

tion^^^V^^V*' ''i"^'
"^''- ^^^ "^<J t° direct atten-tion to objects, refer to objects near the speaker

obiectf ~f
['^''•'^^^ "««d to direct attention toobjects, refer to objects remote from the speaker.

the^„^'^^7'^''^'^v''.'°"°""'
^"^ """^ •"fl^'^ted for case,the only forms being this, these (plural); that those

(plural), which may be used in the nominative and^eobjective relations.

DEMONSTRATIVES OF THE THIRD PERSON
Compare the uses of the following pronouns :

Ask the boy if he is going.
Tell the girl when she arrives.
Put the book where it was.

Since these demonstrative pronouns are generallvu^d in place of nouns going before, they indicate'gen£and agree with the gender of the nouns for which they

Notice, howeuer, the following pronouns :

Ask the girls if they are ready.
Speak to the boys when they come.
Put the books where they were.

In the plural form of the pronouns, he. she. and itthere is no distinction of gender.
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SPBCIAL USES OP THB OBNDBR POUiS

Baamin* th* uses of the folUwing gender femu :

Th* tun shed his beams upon us.

The moon was at her full.

In personification, things remarkable for boldness,

size, strength, etc., are referred to as masculine; while

those noted for beauty, grace, timidity, etc., are referred

to as feminine.

USES OP THE NEUTER FORM "it"

In addition to its regular use as a substitute for a

noun, the following special uses of the neuter form it

must be noticed.

I. REPRESENTATIVE USE

Compare the following sentences, noting the complete

subject and complete predicate of each :

It is certain that he went.

That he went is certain.

Here the pronoun " It " does not form any part of

the subject or predicate, but merely represents the real

subject, "that he went", which is put later in the sen-

tence. Here " It " is caUed the representative subject.

Compare also the following sentences :

I think it wise to go.

I think to go wise.

Here the pronoun represents the real object " to go,"

which is placed later in the sentence. Here " it " is

called the representative object.

2. IMPERSONAL USB

Not signifying any object to the mind.

(a) Impersonal subject. It rained. It became dark.

(b) Impersonal object. They wiU fight »« out. They

had a good time of it.
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DECIBNSION OP THB DBM0NSTRATIVB8
OP THB THIRD PBRSON

The fuU declension of the pronoun* will be found in
the Appendix.

THE DEMONSTRATIVE " SUCH "

Examine the use of the italicized word in the folloivinr
examples :

They are rogues, and such should not be tolerated.
A member should be elected such on account of his

wisdom.

"Such" is occasionally used as a demonstrative to
refer to a noun going before. It may be used in either
number, and in the nominative or objective case.

EXERCISE 119

Point out the demonstrative pronouns in the foUcnuing
sentences, and state how each is used :

A
1. She appealed to the soldiers, but finding their cour-

age not equal to the attempt, she herself went to
the landing-place.

2. When they were landed she made them march before
her.

3. This is the man, but he has changed.
4. It was always said of him. that he knew how to keep

Christmas.

5. Take these to your mother.
6. It may be added that this was unknown to them.
7. Cedric himself seemed to take pride in acting as the

first of her subjects.

8. It was necessary that they should be united among
themselves.

9. How is it possible to find my way through such
as this t
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10. Are thoae the books she was looking for ?

11. It is colder than it was.

tt. Do you think it lawful to do this 7

13. We roughed it during the holidays.

14. These are the mansions of good men after death.

B
Fill in the blanks in the foUoming sentences with

suitable forms of the demonstratives of the third person :

I. I think it is .

a. I believe it to be .

3. If I were I would not call.

4. Has lost her book ?

5. He cut with the knife.

6. I found John and playing.

7. Gi . e it to the boy who is walking away.

8. You are taller than .

9. I supposed that it was .

10. Each girl must take place.

11. This is Lord Kitchener who won the Soudan.

We

Chapter LXXIII

interrogative pronouns

have already learned that an interrogative

pronoun is one that introduces a question about the

person or thing to which the pronoun refers. The

common interrogative pronouns are : who, which,&nd what.

USES OP THE INTERROGATIVES

Compare carefully the uses of the interrogative pronouns

in the following pairs of questions :

Who is singing in the parlour ? Mary.

What is lying on the floor ? A book.

Which of them broke it ? John.

Which of these do you wish ? The orange.
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The interrogative who asks questions about persons.
what about things, which about either persons or things!

Compare also the reference of each interrogative in tke
following pairs of sentences :

Who found it for you ?

Which found it for you ?

What did he use ?

Which did he use ?

Questions introduced by who and what imply that
the questioner is completely ignorant as to what the
answer will be.

Questions introduced by which imply that the ques-
tioner expects the answer to be a choice from a definitely
known group of persons or things. Which is therefore
said to have a selective use.

INFLECTED PORUS

Compare the numbers and cases of the interrogatives
in the following sentences :

Who is coming ? Which is his ?

Who are coming .' Which are his ?

Whose book is that ? Which have you ?

Whom did you see ? What is in the box ?

What have you in the box ?

Who is the only interrogative inflected for case,
although which and what may be used as subjects or
objects

None of these pr: ..ouns are inflected for number.
Who and which may be used either in the singular or
the plural ; what, only in the singular.
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il":

DBCLBNSION OP WHO
Singular Plural

Nominative who who
Posieuive whow whose

Objective whom whom

Note i:—Notice that interrogative pronouns may
begin a subordinate clause when an interrogative sen-

tence is given in indirect narration, for example :

He asked w/ia was going.

He inquired what they wanted.

EXERCISE 130

Explain the use and relation of each interrogative

pronoun in the following sentences :

I. Who were using it ?

J. What should she do ?

3. Whom did they choose as leaders ?

4. Whose book did you borrow ?

5. What is he doing in this company ?

6. Who said that thou wert sold ?

7. I wonder who he is and what he has found.

8. Which will be better for your purpose ?

9. What am I to be ?

10. Of whom did you inquire ?

11. Which are the stronger ?

Chapter LXXIV

cokjukctive pronouks

It was seen in Part II that certain words, in addition

to being pronouns referring to antecedent nouns, have

also the value of conjunctions joining a subordinate

adjective clause to the antecedent noun, for example :

This is the man who called yesterday.

Have you the book which I gave you ?
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VSBS OF COKJUNCTIVB PRONOUNS

f^^'^f^"* ."'^'f^th 'A* conjunctiv, pronouns in th,

I
.

I have the parcel which they brought.
a. I have n/Aa/ they brought.

I
.

I shall reward the person who may find it
»• I shall reward tf/Kwt/ffr may find it.

1
.

I shall send t..a one which you prefer.
». I shall send jt/McATOffr you prefer.

I. This will spoil anything that it touches.
a. This will spoil a;Aa<«vr it touches.

In the first sentences of each group the conjunctive
pronouns. u,ho. ^hich, and that ref^r to an eced

"
nouns or pronouns to which they jo.n an adjective

an/^h!!"'
'"^^''''^^^t^^^". « place of the antecedentand the conjunctive, we have only the conjunctives

d^^s'STm
"*"*""• ^"' """"^' ^°"^n« nounClauses to some governing word.

Note :—The compound conjunctive pronouns are
.-. metimes written thus, whosoever, whatfoeve^Z.

in ^CmZ '*" ""^'''^'^ "f "^ conjunctive pronouns»n the followtng sente-ices :

I. You must find some friend who will stay in your place
a. Happy ,s the man <Aa/findeth wisdom
3. My hand clung to a rope which towed me in
4. This is the knife /Aa< I lost.

S- The farmer found the horse which he had lost
6. This IS the dog «Aa< bit the child.
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Notice from these examples :

I. The conjunctive pronoun who usually refers to

persons ; which to animals or things ; that to persons,

animals, or things.

3. The antecedent of which may sometimes take the

form of a phrase or clause, as in the last example.

INFLECTED FORMS

Notice the forms and uses of the conjunctive pronouns

in the following sentences, comparing the pronoun with its

antecedent in each case :

1

.

We sent word to the man who is to go.

2. We sent word to the men wAo are to go.

3. Is this the man whom we met ?

4. I saw the man whose house was burned.

5. I, who am his friend, will answer thee.

6. Thou, who art ever cruel, knowest not ray feelings.

7. We have found our books which were lost.

8. These twenty nobles which thou hast won are thine.

9. Give to him that asketh thee.

10. They ate some nuts that they found on the trees.

Notice from these examples :

I. As with the corresponding interrogatives, who

is the only conjunctive pronoun inflected for case, the

other conjunctives being used, however, in both the

nominative and the objective.

1. A conjunctive pronoun agrees in number and

person with its antecedent, but takes its case from

its own clause.

CONJUNCTIVES OMITTED

Compare the sentences in the following groups :

I. This is the book which you ordered.

J. This is the book you ordered.

I . I saw the men whom you were seeking,

a. I saw the men yon were seeking.
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A conjunctive pronoun,
is frequently omitted.

the objective case.

OTHER WORDS AS C0> JlTT- VE PRONOUNS

Compare the conjunctive words in thefollowing groups:

I. I admire boys a;Ao are truthful,

a. I admire such boys oi are truthful.

1

.

There was no person who had not seen him.
2

.

There was no person but had seen him.

1

.

This is the place which they occupy.
2

.

This is the place where they live.

Conjunctions and conjunctive adverbs, like con-
junctive pronouns, may be used to join adjective clauses
to antecedents.

EXERCISE 131

In the following sentences point out the conjunctive
words, and give the value of each :

I. These are but the toys which amuse our lighter hours.
a. The blood of these shall be sweet to the angels whom

they despise.

3. Samson burst the cords with which the Philistines

had bound him.

4. Locksley proceeded to the distribution of the spoil,

which he performed with the utmost impartiality.

5. He whose prisoner thou art scorns to take revenge
for what is past.

6. You are welcome to such food as we have.

7. They mistrust whoever may come to them.
8. Do what conscience says is best.

9. There was between them and my castle the creek
where I landed my cai;goes.

i I
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10. Each flower has what will coax the right kind of

insect.

11. There was nobody but wanted to go at once.

13. The place was deserted as I had suspected.

B

In each of the following blanks insert the proper form

of the conjunctive pronoun "who" :

1. The girl work pleased you is my sister.

2. This is a man I know is honest.

3. That is a man I know to be honest.

4. She you admire is ill.

5. I recommend only those I can trust.

6. He is a boy 1 believe always tells the truth.

7. Is this the boy—'— you spoke of ?

8. I shall send —— ever you say.

9. We shall give tl e prize to -^— ever deserves it.

Chapter LXXV
Indefinite Pronouns

Indefinite pronouns, as we have seen, are those

•which refer indefinitely to the objects which they

represent.

Compare the uses of the indefinite words in thefollowing :

I. £<kA is ready to start.

a. Neither is disappointed.

1. Feiu are satisfied with it.

a. Some consider him unwise.

3. Some of it is good enough.

1. The pronouns of the first group refer to certain

individuals as taken separately. These are called

distributives.

2. The pronouns of the second group refer indefin-

itely to a certain number or quantity, and are called

indefinites of number or quantity.
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1. Distributives
: Each, either, neither

2. Indefinites of Number or Quantity • An an^,

Examples
:

These two boys help each other.
These boys help one another.

•Each other" is generally used in speaking of twoand ..one another" in speaking of more than two

INFLECTED FORMS

eitt^^^""^^^-
^''^ i= good enough. I would take

harbee„t"::;ir^,.;i- - : %^r-
'"-^^^

be aroused no doubt.
^^"^' '"'«" O"^ ^ anger would

A few of the indefinite pronouns have a possessiveform
;
otherwise they are not inflected. Several a~used m the singular and the plural, and auX b"used as subjects or objects.

^

EXERCISE t2a

Point out the indefinite pronouns in the folhmnpsentences, and give the relation of each :

^"^^"^"S

I. Tom Faggus is my name, as everybody knows
^.

I am told that it is something diflferent nowadays
3. Everything then passed away from me.
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4. Pomebody is always cutting wood to feed the fire.

5. Some of the hired men sleep in the shanty.

6. The sensation is very pleasant, but one cannot talk.

7. He closed his jaws on it. as dogs will on anything.

8. He did everything except climb a tree.

9. They have naught else.

10. Nothing could be imagined more terrible than the

devil-fish.

11. I gave some to each of them.

n. Everybody's business is nobody's business.

13. None believed him.

14. Nobody gave anything to Mary :51izabeth.

15. She shuffled from one to another Ivopelessly.

EXERCISE 133 (review)

Parse the pronouns in the following sentences :

I Come up to my castle and rest yourself.

3. Happy am I to whom Heaven sends so many guests.

He who met you is a robber.

What is he doing in this company?

If any be too tall for it he lops his limbs till they

be short enough.

He said to himself :
" This is an fll-ruled land ".

7. Men who pretend to give us lite, do you wish us to die?

8 You call yourselves our brothers and yet will not

give us what those give who make no such

professions.

9. Whom dost thou wish I should answer?

lo! They know w'lat is best for them.

II Who is this who is following on thy track?

,3 In case of war she would use it as a base, where she

might gather, and whence she might hurl upon

any one part all of her gigantic naval power.
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Chapter LXXVI
The Adjective

modifying force of adjectives

Compare the modifying force of the italicized adjectives
in the follomng pairs of sentences :

I. That red flag is very laige.

3. A red flag will anger a bull.

I. Tins feeble man is my friend's father,
a. A feeble man h likely to fall.

1. Yonder little boy is shutting the gate.
2. A little boy could not reach that.

I. In the first sentence of each pair, the adjectives
are joined to the nouns merely to describe or point
out some attribute in the objects named by the nouns.
This is called the descriptive use of an adjective.

a. In the second sentence of each group the adjec-
tives are added to the nouns in order to limit their
application to only some of the objects named. Not
every flag, but only "A red flag will anger a bull", etc.
This is called the limiting use of an adjective.

EXERCISE 134

Classify the adjectives in the following sentences as
descriptive, or limiting :

1. Three men stood by their aged father.

2. I would not trust a sly boy.

3. A white tent pitched by a glassy lake is the summer
home for me.

4. The good ship Argo shivered in all her timbers.

S- It were an evil thing that men so bold and comely
should perish.

6. Her brown coat was beginning to be mottled with
beautiful spots.
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7. The glow of the fire was upon his round fat figure.

8. Their gaudy coats were wet through.

g. At the head of the Uttle band, the gallant general

cried :
" Follow me ".

lo. Roll on, thou deep and dark blue ocean.

CONSTRUCTION OP ADJECTIVES

Compare the ways in which the follcwing italicized

adjectives are related to the modified nourt :

1. I see an old man.

2. The man is old.

3. He is a man old in years.

1. They have a safe harbour.

2. The harbour is safe.

3. They have a harbour safe at all times.

Adjectives may be joined to nouns in three ways:

1. An adjective may be joined closely or directly to

a noun, as in the first sentences. It is then caUed an

attributiTe adjective.

2. It may form a completion, being joined to the

noun through the verb, as in the second examples, when

it is called a predicate adjective.

3. It may be joined loosely to the word it modifies,

after the manner of a noun in apposition, as in the

third examples. Such adjectives are called apposltiTe

adjectives.

EXERCISE 125

Classify the adjectives in the following sentences as

attributive, predicate, or appositive :

I. The mellow straw will be softer for thee,

a. Hickory nuts are his favourite food.

3. He bounds from tree to tree, inspired by the subtle

spirit of winter.
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4. ObUvious in his burrow, he is sleeping away the days.
S- The cnes of the lonely child grew clearer

7. The ghttenng broadsword descended with the sway
of some temfic engine,

8. The settler paused again, irresolute.

9- He unsheathed his scimitar, a curved and narrow
blade,

lo. The bull, unused to the burden, sank to the ground.

OBJECTIVE COMPLETIONS

Examine the completing words in the following sen-

I. The noise made the man angry.
3. The man thought the child foolish.

__

Notice in these sentences that though " man - and
child are direct objects, they cannot alone complete

the meamng of the verb, for example :

I. The noise made the man.
3. The man thought the child.

In addition to the objects " man " and "child", thewords angry " and " foolish " are respectively neces-
sary to complete the meaning of the verbs " made "
and "thought", for example :

1. The noise made angry (angered) the man.
2

.

The man thought foolish the child.

Notice further that these completing words describe
the person or thing denoted by the direct object.

I. The noise made the man angry.
3. The man thought thecWW foolish.

Such words therefore :

I. Complete the meamng of the verb
a. Modify the direct object.
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In .he following stnttnces point out the words that both

complete the meaning of the verb and modify the direct

object :

I . We supposed the answer correct.

7. The water wears the stones smooth.

3. John declared the question ridiculoiu.

Words such as "correct", "smooth", and "ridiculous",

which complete the meaning of the verb and modify

the direct object, are called objectiTe completions.

In comparing this objective completion with the

subjective completion, for example :

The man is honest.

We consider the man honest.

Notice :

1. That they each complete the meaning of the verb.

2. That one modifies the subject while the other

modifies the direct object.

Note:—Like the subjective completion, the objec-

tive completion may also be a noun.

Example : They made him king.

Objective completions are often spoken of as objective

piedicate adjectives, or objective predicate nouns.

EXERCISE 136

Point out the completions in the following sentences,

and state whether they are subjective or objective :

I. The girl seems happy, a. Your dog is very cross.

3. The judge declared the man insane. 4- These peaches

are ripe. 5. He looks fine. 6. They drove him wild.

7. The medicine made him worse. 8. Daedalus grew jeal-

ous. 9. Did the umpire declare him safe? 10. Will

he never be quiet? 11. He kept us free. 12. The

prisoner turned pale. 13. They found the door shut.

14. The children sang their throats hoarse. iS- Be honest
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i6. Th»y thought him a hero. .7. This will keep thepapw dry. 18. Tney found him a merry fellow, i,. He
spared me, and made me his servant.

OBFINITIOKS
1. An objective completiott is one that completes the

verb, and through it modifies the direct object.
2. A subjective completion is one that completes the

verb, and through it modifies tiie subject.

COMPLETIONS IN PASSIVE SENTENCES
Compare the completions in the following sentences :

John made the man angry.
The man was made angry by John.

Notice concerning these completions as foUows :

I. In the first sentence, which is in the active the
completion "angry" is an objective completion modifyine
the object "man".

1. In the second sentence, which is in the passive the
completion "angry" is a subjective completion modifyine
the subject "man".

Compare, in like manner the following pairs of sen-
tences :

•> r J

1. We consider the boy honest.
2. The boy was considered honest.

I. They planed the board smooth.
a. The board was planed smooth.

I
.
The fruit made the child ill.

a. The child was made «tt.

We learn from these sentences that objective com-
pletions are found in sentences in the active, and that
they become subjective completions when the sentences
are changed to the passive.

Note:—In analyzing sentences we must now dis-
tmguish between subjective and objective completions.
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EXERCISE 117

Analyu th* follomng sentences, stating whether th*

completions are subjective or objective :

I. He propped the door open. a. He was considered a

good player. 3. John was quite happy. 4- The game

was declared finished. 5. This will turn the water red.

6. These seem useless. ? He found the problem hard.

8. The rope was drawn tight. 9. They talked the com-

pany tired. 10. The day turned hot. 11. The children

were kept quiet, u. She thought him foolish. 13. They

consider the cost of schooling a grievous burden.

NUMERAL ADJECTIVES

Compare the uses of the numeral adjectims in the follow-

ing pairs of sentences

1. Bring me «fc«« chairs.

2. Bring me the .«Wrd chair.

I. He tookyiw boys with him.

J. He took they!/</i boy with him.

Numerals such as " three " and " five " tell how

many, and are used in counting. These are called

cardinal numerals.

Numerals such as " third " and " fifth " teU the

order in which anything is placed. These are called

ordinal numerals.

Note:—All cardinals except " one " naturally modify

plural nouns.

Observe, however, the following exceptional uses :

I. She bought two dozen.

a. He sold five yoke of oxen.

3. They took three score.

4. We saw a fleet of twenty sail.

5. This is a twelve-inch rule.

6. Bring the ten-foot pole.

7. Pill the Jjw-quart pail.



or an " is a
and " the " of

THE ADJECTIVB „.

THB ARTICLES

THE, AN or A

We have already seen that " a "

weakened form of the numeral " one"
the demonstrative " that ".

Compare the uses of the articles in tht foUoufing
groups .

The boy hit the dog.

A boy saw a squirrel.

The oxen chased the man.
An ox is stronger than a man.

The article the signifies that we are thinking of some
particular individual or individuals out of a whole class.
It is therefore called the definite article.

The article a or an signifies that we are thinking of
one individual of a class, but only in a general or indefin-
ite way. It is, therefore, called the indefinite article.

USES OP " A "and" an "

Examine the indefinite article in the following examples,
noting especially the initial sound of the modified noun :

'

An hour is shorter than a day.
An iceberg often sinks o ship.

Is he an American or a European?

" An " is used before a vowel sound (therefore before
silent " h "), '• a " is used before a consonant sound.

REPETITION OP THB ARTICLE

Compare the meanings of the following sentences :

A secretary and a treas"rer were appointed.
A secretary and treasurer was appointed.

It

i

i
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When aeveral novins name aepamte penons or

things, the article ii repeated before each notin ; but

when the nouns refer to one person or thing the

article is generally used before the first only.
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A
Explain the use of each articlt in the following sen-

tences :

I. Bring me the pencil beside the book.

1. He brought a pencil and a book.

3. I met a statesman and a scholar.

4. He is a statesman and scholttr.

5. Is he a statesman or a scholar?

6. We saw a horse and an ox.

7. He has a red and white cow.

B
Fill in the following blanks with suitable articles :

1. He was new member of company.

2. He saw on ground army of ants on

march.

3. He was put imder care of uncle who went

by name of Joy.

4. When doe had got into timber, she heard

savage brutes howling across meadow.

5. At her first step into water she saw sight

that sent her back with bound.

OTHER FORMS OF ADJECTIVES

We have seen that the following classes of words or

word-groups may be used to modify a noun or pronoun

like a pure adjective :

I. Possessive and appositive nouns and pronouns :

John's cousin, the grocer, is sick.

The boy said to the girl :
" My dog is larger

than your cat ".
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a. PartidplM and participle phraaw :

Looking out, the hoy law a ««> mnniHg.

}. Gerundial Infinitivei, occasionally
;

We have bread to #<K and water to drtnk.

4- Adjective phrases :

A companion 0/ his voyages wrote an account
ofhu advnturts.

5. Adjective clauses :

I have seen the house wktn h* was bom.
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Poiut out tiu adjtctivts and tht subsHttats for aditr
Hv,s in th, follouHng s*ntnun :

'*"'""'" ^'^ *^-

'
"""^de thi"°'='''

"^ '"^ *-"• » """'"' '~t to

3- -^-n
,

• ^ men that bare Joab's armour smote

4.
^•h« J^-'V Of the coach-horn was a «asonable

diversion which made me get up
5. My unfortunate friend, the waiter, who had quite

6. The full value of the plunder taken in this ship wasnever actually confessed.
7. Having thus spoken, he gave me provisions for the

journey.

8. Like a hawk attacking a heron, the Heathen renewed
the charge.

to. ThQT do make some headway toward the manhy
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Parst tht adjectives in the following senttnces :

I. Our sweetest songs are those that tell of saddest

thought.

a. After a brief consideration, he packed up some

clothes in a small valise.

3. They fought till the noble knights were laid to the

cold ground.

4. At that last titanic effort he had rushed downward
with such terrific force that he had broken his

neck.
i

5. Ten thousand French and Bavarian soldiers have

penetrated as far as the Upper Innthal.

Chaptbr LXXVII

TRB ADVERB

An adverb, as was seen in Chapter XVII, is a word

which modifies, or limits, the meaning of a verb, adjective,

or other adverb, for example :

The boy ran quickly.

Where do you live?

This is very heavy.

How heavy is it?

He came very slowly.

Notice that some adverbs, in addition to modifying

a verb, adjective, or adverb, may also introduce an

interrogative sentence, as " Where " and " How " in the

above examples. Such adverbs are usually called

interrogatiTe adverbs.
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PICUUAR ADVERBIAL CONSTRUCTIONS
I. TO UOD«T ««POSITIONS AND CONJUNCTIONS
Examifu, Ou valu4s and relations of tht iMici«dwords m the following groups :

^taltated

I. He came soon after.
a. He came soon after dinner.

3- He Cameroon after you left.

I. The boy left shorUy before
a. T^e boy left shortly before noon
3. The boy left shortty before you came

a. COMPLETION OP A COPULA VERB

tn each of the following examples

:

The boys are out.

The moon is up.
We were there.

The girl is A«r».

withir^,"' *^' **^'"' ''^P'*' « adverb is usedw^th the vxdue of a predicate adjective to compl,^
.-puU^verb and desc«be the subject. Compa^^ft^

T^ girl is here.

The girl is present.

The boys are out.

The boys are absent.
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3. INTBNSIFYINO USB

Examine tht US* ofthtitaUciMtdadvtrb in tht fcUowing

stnttncts

:

He would not tvm lend it to us.

Even then he would not believe ua.

They will not come evtn when they are called.

Here the adverb is used merely to add stress to the

word or group of words with which it is connected.

This is called the intensifying use of an adverb.

4. IKTRODUCTORY BXPLBTIVB

Notice the entire si4bje(jts and the entire predicates in

tiie folfowing pairs of sentences :

I. A loud shout arose in the rear.

3. There arose a loud shout in the rear.

I. An old man came to the house.

a. There came an old man to the house.

We find that the two sentences in each group have

the same subject and predicate, as follows :

I. A loud sho. t arose in the rear,

a An old man came to the house.

The woni "There" which introduces the last sen-

tence in each group, does not, therefore, form gram-

maUcally a part of either the subject or the predicate.

Notice further that when the word " There " occupies

the place of the subject and introduces the sentence, the

subject is placed after the verb.

In each of ihe following sentences, point out the intro-

ductory word and the subject :

1

.

There is an amusing deliberateness in his dive.

2. There is nobody in the room.

3. There were tioops brought from all his dominions.
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The word "There", when used as above to introduce
a sentence, is caUed an introductory expletive. (Ex-
pletive means "filling up").

Compare the expletive use of "there" with the
representative use of "if. Chapter LXXII.
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Point out the introductory expletive, or representative,
subject, in each of the folUming sentences :

I. There came a voice from heaven.
». It is wise to be careful.

3. There were wolves in the forest.

4. There came a wind from the land.

S- It & impossible to describe the triumph of that
r.^ment.

6. There is no night there.

7. It is the right of Parliament to give advice.
8. There was a general exclamation of surprise.
9. There came a man from the house hard by.

10. There was peril near the speaker.
n. There is no other road.

13. Is it your intention to go?

ADJBCTIVB8 AMD ADVBSB8
As many adverbs are derived from adjectives by the

addition of the suffix "ly", confusion sometimes arises

adl^ "" "^ *** adjective and the corresponding

Compare, for instance, the following sentences :

He found the path easy.

He found the path MUlly.

The boy appears tptick.

ThaboytpptmqnieUy.
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In the first sentences the adjectives "easy" and

"qtiick" modify the nouns "path" and "boy" re-

spectively.

In the second sentences the adverbs "easily" and

"quickly" modify the verbs "found" and "appears"

respectively.

Notice in the first sentence of the last group, where

the verb "appears" is copula, that it is followed by the

adjective form "quick", which modifies the subject.

EXERCISE 133

D'sHnguish between :

Itlooks good.

It looks ttwU.

He made the boat r«a(i)'.

He made the boat readily.

She looks sad.

She looks sadly on.

We arrived io/if.

We arrived safely.

The man felt warm on the engine.

The men felt rvarmly on the subject.

Note :—The modifying force of a predicate adjective

is sometimes divided between the subject and the verb,

for example :

The door stands open.

They came in shouting.

Such predicate adjectives are often described as

•dverbial predicate adjectives.

POSITION OP ADVERBS

An adverb should be placed so near to the word it

modifies that its connection will be readily understood.



POSITION OP ADVERBS

He only loaned rje a dollar
He loaned o»«/yme a dollar
He loaned me ow/y a dollar

Two instantly fell. ^
He shouted fo«rf/y to the men.He snouted his oniers loudly

uroJ:"'''
"P'^'=^ *'«' ^^'» helmet with

befot :;rer"t^^\r '^ ---"^ P^^-, either

a trai^tiVe verbtdT''oj£r^ °°' '=°"'' '"*--°

£«.mi«* afc<, the following sentences •

IshalU^,Wytellhimtogo^ic%.

^''«'''«ve«^«y<joneit«^W:Vtoteasehim

but dcs not karate ^^Z-'C^^^^Z^^^--
BZBRCISE 133

I. Mr. Paggus laughed very quietly
a. Her voice grew steady as she spoke
3. He went freely about the t^ '

t Sm-^^'Jt'"^* '" " -""""'t.
5- iom s heart beat fast
6- He crept trembling into the cabin.
7. lae man groaned deeply.
8. The fire bums bright.
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B
Point out tht advtrbs in th* following stnitnets, and

account for th* position of tack :

1. He almost fell at the door.

3. He fell almost at the door.

3. The Dormouse slowly opened his eyes.

4. They walked their horses quietly to the stable.

5. He instantly measured his length upon the green-

sward.

6. I have already asked them to accomplish the work

speedily.

COMPAUSOK OP ADVBRBS

Compare the forms of the italicited adverbs in the fol-

lowing examples

:

1. I ran/at<, but he ran faster.

2. They go afiener than we, but John goes oftenest.

3. Mary came quickly, you came more quickly.

4. The children are working less quietly than they were.

5. He works well, but you work better.

Certain adverbs, like adjectives, admit of comparison.

The modes of comparison in the adverb correspond with

those in the adjective, the comparative and superlative

adverbs being formed as follows :

I. Derived from the positive adverb by the addition

of the endings er and est, aa :

•OSITIVB COUPARATIVB SUPBRLATIVB

early earlier earliest

late later latest, last

near nearer nearest, next

often oftener oftenest

sooner soonest
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''•''poS^e'tf Z:^'' "-'• '--' ^«. '^ to

Z'l7
—-TXVK SUPBK.AXXVB

quietly
more quickly most quickly

J '^ ''^^^otly
least quiS

3-WWa.;,. A few adverbs are compared thus.— -— ,„,,,,„.^_

•

farther

further

worse

less

far

forth

ill

litUe

much
weU

more
better

farthest

furthest

worst

least

most
best

OTHER FORMS OF ADVBRBS
I. An ADVBRBIAL OBJBCTIVB A „„ • ,

used m l^sentence witi anTdverti^r::,;:
'^""""^

Examples: He waited an hour hTnkkt. Theboxisa/«,/^e "^^ "^
-"• A GERUNDIAL mFmiTIVE.

Examples: I came *.^«yo. He i, „>ady to ,„

Herv.fa--'»--U
-'vl'i^"^^:/2:e7^^examples will show
meaning:

aaverb clauses according to

(a) Time •• He came ,«*«,/ ,<^ ^ . .^
^gone 6,/,^, / ,„^

'^ *»-• They had
(t>) Place : He put it where vou .n^ j .

h» had placed U ^ '"^ ** «*^'
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(c) Mcamtr : He did it oj ** uku told. He acU «
he likts.

(d) P«gr« : He is better than h* was. You look as

miieTable as a fish out of watir.

(e) Cause : I knew it was lame becaust ofu Itg had

madt a fat t impression. As you have seen

him lately, you can lead us to him.

(fl Condition : If you want exercise you can take a

paddle. I am in for it unless I can starve *»m

out. Should you meet him, give him this.

(g) Concession : I would not go, though they sent for

me. Though I perish, truth is so.

(h) Purpose : He died that we might live. We closed

the gate that the cattle might not get out.

(i) ResuU : He spoke in so melancholy a tone that it

melted Cluck's heart. The head waiter was so

tall that he couldn't see so short a beggar.

BXBRCISB 134

Classify th* adverbs and the substitutes for adverbs in

the foUottiing sentences

:

1. My blood is up.

2. To be sure, somebody might come in.

3. He went on, therefore, at his leisure.

4. I should have done so, if the cook had not come in.

5. What have you got in there?

6. They lay immovable till morning.

7. The Enniskilleners went right at the centre.

8. They drove away shortly before the train arrived.

9. They broke down the bridge, that the enemy might

not get over.

10. The rain is falling where they lie.

11. He then turned to go away with the ambassadors,

as a stranger might not be present at the deUb-

erations.
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la. Fortune direct* our aOain bett«- th.
could have wiAed ^" '^ '^"^•^•'

14. One evening the Uttle boy pointed to the rtip,.
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Parse Uu adverbs in ikefolUming sentences
.. Very often an arm or leg i, broken.

"rooTrdS"''-*°--''--°«-^^«'«->
3- He suddenly thrust him over
4. The Miller pressed furiously forward.
5- ilunk not so vilely of us

*
'^ht'^T' """ ^'"°^«'' ^-^«y leO the

Chaptbr LXXVIII
thb pkbposition

The book OH the desk is mine.

'^""'•ftionmaybeyiewedasagnninuitic.lrel.H^.
the preposition "on" fonnine with itT^ * u '

"on the desk" which J^l .i
°^^^'^ * P^'^ses". wnich modifies another word "book"The rdation may be viewed as a loricl «I.H«.the preposition "on" indicating i\.TZ. f*?**" ""wWi

iect "desV" <„ ~i « ^ *^ * posuton of the ob-

JStion^ »
^^°^ ^ *' °*'^ "l^ok". that is arelation not between the wonJs, but between th^\T

for which the wonU stand
'^'*'
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OBJBCT OF THB PBBP081T10N

Because the noun or pronoun used with a preposition

is always in the objective case, for example

:

I came with him.

He called for them,

the noun or pronoun is usuaUy called the object of

the preposition. The noun or pronoun however is not

governed by the preposition as in the case of a verb,

but merely related by the preposition to the governing

word. ,

KINDS OP OBJECTS

Compare the grammitkal values of the objects of the

prepositions in the foUoiving groups :

I. They cast him into a pt*.

a. The Saracen was beaten from his fa)fs«.

I. They laid stones upon him.

1. We will keep them by us.

I. He was about to go.

3. They did nothing but talk.

3. We are incapable of advancing further.

I. He has gone for good.

a. Think nol . \an was made in vain.

1. They have left before ftoui.

a. You must return at once.

1. They came from over the sea.

t. He crawled from «fKfer«*« Mite.

I. It all depends upon tfifaK yo» ilo.

s. He saved it from mto *« «!'««*•
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Prom these examples we learn that the object of a
preposition may be a noun or noim substitute, as fol-

Lu
' * "°™' '• ^ P'onoun- 3- An in6nitive, with

or without adjuncts. 4. An adjective, j. An adverb.
6. A phrase. 7. A clause.

MODIFIED WOBDS
It was seen in Chapter XXIV that the object of

the preposition may be related to any of the foUowing :

' Anoun Hear the «>«/n«<wm of a father.
' A pronoun Which of the books is yours ?

3- ^ ^'^ The oaiaflash into the water.
4. An adjective .... His face was/«« of confidence.

OBJECT OMITTED
The Object of a preposition is sometimes omitted.
Examples :

This isthe boy (whom) we spoke to.
Have you a pencil to write with (it) ?

PKBPOSITION OMITTED
The preposition is occasionaUy omitted in cetfain

Idiomatic constructions
; for example :

They came in (by) one by one.
The water is coming (by) drop by drop.

FOKMS OP PREPOSITIONS
Compare the prepositions in the following sentences

:

They could not go for the rain.
They could not go because of the rain.

She stood liifore the glass.

She stood infront of the glass.

Like tile otiier parts of speech tiie preposition may
be a smgle word, or a phrase.

Note:—Notice the distinction between a preposition
porase and a prepositional phrase.
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A pnpontion phrase is a group of words doing the

work of a single preposition, as in the examples above.

A prepositional phrase is a preposition together with
its object, for example :

Music ame with ilt voluptuous swell.

He looked oul <rftiu wtWoiu.

USBS or PKBPOBITIONS

It is important in connection with the uses of our
prepositions t: notice their exact forces.

Compart, for txampk :

I. I waited/ormy friend.

3. I waited o«t my friend.

1. Tiiey ran tn the garden.

1. They ran {fi(o the garden.

I. He was attended fry his brother,

a. The wn-k was attended uitMi danger.

I. He was hit fry a falling tree.

a. He was hit uitM a stick.

I. He arrived OH Tuesday.

3. He arrived (K dawn.

Notice, also, the various uses of the same preposition

in the following sentences :

He is the son of the king.

This is a piece of pine.

I am tired (jfplay.

I visited the city o/Toronto.

Ability to use prepositions correctly can come only
from careful observation in connection with your read-

ing and composition.
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PICIAL PlBVOtlTIOm
The prepodtion "on" u dunged to "•" ia luch

phn«es, M

:

He hai gone a hunting.
He came twice a week.

The preposition "o" " is used for "of" in :

It is five o'clock.

"Like", historicaUy an adjective, is frequently
followed by a noun or pronoun in the objective case, and
may in such cases be parsed as a preposition, (so also
"near" and "next",) for example

:

She looks likt him.

Men lik* them cannot be trusted.
I saw a form /«i« an angel.

POSITIOK 0» THB PRBPOSITION
TTia preposition is usually placed before its object,

but is sometimes found after it or separated from it
for example

:

'

They walk the fields amoHg.
He travelled the world otirr.

What are you waiting/or f

BXBBCISB 136

A
Pars* tht prepositions in the following senUncts

:

I. The vessel from the land.

Like a stag-hound from the slips,

Darted forth from out the ships.

». One by one the archers delivered their shafts.
3. At every puff of the engine, a cloud is projected into

the air.

4. About his neck is a plaited cord with a ring attached
to it, in which one of his fingers is sltmg.

5- A waiter came running out of a kitchen on the oppo-
site side of the yaid.
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B

Fill in the blanks in the following sentences with suit'
able prepositions :

I. She was accompanied her friend.

a. This is quite different the othera.

3. He had some difficulty it.

4. A difference arose them.

5. He has gone to look some property.
6. Did you inquire John this matter ?

7. I complained their conduct the teacher.

^ 3. Do not take yourself to communicate him.
9. I glanced the letter before talking the

matter the others.

10. This was done a boy a knife.

11. Although I was angry him, I was amused
his joke.
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Chapter LXXIX

GENERAL EXERCISES

»4|

S-

6.

7-

8.

9-

10.

II.

II.

Parse fuUy the pronouns in the following sentences :

I. For the life of me, I could not think what it might be.
a. They werj leen by none but me.
3- He left us such as he had.
4. It went from hand to hand, one tearing it from

another.

Th .grates sh. 7ed thenuelves genUe enemies.
They hurried him off, saying: ' What is that to us ?"
It IS hkely that this will satisfy everybody
When he got home, a sad spectacle offered itself to

nis eyes.

We thought it better to bring some ourselvesWe immediately applied ourselves to give them
what we could spare.

I order^ nobody to go on shore at first but myselfHe IS offended at nobody but himself.

II

uiF^'^^l^ ^ *** "'"^ °f •«'* '^i*'^ in thefolkmng extract

:

^^Z,^' "T '*"^
' '^*'' '^°'^ ^°°t wandering near.I bless thy milky waters, cold and clear

Escaped the flashing of the noontide houn :

With one fresh garland of Pierian floweniMy languid hand shaU wreathe thy mossy urn
For not tlm)ugh pathless grove, with murmur nide.rhou soothest the sad wood-nymph, soHtude •

ftide of the valel thy useful streams supply
'

The icatter'd ooU and peaceful hamlet nigh
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III

Parst th* compUtioHS in the following stnttnces .

I. This is a fine day.

a. I feel somewhat better to-day.

3. He is considered a clever student.

4. The pictures on the wall seemed to be alive.

5. The Fawn shook itself free and cried out :
" I am

a Pawn and, dear me! you are a little child ".

6. I was glad to hear that you were feeling better.

7. We thought the picture beautiful.

8. His knowledge made him useful.

9. We chose him captain.

10. The voyage was fairly prosperous.

11. The ship proved to be a good ship, and the crew
were capable seamen.

13. We considered this a very bad sign.

IV

Classify the infinitives and participles in the following

sentences, and parse the verb phrases :

1. We concluded to halt until the moon began to rise.

2. They were in hopes of finding gold there.

3. Being delivered from this danger, I resolved not to

let any one know whither we were going.

4. Had they sent to ask my leave to go, I should have
commanded them instantly on board, knowing
it was not a hazard fit to run.

5. Having been a warrior in his youth, he gladly joined

the army to fight for the king he had so injured.

6. Leaving Warwick to dischaige the duty enjoined

him, we follow the dissimulating king.

7. She had just time to see the Lion and the Unicom
rise to their feet, with angry looks at being in-

terrupted in their feast, before she put her hands
over her ears, vainly tiying to shut out the dread-

ful u{nt>ar.
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8. I Aall record the event, without attempting to

F»H «*, blanks in the following sentmces with theproper form of the verb :

»™«» w
A

/ see or do
'» how they run.

». The boy as he was told.

3. I think I have my duty.
4. She turned and forty or fifty.

5. He was sorry for what he had .

6. What are you with his knife ?

7- I that you are weary.
8. A canoe was presently approaching.
9. John his part well, but yours is muchbetter.

10. The town was . in the distance.

B
nse or raise

1. Do not from your seat.

2. They him in their arms.
3. The air expands as it .

4. The tide had .

5- I will my voice in triumph.
6. They have King Balder up.
7- He is hooded again till another bird i

8. They started before the moon .

g. The maid the bUnd.
10. When I I could see it wm in vain.
11, The weight it by a choid.
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C
lie or lay

I. The teacher it on the desk.

a. Squeers at full length on the ground.

3. Slowly and sadly we him down.

4. You can still and survey the scenery.

5. Old Jervis down that great broad back.
6. I have it all out on a bargain.

7. The ship immovable till morning.

8. The noble knights were to the cold ground.

9. It had there some days.

VI
Parse the adverbs and the adverb phrases and

clauses in the following sentences :

I. He looked so vexed that Alice changed the subject

hastily.

a. Whenever the horse stopped, he fell off in front ;

and whenever it went on again (which it generally

did rather suddenly), he fell oS behind.

3. "It can never get at me here," she thought; "it is

far too large to squeeze itself in among the trees."

4. She caught the shawl as she spoke, and looked about
for the owner ; in another moment the White
Queen came running wildly through the wood,
with both arms stretched out wide, as if she were
fljang, and Alice very civilly went to meet her
with the shawl.

VII

Parse the prepositions, conjunctions, and conjunctive

words in the following sentences :

I. We called at our friend's, but neither he nor his

wife was at home.

1. As soon as I saw the place, I called for Friday and
asked him if he knew where he was.
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?,??!?' °' *"" "'"^ '^P^^ *"^ it <=»«e to pass
that the trustees should thus dispose of my effe^when he knew that I had made my will and hadmade him my heir.

4. He approached the alchemist, and surveying him fora moment in a silence that seemed not without
contempt said: "What, are you so wedded toyour stud.es that you have not a word to bestowon an old friend ?"

5. I went below and did what I could for my wound •

It st.ll pa.ned me a great deal ; but it was neither'
deep nor dangerous, nor did it greatly gaU mewhen I used my arm.

VIII

EXTRACTS FOR PARSING AND ANALYSIS

that ^iZ
"^PP"'"™ 7"^ felt when it became knownthat S.las Mamer, on being questioned by the squin>had retained no recollection of the peddler.

As soon as the ship was secured, the captain orderedseven gun, to be fired, which was the signal^ag,^"^;^

weUrS l^rJr'yT'''^ '^ ^P°* °' ground, fittedwdUbyits gloom to be a scene of mortal strife, both weresurpraed to observe that a gx^ve was dug close by^
^ JL TX-

*'"' ^" *"^ ^'"8 laid fown up^ tteone side, and the earth thrown out upon the other

was to lft^„tr.""M'^* '* "^ ^^ "'^ <l""8hter that

rrj°
'^'^'«^t «> *»"« strange way, asked Orlando if^ ^"^ S! '^^^""^ ^y ~"11 ^iiy do what heCpromised. While Orlando was answering that he k^

Sl'whet^ *!r^'
°^"^'^" e«te«d.^and astd t.^

r was surprised at the cootoess with whirh Tnl,«avowed h» Wledge of the island
: andTLiltfrtt

«»•<» whw I WW him drawing nearer to my^lT^ dh}
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not know, to be sure, that I had overheard his council,

and yet I had taken such a horror of his cruelty, that I

could scarce conceal a shudder when he laid his hand
upon my arm.

The clouds which obscured the moon soon passed,
and it shone forth again, lighting up the sea and land with
a silvery power that was tenfold more lovely than the
glare of noonday sun. The breeze diminished slightly,

but enough strength was left to carry the canoe forward
at a lively rate. Unless Evan was mistaken this wind was
better for his craft than for the one they were trying to
overhaul.

He moved along the ledge on which he stood, and had
taken- only a step or two when he found there was an
opening in the mass of rocks. Its position was such that
he wondered he had not seen it before. While it was
invisible from where he lay on the broad sloping rock, it

must have been in plain sight from the other side of the pile.

Out of the recesses of a dark closet, into which the
aperture gave admittance, he Inought a large pasty, baked
in a pewter platter of unusual dimensions. This mighty
dish he placed before his guest, who, using his poniard to
cut it open, lo^ no time in making himself acquainted
with its contents.

Leaving the Tower, and descending the knoll on which
it stood, Halbert gained the little piece of level ground
which extended betwixt the descent of the hill and the first

sweep mad* by the brook. But scarcely had he gained the
spot, when he was surprised to feel a smart tap upon the
shoulder, and turning around, he perceived that he had
been closely followed by Shafton.

The plateau being somewhat tilted toward the west,
this spot on which we had paused commanded a wide
prospect on either hand. Before us, over the trie tops,

we beheld the Cape of the Woods fringed with surf; behind
we law a great field of open se«. Sheer above ua row the
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and found that ^ was'XieLtrC°ClY-ir '*;

upright in it. But r n^ust confLT^^o^ t^t ? ^.
tCLr ^ "'"'"'* ^- ^^^^ t^'nWed like

I was exceedingly diverted with this jouraev I fo„„Hin the low grounds hans and foxes Ki^^u f.^
^

g«aay from all I had meTw^rh • ni «;jrt r ^w *'^'^
to eat them, though I mTs^Z^ttlTtnT"^

^^^^wa.aeplo.hleenoui^^rhT^;--''-^

And is this Yarrow ? This the Stream
Of which my fancy cherished.

So faithfully, a waking dream ?
An image that hath perished !

O that some Minstrel's harp were
To utter notes of gladness,

And chase this silence from the air
That fills my heart with sadness '
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thou iweet laik, that in the heaven so high,
.

Twinkling thy wings, dost sing so joyfully,

1 watch thy soaring with no mean delight ;

And when at last I turn mine aching eye

That lags, how far below that lofty flight.

Still olently receive thy melody.

Strange we never prise the music

Till the sweet-voiced bird has flown ;

Strange that we should slight the violeU

Till the lovely flowers are gone ;

Strange that summer sides and sunshine

Never seem one-half so fair

As when winter's snowy pinions

Shale* their white down in the air.

Thou couldst develop, if that withered tongue

Might tell us what those sightless ortjs have seen.

How the world looked when it was fresh and young

And.the great Deluge stiU had left it green;

Or was it then so old that history's pages

Contained no record of its early ages ?

That was the grandest funeral

That ever pass'd on earth;

But no man heard its trampling.

Or saw the train go forth:

Noisdes^y as the daylight

Comes back when night is done.

And the crimson streak on ocean's cheek

Grows into the g ' jat mm ;

^

Noiselessly as the spring-time

Her crown of verdure weaves.

And all the trees on all the hills

Open their thousand leaves ;

So, without sound of music.

Or voice of them that.wept,

Silently down from the mountain's crown

The great procession swept.
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APPENDIX

Declension of Nouns
BOY

PoBs. case • u ,

"^y*

Nom. case
:

Poss. case

;

Obj. case :

WOLF
Singular Pi^r^

^°l wolves

^°l^ wolves'
""'^ WDlv

LADY
Singular Pi^^^

^y ladies
'*ly's ladies'
""dy ladies

MAN
Singular Plural
°>an men
™an's niea's
"an men

Nom. case
:

Poss. case :

Obj. case :

Declension of Pronouns

PERSONAL pronouns

SIMPLE FORMS
WEST PERSON

Singular Plural
^.'""=°'""'»W°N

you, ye

* we
ray. mine our, ours
me us

thou

thy thine you^.^un,
*''«' you

"'-POUND PERSONAL PRONOUNS
PIRST PERSON

„ Singular Plu,„,
«bcond person

^-«ob, mysS; oS;;t sj^f «-'
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Dbmonstratives of the third Person

SIMPLE forms

Singular Plural

AU Genders

Nom. he she it they

Pus. his her, hers its their, theirs

Obj. him her it

COMPOUND forms

them

Singular Plural

Masculine Feminine Neuter All Genders

Nom.
or himself herself itself themselves

Obj.

DECLENSION OF WHO

Singular Plural

Nea. who who
PMi. whose whose

Obj. whom whom

PLURAL FORMS

NOUNS HAVING TWO PLURAL FORMS

bandit bandits banditti

brother brothers brethren

cactus cactuses cacti

cherub cherubs cherubim

cloth cloths clothes

COW cows kine

die dies dice

fish fishes fish

formula formulas

index indices
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KOtJN* HAVINO TWO PLURAL TOtMU—CoitinUld
•eraph seraphs seraphim
*t>n Staffs staves
f** Pe«« pease
penny pennies pence

Foreign Plurals

»Si

Stngulor Plural
larva larvae
vertebra vertebrae
alumniu alumni
genius genii
radius

radii
terminus termini
datum data
medium media
memorandum
appendix appendices
basis bases
crisis

crises
ellipsis

ellipses
hypothesis hypotheses
parenthesis' parentheses
automaton automata
phenomenon phenomena
genus genera
beau beaux

C

Gendbr Nouns

Masculine Feminine
abbot abbess
actor actress
administrator administratrix
adventurer adventuress
bachelor spinster, maid
baron baroness
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OBNDiK uovnt—CoHtinutd

beau beUe

benefactor benefactrev

buck doe

bullock heifer

count counten
czar czarina

deacok. deaconess

drake duck

duke duchess

earl countess

empress

enchanter enchantress

executor executrix

gander goose

gentleman lady

^imt giantess

sod goddess

teir heiress

oero heroine

host hostess

hunter huntress

husband wife

idolater idolatress

Jew Jewess

king queen

lad lass

lion lioness

lord lady

marqtiis marchioness

master mistress

monk nun

patron patroness

preceptor preceptress

prince princess

priest priestess

prophet prophetess
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OBHDSR Hovnt—Cotuintud

»S7

rmm •we
hepheid •hephtrdess
oroerer •orct;res!>

tag hirri

nUton sultana
tiger tig TSS
waiter waitrese
widower widow-
wizard witch
youth maiden

IRREGULAR COMPARISON OP ADJECTIVES
Positivt

Bad or evil

(Pore, adv.)

(Portli, adv.)

Par

Good
(In, adv.)

Late

Little

Many or much
Near
Nigh

Old

(Out, adv.)

(Up, adv.)

Comparative

worse

former

further

farther

better

inner

later or latter

le«

more
nearer

nigher

older or elder

outer or utter

upper

Superlalivt

worst

foremost or first

furthest

farthest

best

inmost or innermost
latest or last

leait

moat
nearest

nighest or next
oldest or eldest

utmost or uttermost

upmost or uppermost
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E

CONJUGATION OP THE VERB SEE

IKDICATIVB MOOD

Simple Present Present Perfect Present Progressive

Isee I have seen I am seeing

thouseest thou hast seen thou art seeing

he sees, seeth he hits, hath seen he is seeing

we see we have seen we are seeing

you see you have seen you are seeing

they see they have seen they ere. seeing

SimpltPast Past Perfect Past Progressive

I saw I was seeing

thou sawest thou hadst seen thou wast seeing

he saw he had seen he was seeing

we saw wehadseeu we were seeing

you saw you had seen

they saw they had seen they were seeing

Simple Future Future Perfect Future Progressive

I shall see I shall have seen I shall be seeing

thou wilt see thou wilt have seen thou wilt be seeing

he will see he will have seen he will be seeing

we shall see we shall have seen we shall be seeing

you will see you will have seen yoa willbe seeing

they will see they will have seen they will be seeing
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B

CONJUGATION OP THE VERB SEE

INDICATIVE MOOD

•S9

Prisent Emphatic Present Passive

I do see I am seen

thou dost see thou art seen

be does, doth zee he is seen

we do see we are seen

jroudosee you are seen

they do see they are seen

Past Emphatic Past Passive

Ididsee I was seen

thou didst see thou wast seen

he did see he was seen

wo did see we were seen

you did see you were seen

they did see they were seen

Future Passive

Ishallbeseen

thou wilt be seen

he will be seen

• we shall be seen

you will be seen

they will be seen
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COMJtJOATION OP THE VBRB SBB

—

CcmtinUtd

SUBJUNCTIVB MOOD

Simpk Present Present Perfect

' *** I have seen
thou see thou have seen
he see he have seen

Present Progressive

Ibe seeing

thou be seeing

he be seeing

we see

you sec

they see

Simple Past

I saw
thou saw
he saw

we have seen

you have seen

they have seen

Past Perfect

I had seen

thou [had seen]

he had seen

we be seeing

you be seeing

they be seeing

Past Progressive

I were seeing

thou wert seeing

he were seeing

we saw we had seen
you saw you had seen
they saw they had seen

tUPBSATtVB Moon

we were seeing

you were seeing

they were seeing

Simple Present Present Perfect Present Progressive
See (thou or you) • Be (thou or you) seeing

(rarely used.)
•Pound only with verb do.

Example :—Have done with that.
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coNjuoATioN OF THE VERB asB—Cotuinumi

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD

Present Emphatic Present Passive

^^°see Ibeseen
thoudo see thou be seen
hedosee hebeseen

a6l

we do see

you do see

they do see

we be seen

you be seen

they be seen

Past Emphatic

I did see

thou did see

he did see

Past Passive

I were seen

thou wert seen

he were seen

we did see

you did see

they did see

we were seen

you were seen

they were seen

IMPERATIVE MOOD

Present Emphatic Present Passive

Do (thou or you) see Be (thou or you) seen
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CONJUOATION OP THE VERB SEE

—

CotUiuUed

Compound.Phrasal Forms

ferpect progressive

Present Perfect Progressive—I have been seeing, etc.

Past Perfect Progressive- -I had been seeing, etc.

Future Perfect Progressive—I shall have been ^ing, etc.

PERFECT PASSIVE

Present Perfect Passive—I have been seen, etc.

Past Perfect Passive—I had been seen, etc.

Futic« Perfect Passive—I shall have been seen, etc.

PROGRESSIVE PASSIVE

Present Progressive Passive—I am being seen, etc.

Past Progressive Passive—I was being seen, etc.

INFINITIVES AND PARTICIPLES

GERUNDS

Simple seeing

Perfect having seen

Passive being seen

Perfect progressive. . having been seeing

Perfect passive having been seen

OERUNDIAL INFINITIVES

Simple to see

Perfect to have seen

Progressive to be seeing

Passive to be seen

Perfect passive to have been seen

PARTICIPLES

Imperfect seeing

Perfect seen

Phrasal perfect having seen

Passive being seen

Perfect passive having been seen
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PRINCIPAL PARTS OP IMPORTANT VERBS

Stem Past Tense Perfect Participle

awake awoke awaked
begin began begun
bind bound bound
blow blew blown
bre»k broke broken
bring brought brought
buy bought brught
catch caught caught
ccme came come
do did done
draw drew drawn
drive drove driven
drink drank drunk
eat eat, ate ea*-, eaten
fall fell fallen

fell felled felled

fly flew flown
freeze froze frozen
forget forgot forgotten
get got got, gotten
give gave given
go went gone
grow grew grown
hew hewed hewn
hide hid hidden
know knew known
lay (to place) laid laid

lie (to recline) lay lain

mow mowed mown
prove proved proved
ride rode ridden

raise (to elevate) raised raised

rise (to ascend) rose nsen
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PRINCIPAL PARTS OP tUPORTANT yssLBs—CoHtmutd
run ran run
saw sawed sawn
say said said
see saw seen
sell sold sold
send sent sent
set (to put) set set

sit (to rest) sat sat

shake shook shaken
show showed
speak spoke spoken
day slew slain

stand stood stood
steal stole stolen

tAke took taken
tear tore torn
throw threw thrown
wear wore worn
weep wept wept
write wrote written

Note :—For the principal parts of other verbs, con-
sult a dictionary.
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AotiT« TOkM, 177.

Addren, NomliuittT* ot, WQ.

Adjeotlre, 8L
Adrerbial pndloi^e, SN.
/ttrlbnUTe.a8.
AppodtiTe. 221

ClAMtfloation of, SB; gL

DamoiutratiTa^ 90.

DeaortptiTe. VL
Indefinite, 0L
IntamcatlTak 80,

Umitlnc, 281.

Numeral. fiO.

Ot^eottTe predicate, 23i.

phrase, 48.

Predloate, 2K.
Pronominal. 87.

QnallfTlnff. 80.

Verbal. 78.

AdJeotlTee and AdTttrbs, S39L

44JeotlTee. UodUyiny fbroe at, 221.

Other forme of, 288.

AdTfarb. 38.

Claedfloatlon of, M.
olaiiBe,4&

Compartaon of, 89&

OcsJunotiTe, Bfl.

Infeerrogatire, 230.

Inteneifyinff nee of. 8S8.

PoeiUon of. 2Si.

Adrerbe. Other fornu of. 297.

Agreement of rerb with nibjeot, 131,

128. 19S.

of pronoun with anteoedent, 21&

AnalTele, 28, 38.

hj oUneee, 47.

Sztraots for, 218.

AatModent noon, 114.

AppeudlT, 81L

AppceUl^o a^6CwV6, BBS.

Artlolaa.SL

Dafliilto,sr.

IildiflDlta,S».

RaiwtlUon of, W.
Amman MntenoM. 2.

AttrlbuUra adJaotlTM,m
AuzUlmrTTarb, IM.

EmpluiUo, 17t 17<.

FudTe, 178, 171.

Putoct, U7, 17a
Pi ngnwiTe, 1S7. ITS.

AuxlUiulM, OMtncnilhlnc. UL
Fntiir«,lML

SntdiuoaTS, lai.

" Ba ', aaxUiuy riirb, 167, 170.

Canjnurttou of, MS, IM.

Cantinftl nnmenlB, 3SS.

Cua,llL
of ftpposttiToe, 201.

Utea of nominatiTe, UNl
Una of powwaalva. 19S.

Uaea of ot^eotiTa, IM.

Clanaa, AAJaetlTa, U.
AdTatb,4(L

Noiiii,M.

Principal, <1.

Snbordlnata, tt, O, U.
Claoiaa, Analyala by, 17.

Cognata objact, 19S.

CoUoatlra noun, 100.

Common nonn, 07.

Comparatlre degraa, 9S.

ComparJaon, Modaa of danotlnc, 88.

of adJaotlTaa, ai.

of adTarba, 8ML
Complata Tarb, SL
Completion, SnbJaotlTa, S.

Objaotira, US.
Complex teuUuce, 36.

AnalTriaoCfM.

MS
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Compound Mtitenoe, SB.

Abbrevlatod. M.
ComponDd-oompIex Mntenoe. Al.

Compoaiid panonai pnmouns. 9M.
Uses of. a06.

Compoand pndlokte, Ml
•Qtiieot,aB.

CoiUuffftUon, la.
ofTerb**be".14a,146.

of verb "Me ",868.

Verba acoordinff to. 142.

OotUnnotton, 66, 67.

ClurifloatioD of, m.
Co-ordloftte, 90.

ComUUve. tt, Ui
Snboidlnsto, SB.

CoiUanctlTe adrerba. 96.

Conjanotive pronouns, K, tlL
Infletrted forma of, 21&
Other word! used as, SIT.

PecUratlve Mntenoe, S.

Deoleoaton, lU.

D«feotlT« verbs. 18&
Definite article, 827.

Demonatntire adjeottrea, 9a
pnmonna, M, 208. 90a

OoaoriptlTe adJeotlTes. S2L
DUBBrentaaea for same word. 62.

I>lr«otolt]eot.l9S.

Do, anzUlary. 173, 174.

Doable poMoaalTea. 18S.

Emphatic verb phrasM, 171

Compoattlon of, 174.

Ooi^ncatlon of. 173.

KxfllamatwT Mntmoe, OSL

ExpleUre. 838.

Extracts for parslnff and analjrals,

84a

IV ^nlne conder-noun, 6Bl

lormalD-lnff, 181.

Fonnatlon of pturala. 107.

o( poaaeuatTaa. 118.

Future avxUlarlaa, m.
teiiBe.l8L

fotme phraeaa. iaa>

in naaratton, IK.

of p

Gtonder. OB,

Modea of ahowtnc, 70L

Oender-noons, 8Bl

Oemnda,77.
(}enmdlal InllniUTe, 77.

Uaaaof,77.

Have, anxUlarr, itV, ITQ

Imperfect partlol|de, 80l

Imperaonal UM of ** jt", SIOl

Imperative mood. ISl
TetiM of. 14L
Usee of, 149.

Imperative Mutenoe, 4.

Subject In, 9.

InoMDplete verba, 8L
Indefialte adjeoUve. St

article. 817.

Indefinite pronouns, 8S, 818.

Inflected forms of, 819.

Indicative mood, 187.

Indirect otdeot, 106.

Inflnlttvea, 74.

Forms of, 77.

Phraaal forms of. 188L

SuhJect of. 19S.

Inflection. ItC

Irremlar forma (^ 188.

of nouna, 105, 111, l^5.

of (wonoons, 105. Ill, lift.

of verba. UO. 188, 188, 187.

SammaFj of. 180.

Intadaotlon. 6L
Interrogative adjectlvM, 9a

adverba. SSa
pronouns, 84; 312.

sratenceSfS.

Intransitive veilia, 73.

It. impersonal use ot 818l

Repnaentattve um of, 2ia

LimiUnc adjeotlv«, 8>L

Llke.l4&

May. anxlUaiTi 168.

HaaonUne g«nder>noiin. 68.

Mood, 137.

Imperative, 188.

Indioative. IM.

SuhJimoave, im.
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MolUlan, Appoaltire, m.

of pMdltmte, 91
otnldeat,i5.

N4Rmtlan, Fntnra ptmaat In, ISI.

Neuter noim, 60i

NomlnatlTealieolate, im,

ofedilreee.l8B.

PredloMe, laa.

Subject, in
KomlnsUTe csee, 112.

UHeof,ua.
Noun, 1&

CUeeUloatlon of, ae, 08.

alaiiM,44.

CoUeotlTe, loe.

Common, 67.

Intleotlone of, lOS, 111, lis.

Neuter, 6Bl

Proper, 87.

Nonna, Other formB of. 202.

Number In noana and prononns, lOft,

In rerbi, 1% 117.

Nnmeral adJeotlTea, ML
Claaaea of, 90l

Object, 22.

Co(nate,ig6.

Direct, IW.
Indirect, 199.

ObJeoUve caaa. 111.

Uaeaot,I9L
Objective completion, 223L

Ordinal nameimla. 991

Paiaini, 117, IM. 192. 182.

CxtraoU for, 249.

Partldplea, 78.

OlaiaM of, 79.

Phnaal tonus of. ISI.

Parta of Bpeecb, 83.

Paiatrephiaaea, 178.

OompoelUon of. 178.

Conjugation of, 177.

Perfect participle. aOL

Perfoot Terb phraee^ 167, 168.

CompoalUon of, 17a
CoivJnsatlon of, 188.

ktion In joonou'ia, 81,

In rerbe, ia, at.
|

Penonal prononna, a.
Compound, 201.

Peraonlflcatlou, Prononna In, Sia
Fbraaea,!!,

AdJecUre, m
AdTerb, 4a.

Conjunction, 80.

Emphatic 179,

Future, U6L
InflnltlTe, 188.

Participle, laSL

PamlTC, 178.

Perfect, 167.

Prepoaltlon, M, 949.

PrepoalUona), 919.

ProgreialTe, 187.

Subjunctive, 181.

Verb, IM.

Plural number, 106.

Formation of, 107.

Plurals of compounds, lOe.

of foreign nouns, 11(\ 2S6,

with difllarent meanings, lIQl

Poescsstve case, 118.

FormaUon of, US.

Sntaetltute for, 198.

Uaeeotlta.
PosaeaalTee, Double. US.

Compound, 101.

Predicates,

adJecUTe, 999.

Bare, 11.

Compound, 691

nominative, 189.

PrspcelttOB, SI,

Object of, SS,9ia

phrase, 64,242.

PoaUJon of, 241

Uses of, 212.

Prepositional phrase, 213.

Present tenae, 130.

Principal verb, 161.

ProgreeelTe verb phraaea. 167, 171,

Compcaltlon of, 171.

Conjugation of, 171.

Pronominal adJecUTea, 87.

Pronoun, 17.

Claadfleation of, 8t
ConJuiKtlTek 88, J14.

OMMoatntlTe, 84, 9«
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PUMHW, 1T-

lallwtloai oC, lOi, Ut, VU.

ladrtatt*. «.<!••

lBtan<iollT«.ani-

IlMtptoori.lUl

Rtnlpraa*! pnnoaiu, US'

BeflaxiTC oldwta, *&

•aliJwt.>lOL

BenUnoa, 1.

AaMrtlTe,!
Complex. 98.

Compound, ML
Oompoand^oooiplex. 41.

SsoluofttnTttt.

ImpsntlTa, i
iDtwncsUT*,!
Btmpte.IT>

antonoM, AiiiaT*ta o<,mM
ahiU.kazIIUir.U'-

gbanUU suxiUwT. l", "^ 1"-

mpte iMttwum. S7.

Aiw]jtteof,flB.

M-fiiM' nnmbm, lOt. U&
8p(Hli,puti<K.n-

Ban, 11.

Comp<rand.aL

In ImpamliTe •enUnoe* ».

nomlnttlTa, UB.

o(inllniaTM.l»-

Position ot, a.

BnUnnctlTe mood. Iff.

lodicattTofor.lta.

pliiuM,ll>t.

TenaMOt,Uai
UMof,ur.

SniMrdlnkto otenia'. iU O.

Onunmatlo*! rnlnea of, M.

IMUKZ

Bnlmrfllnr" eoivlnnotlaii,M
Bnmmnrr of Inflootloo, lfl&

of ports of •pooch,A
SnporUUTo decno, H.

T«nM,iaiL

Toam, Soqaoooo of, 1»
UMOot,U&

TnuultlTO TorlK, 71.

Vorb.Ul
AnzlUoqr.lM.
Ctaaolflcotton of, 71.

Comptet«,lL
OoDplotlonota.
ConJofBtbrn of, lO, IK
D<<eotlTO,UL
IntnuritlTO, 7*.

Oldoot of, n.

of now oonjn**"™' >*
of old conjns*tlo»> ^**'

Prtnclpol,lM.
Pt|nolpolport>of,lM.

TmnMtlTe, 71.

VMbphi*MS,lM. , ._
Componnd totmi ot 11«

Xmpfaotlo. 17S.

mtiu«,lM.
Ponln«of,in.
PudTe.l7t.
Porfact,lCI,l«-

Pn(nHlTO,U7,171.
BaUonetlTO, IM.

Yorbol odjKtlvs* '»•

noons, 74.

Yoloo,177.

Will, onziUanr, UT.

Wonld, ooTiliorT, UT. M».






